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Polls 63" percent oi vote in Illinois race

Muskie claims he ll keep winning'

By WALTER R. MEARS
CHICAGO (AP) — Sen. Edmund S. Muskie, claiming
In victory that he'll keep winning now , held a big lead over
Sen. George McGovern today as the ballots were counted
in their contest for Illinois delegate votes for the Democratic
presidential nomination*
Muskie easily outdistanced Eugene J. McCarthy to win
as expected Tuesday in an Illinois presidential preference
primary, polling 63 percent of the vote.
A slow count of the long ballots in the delegate selection
contests, where Mtosfcie also was favored, left in doubt the
final lineup in the Illinois delegation. But it was clear the
Maine senator would emerge with a substantia] margin over
McGovern.
The delegate contest was really 24 contests, with the 160
convention¦ seats apportioned
among Illinois congressional
¦ ¦
districts. With 99 percent of the 10,858 precincts counted, delegates
committed to vote for Muskie's nomination led for 59 convention seats, McGovern entries for 14.
But there were more uncommitted delegates, 87, leading

Daley shaken
as kingpin
of Democrats

'A HAfPY MAN .. - Daniel Walker, independent Demo^
cratic candidate for Illinois governor, waves to supporters
In Chicago Tuesday night as he took what appeared a commanding lead over Ii. Gov. Paul Simon -.' -.- the Daley choice
— in the Illinois gubernatorial-primary^ (AP Ttwidsiky, '

By F. RICHARD CICCONE
CHICAGO (AP) - Two
major setbacks in the Illinois primary have shaken
Mayor Richard Daley's long
feign as kingpin of the
Democratic party in ChicagoState's Atty. Edward V.
Hanrahan stormed to a renomination victory over
Raymond Berg, the man
party leaders picked to replace Hanrahan after his
indictment in connection
with a police raid in which
two Black Panther leaders
were shot to death .
With 4,S24 of 5,243 county
precincts reported, Hanrahan had 350,572 votes, or 42
per cent, to 246,945 votes,
or 29.6 per cent for Berg.
Donald Page Moore, an independent Democrat, col-

Three members of
Pay Boa rd resign

BULLETIN
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Three AFL-CIO members of
President Nixon 's Pay Board
resigned today, saying they
could no longer cooperate
In a control program they
viewed as slanted against
the nation 's workers.
"Jn the guise of an antiinflation policy, the American people are being gouged
at the supermarkets and
squeezed in the paycheck s,"
said the executive council
of the 13.6-miHion labor organization.
The announcement was
made hy 77-ycar-old AFLCIO President G e o r g e
Mcany thnt he. Unite d
Stcclworkcrs President I.
VV. Abel and Machinist
President Floyd Smith were
quitting the board immediately .
By NEIL GILBIUDK
WASHINGTON (AP)
AFL-CIO President George
Mcany was quoted by a
high labor source today as
saying '"I am f ed up '" with
President Nixon's wageprice controls and ready to
recommend that organized

labor quit the federal Pay
Board.
The development followed
the recommendation of another Pay Board member,
President Floyd Smith of
the APL-CIO International Association of Machinists,
that the five labor members on the 15-man Pay
Board resign.
But labor sources said a
decision to quit the board
was by no means a certainty at today 's labor summit
conference called by Meany.
"There's nothing , cut-anddried about this," one
source said. Bitt others
close to Meany said there
was a 75 percent chance of
a walkout.
Meany and Smith reportedly have President I. W.
Abel of the AFLCIO United
Steelworkers in their corner ,
but expect problems with
the big Teamsters and Auto
Workers unions who reportedly are not read y to
quit the Pay Board.
Auto Workers President
Leonard Woodcock a n d
Teamster s President Frank
E. Fitzsimmons, whose unions are not part of the

AFL-CIO, have been invited
by Meany to the meeting of
the federation 's 35-man executive council which will
make the decision.
Sources said the question of fracturing organized
labor 's unity in the face of
Nixon's control progr am
could be a factor working
against an immediate walkout from the board if Woodcock and Fitzsimmons don't
agree.
The AFL-CIO also may
face some resistance among
leaders of its powerful Building and Construction Trades
Department which has its
own wage-stabilization program and has been winning
wage hikes considerably in
excess of the Pay Board 's
5.5 percent guideline. The
department planned its own
meeting today to hammer
out a position .
It was learned that a
key Nixon adviser , Director
"George Shultz of the Office
of Management and Budget ,
saw Menny privatel y Tuesday, leading to speculation
about a White House attempt to offer concessions
to prevent a labor walkout.

lected 236,101, or 28.3 per
:
cent. ;
At the same time, unofficial returns gave Dan
Walker, 48, a former $100,000-a-year corporation executive, a tight victoiy for
the party 's gubernatorial
nomination o^er the regulars' party choice, Lt, Gov.
Paul Simon.
Walker had 723,958 votes,
or 52 per cent, with 99 per
cent of the state's 10,858
precincts counted. Simon
had 678,779 votes, or 52 per
cetot.
There were 100 missing
precincts in Cook County,
including 79 in Chicago,
where Simon held a 4-3
edge over Walker in the
voting. They were not expected to change the outcome of the contest.
The 70-year-old Daley, in
his fifth four-year mayoral
term, was quick to make
peace overtures to the rebels. He told party worketrs
and newsmen, "The people
have spoken . . . It's always
a good thing -when the people speak."
Daley said lie would support Hanrahan and called
him "a man of courage1."
At the time, the mayor refused to concerde the SimonWalker race but said he
would support the winner
in the November election.
Not since he came to power in 1954 as chairman of
the Democratic committee
of Cook County, Chicago,
has Daley suffered a single
primary election loss as embarrassing as either the
Berg or Simon setback .
Hanrahan , 51, a former
Daley protege, had moved
up step-by-step through party ranks.
He was indicted in August
for conspiring to block prosecution of police involved
in the fatal Black Panther
raid in 1969.
Party liberals persuaded
Daley to drop Hanrahan and
substitute Berg, a Circuit
Court judge, But Hanrahan 's
loyalties at the precinct
level enabled him to edge
Berg in Chicago and he also
scored 43 per cent in the
suburbs where his key campaign theme ot law and order found attentive <te,

than the two campaigners could claim between them ,
And that was about the only thing that went right Tuesday for Chicago Mayor Richard J. Daley, who will lead the
uncommitted bloc when the Democrats convene July 10 in
Miami Beach, Fla.
Daley's Chicago Democratic organization was jolted when
two insurgents beat his chosen candidates to win nominations
for governor and state's attorney.
"The people have spoken ," said Daley. "It's always a
good thing when the people speak."
In the presidential preference vote, with 99 percent of
the precincts counted, these were the totals:
Muskie 747,674 votes, or 63 percent .
McCarthy 438,802 votes, 37 percent.
"We're going to keep on winning, through all the primaries, through the Democratic National Convention and
across the entire nation next November ," said Muskie . "This
is the message that the people of Illinois have just sent
across the nation. "
The Maine senator got off to a faltering campaign start,
a 46.4 percent victory showing in the New Hampshire pri-

mary, and a battering in Florida, where he ran fourth and
got only 9 percent of the vote .
Muskie said Illinois gave him "a clear cut victory." _
It came over a former Minnesota senator who is not
among the real contenders for the 1972 nomination.
Nonetheless, it was a victory, and whether or not it impresses rival politicians7 it puts a win on the Muskie record
to carry into the pivotal Wisconsin primary April 4.
All the Democratic contenders are entered there, in a
12-day race.
McCarthy said he was "quite content and satisfied"
with his showing,
: "We take assurance from the fact that between 37 and
40 percent of the voters indicated they want a Democratic
party which offers a significant choice on the critical issues
which face this country," McCarthy said.
Muskie discounted the Florida primary, saying it was inconclusive because the vote was fragmented and protest ballots carried Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace to victory,
(Continued on page 5a, col. 6)
Muskie claims

/ THE PEOPLE HAVE SPOKEN . . . Chicago's Mayor
Richard J. Daley, right, addresses newsmen at Democratic
headquarters in Chicago Tuesday night. Daley said he would

support Edward V. Hanrahan, who defeated the regular Dempcratic party candidate for Cook County (Chicago) State's
Attorney. (AP Photofax)

South Vietnam
Morton 'wide open on endsdrive
trans-Alaska pipeline info Cambodia

Would examine other plans

By STAN BENJAMIN
WASHINGTON W - Interior Secretary Rogers C. B.
Morton says his mind is
still "wide open" on the
proposed trans-Alaska oil
pipeline.
If anyone applied to build
a pipeline through Canada
to the Midwest instead of
through Alaska to a tanker
port , Morton said Tuesday ,
"we would have to consider
it as a possible choice" also.
Pipeline
The Alyeska
Service Co,, a consortium
of seven oil companies, is
seeking permits to build the
line from Prudhoe Bay on
the state's North Slope to
thc ice-free port of Valdez
on the Alaskan south coast,
Morton said Tuesday he
has no indication anyone
else is planning an alternate
application.
Although he must recommend action , Morton said ,
the final decision on the
pipeline will bo up to President Nixon. Morton said he
wants to consult with the
President' s staff and the office of Management and
Budget before bringing recommendations to Nixon.
Morton has stated he will
not announce a position for

No prompt action seen on busing plan

Ky JOHN HECKLER
WASHING TON (AP ) — A closer look at President Nixon 's antibusing proposals by House and
Senate members has dimmed chances for prompt
congressional action .
Opponents and supporters of busing arc finding
fault with the President's program . The prospect
now is for full-scale hearings and long floor fights
on the legislation.
The administration had hoped that at least
the first, part of the program — a moratorium on
new busing until July l, 1972—would be agreed to
by House nnd Senate conferees who arc trying
to work out a compromise on a huge education
bill.
But strong opposition from civil-rights groups
and a lack of enthusiasm for tho proposal by
several members of Congress aro slowing tlie
administration 's push.
AFL-CIO President George Menny issued a
statement Tuesday calling Nixon 's moratorium
proposal "a cynical attempt to reward those who
said 'never ,' and to undermine the moral leadership of those citizens who endeavored to comply
with tlio Constitution and tho Supremo Court' s

1954 decision. "
Moony noted that Nixon in 1070 vetoed two
bills Increasing federal school aid,
"Now the President i.s back on national television trying to convince the American people that
he has changed his opinion on improving the educational opportunitios of disadvantaged children ,"
Menny said. "This is political chicanery. "
Clarence Mitchell , Washington representative
of the NAACP , vowed an all-out fight against thc
Nixon program in a telegram Tuesday to Sen.
Claiborne Pell , D-R. I., chairman of the Senate
conferees.
Mitchell withdrew the NAACP' s support for the
administration 's $1.5-billion desegregation bill,
which is part of tho Nixon proposal nnd is included
in the legislative package before the conference
committee.
"The President' s speech and proposals hnve
done so much damage it would bo far better to
have no legislation in this field at this time," said
Mitchell ,
Southerners who have been leading lho fight
against busing for years see nothing to help them
in Nixon's plan to halt only new busing.

Rep. Joe D , Wnggonnor, D-La., one of tlie most,
influential Southern congressmen , said he would
not support the moratorium unless it was amended to cut off current busing, too.
In even more trouble is the second part of
Nixon 's program , a bill designed to Improve the
quality of education by earmarking $2.5 billion
in federal aid to schools with high concentrations
of poor and minority pupils.
Nixon is not proposing to spend any new money
but to redistribute funds already budgeted for the
desegregation MH and the Elementary and Secondary School Act , a popular program aimed at upgrading the education of disadvantaged children ,
Congressional supporters of ESSA, bucked by
educators , are unwilling to accept Nixon 's unilateral
rewriting of tho measure to accomplish the goals
in his equal-education bill,
As an indication that the administration realizes it has little chance of getting its proposals adop ted in the current House-Senate conference , separat e moratorium and equal-education WH.s were
introduced in the House Monday hy key Republicans, Extensive hearings on the proposals have already been planned .

at least 45 days , and said
Tuesday he might take even
longer to make up his mind.
The secretary said it
might be possible to grant
pipeline permits in time for
construction to begin this
year , but if that were the
decision it would have to
await the lifting of a federal court injunction .
The Interior Department

ROGERS MORTON
Ready to listen

Monday issued a nine-volume environmental - impact
statement on the pipeline
proposal. The statement
was required to satisfy the
injunction won in 1970 by
three environment - protection groups.
Asked if he has drawn
any general conclusions
from the weighty document ,
Morton said, "No, I haven 't
yet. I'm-still studying it myself."'
He said he thinks the department "will be ready in a
couple of weeks" to discuss
the matter with Nixon's
staff , the Office of Management and Budget , and then
Nixon himself .
"I'm probably ??olng to
have to recommend a decision," Morton said . "I don't
think I can get off the hook
that easily. I'll have to put
up a pretty doggoned good
recommendation . . . Once
this pipeline is down , wherever you put it , you're committed.
"There arc some serious
problems with any alternative. An alternative route
through Canada presents —
for them — some very serious problems which they
would have to solve."

On the inside:

f ,ri P''cnl 'on 'i °f n change in financing npRoitAUf
ftttllUVl A
d!I preach
li> the downtown renewal project were
considered Tiicsd.'iy night by the Winonn Housing nnd Redevelopment Authority — story, pane 3n.
A fllllfhftntf An estimated 2(MI ,000 Wisconsin yoitllis hnve
fMIUHIIUQII
moved within hours of lcpnlly turniii fi into
;»liills — stories . pnRcs .In and .r>n.
Rfl
aft* llll
Alia Af,er a y° a r s ^"'ty. 'he National ComI1IC11
IJUtllia
m j ss j (,n („, Marijuana and Drug Atiuse lias
made ils fi rst reojii t lo President Nixon and Con gress —
story. WW fr».
Norther n Ireland' s premier is meeting wilh
N l IIpnl&nil
CldllII i> , ime Ministe r Kdwanl Ilealh to discuss
<
the British government 's still secret proposals for the
bloodied province -- story, page 7a,
U U M Sen. Hubert Humphrey, campaigning in W isconsin ,
n E H Il |,jijj j oined 11 other senators in support nl a (ax
reform hill introduced by Wisconsin Sen. Gaylord Nelson —
story, pngp 11a.
bounty 's zoning ordinance does not. meet
7nn in(f Winona
t> st ale shorelimd management standards nnd must
be altered, Ihe Minnesota Department of Natural Resources
bus ruled — story, page Ih,

SAIGON (AP) - The South
Vietnamese announced today
that the first phase of their
drive into eastern Cambodia
has ended after 12 days, 743
North Vietnamese and Viet
Cong were killed and 23 were
captured.
The Saigon command said its
forces also captured or destroyed 38 heavy weapons, 1,100
rifles, a large quantity of ammunition, 544 tons of rice, 48V4
tons of salt and four trucks.
Eight South Vietnamese soldiers were killed , and 65
wounded , a communique said.
The lopsided claims aroused
suspicion that enemy losses
were being inflated while sizable South Vietnamese casualties were being swept under
the rug, a common practice on
both sides.
The South Vietnamese said
the second phase of the spoiling
campaign to reduce the enemy 's war capabilities is now
under way. A 2,000-man South
Vietnamese task force crossed
the border today toward tho
town of Krek , opening a new
front .
Spearheaded by 30 armored
vehicles, the task force raised
to about 10,000 the number of
South Vietnamese troops operating 10 to 15 miles across the
border in search of North Vietnamese bases.
There wore no reports of major contact with tho enemy in
the first hours of the new drive
85 miles northwest of Snigon .
North Vietnamese troops reportedly hnve moved south into
the Krek area since early
January when the South Vietnamese abandoned permanent
bases thero in favor of rnobilo
task forces.
The South Vietnamese dry
season campai gn into eastern
Cambodia wns launched March
10, and most of the Saigon
forces aro concentra ted about
25 miles southwest of Krek ,
sweeping through a communist
base area thai. South Vietnamese field officers say is a major
supply depot for three North
Vietnamese dlvirions operating
against both Soulh Vietnamese
and Cambodian forces.
The South Vietnamese! say
they have captured hund r eds of
Ions of munitions and foodstuffs .
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The weather

Campaign for
new Galesville
school started

GALESVILLE , Wis. (Special)
—About 50 parents, representing most sections of the Galesville - Ettrick - Trempealeau
School District , met in the old
Galesville Elementary School's
gymnasium Tuesday night to
outline a campaign for the pn>
motion of the April 4 $990,000
bond referendum for a new
Galesville Elementary School.
The meeting was conducted
by co-chairmen Norman Schein ,
Town of Gale, and L. S. Montgornftry, Galesville.
Scfheui showed colored slides ,
emphasizing the condition of the
present
elementary
school ,
which was built between 1902-

WEATHER FORECAST .. . ¦. Sunny and mild -weather
to forecast for most of the nation today. Cool weather, with
rain, is expected for most of the Northeast. Showers are
forecast for southern Florida and show flurries are expected
in the northern Rockies, (AP Photofax)

Local observations
OFFICIAL WEATHER BUREAU OBSERVATIONS for
the 24 hours ending at noon today:
Maximum temperature 42, minimum 28, noon 33, precipitation .05.
A year ago today:
High 40, low 19, noon 20, trace of precipitation .
Normal temperature range for this date 44 to 24. Record
high 70 in 1945, record low 10 below in 1888.
Sun rises tomorrow at 6:05, sets at 6:22 .
11 A.M. MAX CONRAD FIELD OBSERVATIONS
(Mississippi Valley Airlines )
Barometric pressure 30.00 and rising, wind from the
northwest at 20, goisting to 30 mph , cloud cover 2,000 overcast ,
visibility 20+ miles.
HOURLY TEMPERATURES
)
(Provided by Winona State
¦ College
Tuesday
1 p.m. 2 $ 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 midnight
36
35 36 37 38 38 37 36 35
34 33 32
: Today- .' ¦ ' ¦¦ ¦ •
1 a.m. 2 3. 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 noon
31
30 30 29 29 28 28 28 28 28 29
33

lrt Quarter
March 21

Full
March 29

Last Quarter
April s

New
April 13

Forecasts

Elsewhere

S.E. Minnesota

High Low Pr.
Albany, rain
53 41 .02
Albu'que, cldy
72 40 ..
iAmarillo, clear
: 69 40 ..
Anchorage, cldy
37 28 ..
Asheville, clear
64 46 .95
Atlanta , clear
73 48 -21
Birmingham, clear 75 45 .34
Bismarck , clear
48 26 ..
Boise, clear
64 48 ..
Boston, rain
42 37 .05
Buffalo, rain
54 49 .38
Charleston, cldy
71 58 1.54
Charlotte, cldy
70 50 .67
Chicago, cldv
63 38 .13
Cincinnati, cldy
70 40 .88
Cleveland, rain
70 39 .37
Denver, „clear
70 30 ..
Des Moines, cldy
53 33 .14
Detroit , cldy
66 37 .17
Duluth, clear
35 21 ..
Fort worth, clear 80 46
Green Bay, cldy
45 31 .14
¦
Helena, clear
56 28 ¦¦'
Honolulu, clear
80 73 ..
Houston , clear
78 60 ..
Ind'apolis, cldy
71 38 .17
Jacks'ville, clear
80 64 ..
Kansas City, clear 61 38 ..
Little Rock , clear 76 40 Los Angeles, clear - 76 56 ,..
Louisville, cldy
68 44 .45
Marquette, snow
39 21 .48
Memphis, clear
74 44 .06
Miami , clear
76 73 ..
Milwaukee, cldy
58 34 .10
Mpls-St.P., cldy
42 30 .14
Mew Orleans , clear 75 62 .22
New York, cldy
55 46 ..
Okla. City, clear
71 43 ..
Omaha , clear
57 33 .01
Philad 'phia , rain
51 44 .03
Phoenix, cldy
90 60
Pittsburgh , rain
68 52 .29
Ptland , Me., rain
36 32 .18
Ptland , Ore., cldy 61 50 .66

Decreasing cloudiness tonight. Fair to partly cloudy
Thursday. Low tonight 20s.
High Thursday 38 to 46.
Chance of precipitation near
xero through Thursday.

Minnesota

Decreasing e I « n d iness
spreading slowly eastward
across state tonight. Fair to
partly cloudy Thursday. Low
tonight 30s. High Thursday
SS to 48 east and north, 45
to 85 lonthwest,

Wisconsin

Intermittent snow or snow
finnies likely tonight and cold
wftti lows 15 to 22 north land
In the 20s south. Continued
cloudy Thursday and cold with
chance of snow flurries, highs
Thursday 25 to 32 north and 30
ts 88 south .

5-day forecast

MINNESOTA
warmer
Fab Friday,
northeast half . Saturday
cloudy, scattered rain south
and rain mixed with snow
north- Partly cloudy Sunday. Cooler Saturday, little
temperaturechange Sunday.
Lows Zfr-38 Friday to 22-34
Saturday and Sunday. Highs
40-62 Friday. 37-49 Saturd ay
and Sunday.
WISCONSIN
Fair and cool Friday. Chance
ef rain and a little warmer Saturday. Mostly cloudy and cooler Sunday. Highs mostly In the
40s. Lows In the middle 20s to
middle 30s.

In years gone by
(Extract* from 'the filet of thi* newspaper J

Ten years ago . . . 1962
Parents are warned to keep their youngsters off huge
piles of snow at Levee Park which have built up as a result
of snow removal operations , Police Chief George H. Savord
said.
The board of directors of Tri-County Electric Cooperative has appointed Arnold Onstad , Spring Grove, as directorat-large, to fill the unexpired term of Harry S. Roberts, Harmony.

Twenty-five years ago . . . 1947
The steamer Cairo, pushing six barges loaded principally
with grain , passed Winona on its way downriver on the first
round trip of tho season on tho Upper Mississippi.
Miss Mary Kelley , Winona , student at tho College of
Saint Teresa , and Robert Sossctti, Chicago, student at St,
Mary 's College, play two of the leads in tho St. Mary 's
production of "Tho Torchbenrcrs. "

Fifty years ago . . . 1922
The opening of the East End library is to take place at
tho room formerly occupied by the Onward league , 722 E,
Wabasha St.
County Superintendent of Schools A. C. Loomis filed for
re-election .

Seventy-five years ago . . . 1897
The river has come up a foot since yesterday.
The current issue of thc American Land and Title Register devotes several pages to a write-up of Winonn .
M". E. L. Crockett has gone to St. Paul to attend tho
«tate convention of the Degree of Honor , heing a delegate
from Upchurch lodge of this city .

One-hundred years ago . . . 1872
About 50 new books have arrived for the library association. They will be ready for delivery some time next week,
The name of the village of Greenfield , In the county of
Wnbashaw and on the lino of the St, Paul & Winona Railroad ,
was changed to Kellogg, by net of thc last legislature,

The consensus was that , every
year, due to the wooden construction and age of the brickface^ structure , new leaks appear in the roof and new
cracks in the walls. It also was
noted that the building is considered a fire trap ' and that the
wiring and plumbing are of the
original vintage. Modern bulding codes do not . permit a major modernization at a reasonable cost, they agreed.
Following the defeat of an
earlier $1,250,000 school bond
referendum some of the parents
formed an organization for the
purpose of telephoning or visiting residents in all parts of the
G-E-T District.
The parents were informed
that the savings in the present
referendum was being achieved
through a reduction in area.
from 48,500 square feet to 41,500 square feet , as well as a
reduction in construction costs
from $21.25 per square foot to
$19.75.
Site of the proposed new building is an estimated 20-aere plot
on the Douglas and Carroll Sacia land , on the west edge of
town.
The structure will be of the
open concept plan , on one floor ,
and adapted to a modern, multi-unit, individually-guided education program.
An informational public meeting on the issue has been scheduled Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the
Galesville Elementary School's
gymnasium.

The daily record
At Community
Memorial Hospital
Vliltlnj houri: Medical and surgical
patients: 2 1o 4 and 7 to 8:30 p.m. (No
children under 12.)
Maternity patients: I to 3:30 and 7 to
J:©0 p.m. (Adults only.)
Visitors to a patient limited to two at
one tlmt.

TUESDAY
Admissions
Debra Sommers, Fountain
City Rt, 2 , Wis.
Discharges
Mrs. Earl Schwartzhoff and
baby, St. Charles, Minn.
Mrs. Philip Mrozek and baby,
964 E. King St.
Births
Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Doebbert ,
474 W. Lake St., a son.
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Symitczek, Fountain City Rl 2 , Wis.,
a daughter.
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE

Michelle Pepke , 255 E. Mark
St., 6.
WINONA DAM LOCXAGE

Flow — 50,000 cubic feet per
second at 8 a.m.
IMPOUNDED DOGS

Winona
No. 51 — Small black and
no liwihite , female terrier,
¦
cense.. Available. ' ' ¦' ¦'
No. 59 — Small brindle colored male, long hair terrier
type. Available.
No. 60 — . Medium size black
and tan female cockapoo. Available.
No. 62 — Large tan male part
golden retriever. Available.
No. 63 — Three black and
white pups, mixed breed. Available.
No. 73— Medium size black
and tan male, mostly German
shepherd. Available.
Goodview
No. 204 — Male brown and
white collie puppy. Second day.
No. 205 . — Male brown and
white collie puppy. Second day.
The Winona City Planning
No. 206 — Female brown colCommission Thursday night will lie. Second day.
1
be expected to act on a site
plan for the rebuilding of a
downtown store that burned
Feb. 7.
The site plan , brought by the
Great Surplus Stores, presently
located at 52 W. 2nd St., involves the former FederalSunbeam Bakery site at 101 E.
3rd St.
The bakery building was beWHITEHALL , Wis. (Special)
ing remodeled for the surplus
—A
new police officer has been
store when it was destroyed by
hired by the city of Whitehall
fire Feb. 7.
The new structure , according under the Emergency Employ,at..»J,,.,,-,,..l,..l.u,.
to the site plan , will be a one- ment Act .
He is Garlanc
story building and will encompass 10,100 square feet. Measur- Greetn, 29, j
ing 80 by 115 feet , the site will I960 graduat<
include parking for seven cars of Cadott Higl
S c h o o l , whi
at the rear of the structure.
The site plan calls for the was employee
Waukesha
surplus store to be located in in
a corner portion of the building, Wis., for one
with some retail rental space year as a po
to the east.
lice officer anc
The commission will meet at for four years
7:30 p.m. Thursday in City Hall , in c a n o t e as
Gycen
and the only other item on the police chief.
agenda is further action on the
A native of Cadott , he attendlong-term work to update the ed the Waukesha Police Acadcity's 1950 master plan for de- emy in 1965 ; the state academy
velopment
and guide city in West Alils, Wis . in 1S64 and
growth through 1990,
Camp Perry, Ohio , for law enCommission members are still forcement and law enforcement
at the point of wading slowly administration.
throu gh all the facets of the
In 1964 he received a degree
project , informally indicating
in police science. Ho also has
their preferences among the alin-service
several
attended
ternatives and learning from thc
training sessions,
City Planning Department' s
His wife is thc* former Jeanne
staff just what the ramificaFields
, Holcombe , Wis.
tions of those choices would be .

New police
officer named
for Whitehall

The Mississi ppi
Flood Stage 21-hr.
Stage Today Chg.
Red Wing
U r,.5 -I- .0
Lake City
9.2 .(- .7
Wabasha
vi 11.5 .|..j
Alma Dam
r>.2 .(- .5
Whitmj in Dnm ..
4.7 -| .2
Winona Dam ...
7.0 — .1
WINONA
13 n.5 -.2
<).f>
Tremp. Pool ...
fl
Tremp. Dam ...
ll.H -|- .2
;..
Dakota
9.1
0
Dresbach Pool ..
<>.2 — ,\
Dresbach Dam
5,9
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Earl Plummer

LAKE CITY , Minn . (Special)
— . Earl Plummer , 69, rural Lake
Gity, died today at his home.
Funeral arrangements are being made by Peterson-Sbeehan
Funeral Home, Lake City.

Mrs. Elizabeth Noll

ALMA, Wis. - . Mrs. Elizabeth Noll, 77, Alma, died at a
Whitehall, Wis., hospital at 6:30
a.m. Tuesday
after a long ill¦
ness. * ¦ . ' ¦
The former Elizabeth Averbeck, she wa^ born in the town
of Belvidere, Buffalo County,
May 25, 1894, the daughter of
Theodore and Margaret Arenz
Averbeck. She was married to
Louis Noll, June 18, 1914, who
has died. She was a member ' of
St. Lawrence Catholic Cliurch ,
Alma.. ' ¦• :¦ ¦
Survivors are: four sons ,
Oliver, Mondovi, Wis.; Dr. David Noll, Veron a, Wis.; William
and Andrew, Alma; 28 grandchildren ; five great-grandchildren , and two sisters, Sister Annina, La Crosse, Wis., and.Mrs.
Frances F o r in a n , Bemidji ,
Minn . One son, three brothers
and two sisters have died.
Funeral services will be at 11
a.m. Friday at St. Lawrence
Catholic Church, the Rev. Robert Connolly officiating. Burial
will be in Alrna Cemetery ;
Friends . may call at StohrHagen Funeral Home, Alma ,
Thursday afternoon and evening where the Rosary will te
at 8 p.m.

SPRING GROVE, Minn." (Sper
cial) — Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Myrah , a son March 12 at the
Caledonia Community Hospital.
KELLOGG, Minn. (Special)Mr. and Mrs. Robert Braun , a
daughter March 14 at St. Elizabeth Hospital, Wabasla. ;. '
Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Kronebusch , a daughter ' by adoption
Saturday,
LAKE CITY, Minn . (Special)
— Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hinck ,
Lake City, a son March 13 at
St. John's Hospital, Red Wing.
BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis.
(Special) — At Black River Memorial Hospital: :
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Staff ,
Whitehall, a daughter Thursday.
Albert Killian
Mr. and Mrs , Jerome TifBUFFALO
CITY, Wis. — Alfany, Black River Falls, a
bert Killian, Buffalo City, died
daughter Sunday.:
today at Lutheran Hospital, La
Crosse, Wis. x
TODAY'S BIRTHDAY
Funeral arrangements are beDeborah Lynn Peteisen, 818 ing made by Stohr-Hagen Funeral Home, Alma, Wis.
W. Mark St., 5.

Surplus Stores
site plan on
..
planners' list

..

Two-State Deaths

Scout official is
speaker at St. Stan 's
Don Whalcy, Scout executive ,
was guest speaker at the Blue
j ind Gold banquet held by St.
Stanislaus Cub Scout Pack 10,
Sunday. Other entertainment
was an original puppet show by
the Wehelos, and an exhibit of
hobbies by Cub Scouts.
Awards, presented by John
Wagenaar , were to: Lenny Huwald , Paul Kluzik , Dale Kuennen , Dean Kuennen and Joh n
Watkowski , Wolf badge ; Mark
Modjeski , B<?a r badge; and
gold arrow s to Lenny Huwald
»iul Paul Kluzik. Jeff Donnls
and George Fockons v/era welcomed into the Webelos by David Moyers , Wcbc'los lender.
David Kukliaskl, Miko Mcilinger and Roger Mlynczcik received citizen and traveler pins.

Eugene C. Moriarty

PRESTON , Minn. — Eugene
C. Moriarty, 88, oilman and
former mayor of Wichita , Kan.,
and former Preston resident,
died there Monday. A native of
Preston, he moved to Wichita
in 1901. He was employed by
Derby Oil Co., many years and
was vice president in charge of
the land department. In 1942
he helped form the DerbyRitcbie-Moriarty Oil Co.
He served on the Wichita
Commission from 1941 to 1944
and as mayor in 1943-44.
Moriarty was an active member in Kansas and national
petroleum organizations.

Two-State Funerals
Mrs. Fred J. Papenfuss

LA CRESCENT , Minn. — Funeral services for Mrs. Fred. J.
(Lenore) Papenfuss , La Crescent, will be at 2 p.m. Thursday at First Lutheran Church ,
La Crescent, the Rev. Melvin
Smith officiating. Burial will
be in Nodine Lutheran Cemetery.
Friends may call at Nelson
Funeral Home, La Crescent,
today after .4 p.m. and at the
church Thursday from 1 p.m.
Pallbearers will be Howard
Papenfuss , Loren Diekrager ,
Herbert Mades, Harold Boettcher, Burton Morris and "Winston Reider.

Grant S. Christie

ST, CHARLES, Minn.-Funeral services for Grant S. Christie, 85, St. Charles, will be at
2 p.m. Thursday at United Presbyterian Church , the Re-v. Samuel Waring officiating. Burial
will be in Saratoga Cemetery .
Pallbearers will be Guy,
James and Jack Rainey, Clare
and Lawrence Kreckow and
Ernest Monarch.
Friends may call at SelLnerHoff Funeral Home here after
3 p.m. today and Thursday until 11:30 a.m. and then at the
church after 1.

Mrs. Frances Parparr

LAMOILLE, Minn . — Funeral
services for Mrs. Frances Parpart , Lamoille , were held today at Precious Blood Church ,
Lamoille , the Rev. Robert H.
Taylor saying the Mass of the
Resurrection. Burial was in SI.
Mary 's Cemetery, Winona.
Pallbearers
we're Don ald ,
Gerald ¦ and Fred Woodard ,
Kenneth and Russel Nowlan
and Larry Hinkley.
¦

Trempealeau County
tra ffic officer to
get Legion honor
WHITEHALL , Wis. (Special)
—The Wisconsin Amt'ricnn legion has selected Maurice Scow ,
Trempealeau County traffic officer , ns one of three outstanding law enforcement officers in
the statd for 1971, Each year the
Legion chooses three outstanding law enforcement officers to
receive publi c recognition during tho organization 's state
convention.
Scow served during World
War II as a member of tho famouM 32nd Red Arrow Division
in tlie Asiatic-Pacific Theater,
He was injured during action on
Luzon. lid began working as a
traffic officer for Trempealeau
County in November , 1947, and
wa.s tlio only county traffic officer until 1055.

WEDNESDAY
MARCH 22, 1972

Winona Deaths
Warren F. Bernhardt

Warren F. Bernhardt , 60, 215
Mankato Ave., died at 1:10 a.m.
today at Community Memorial
Hospital after a brief illness.
He had owned and operated
Beraie's Transfer the past 10
years.
The son of Frederick and
Bertha Schultz Bernhardt, he
was born at Lewiston, Minn.,
June 16, 1911. He married Delia
Schleck, Sept. 22, 1934, at Wabasha, Minn. He had lived here
40 years . .
Survivors are: hs wife; one
son, Kenneth , Winona, and three
grandsons.
Funeral services will be at
10;45 a.m. Friday- at Watkowski
Funeral Home , the Rev. Donald Grubisch, St .Stanislaus
Church , officiating. Burial will
be in St. Mary's Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home Thursday from 2 to
4 and after 7 p.m. and Friday
after 9 a.m. A wake service
will be at 8 p.m . Thursday.

Lewiston dies

LEWISTON, Minn-John Paul
Halvorson , 54, elementary principal iii the Lewiston School
system, Lewiston, died at 6 p.m.
Tuesday at Community Memorial Hospital , Winona , after a
one month illness.
The son oi John M. and
Amanda Langland Halvorson ,
he was born at Warren , Minn.,
Dec. 2, 1917. He was a graduate
of Luther College, Decorah ,
Iowa, and received his master's
degree at the University of
North Dakota , Grand Forks ,
N.D; He was a veteran of World
War II,
On Jan. 17, 1946, he married
Ruth Dinger at Calmar , Iowa.
He was a member of Central
Lutheran Church , Winona , the
Winoiia Elks Lodge, Lewiston
American Legion post , and the
Minnesota and National Education Associations. He had been
elementary principal here five
years.
Survivors are: his wife; two
sons, John H. and Mark, at
hoine ; three ; daughters , Mrs.
John (Mandy) Sorenson, St.
Paul , Minh., Mary and Dianne,
at home; one grandson ; one
brother, Henry M., Boston ,
Mass., and two sisters, . Mrs,
Neil (Agnes) Giere, Winter
Park, Fla.j and Miss Gertrude
Halvorson, Des Plaines, 111.
His parents and four sisters
have died.
Funeral services will be at 2
p.m. Thursday at Central Lutheran Church , and Friday at
Warren , Minn., the Rev. G. H.
Huggenvik, Central Lutheran
Church, officiating. Burial will
be at Warren .
Friends may call at Fawcett
Funeral Home , Winon a , this
evening after 7 p.m. and at the
church Thursday from 1 p.m.
until services.
A memorial is being arranged.

Municipal Court

Jackson County
bloodmobile visit
exceeds quota

Winona
Thomas G, Haney, 38, 612
Parks Ave., appeared with bis
attorney, Leo F. Murphy Jr.,
and pleaded guilty to a charge
FALLS, Wis.
of theft by check before Judge BLACK RIVER*
second blood—
The
(Special)
Dennis A. Challeen.
visit at the Jackson
Haney allegedly wrote 13 mobile
Monday exceeded
Bank
County
checks but was charged on only
by
16 pints with 123
quota
three complaints, for a $15 and its
Close to 150 docollected.
pints
to
the
Park
$10 check payable
give blood in
to
ih
signed
nors
Plaza Hotel and a check fpr
county visits
five
of
the second
$20 to Mode O'Day.
. . ; A '' - . . . ' '
1972.
for
Cits Attorney Frank Wohletz
Casper and Mrs.
presented the terms of the ne- Mrs. Orval
received fourSanford
Rollin
sentence
a
20-day
gotiated plea,
Maurice
/pins.
donor
gallon
for each of the complaints
his three-galwould be suspended for one Knutson received
Stenulson, two
year and that Haney make res- lon pin ; Eugene
awards
one-gallon
and
titution for each of the 13 gallons,
checks amounting to about $200. were given to Betty Lisd; Judy
Mrs. Albert PotChalleen agreed with the mo- Cychosz and
ter.
$10O
that
the
ordered
tion and!
The" visit was handled by the
bond posted be released to the
Red Cross Volunteers assisted
defendant and his attorney.
typists from the senior high
Thomas C. Thompson, 20, 103 by
and Mrs. Gordon iRudschool
E. Howard St., pleaded guilty
William Wilcox, Mrs.
Mrs.
kin,
driving
to a charge of careless
and Mrs. ViAnderson
Michael
and was fined $100. Thompson
nurses.
Deener,
ola
a.m.
to12:27
at
arrested
was
day at West Broadway and HarArea parent, _
riet Street.
Mrs. Robert F. Lembkey, 520
meets listed
Collegeview, pleated guilty to teacher
permitting her dog to run at
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) large. On March 4 her dog According to Clayton Olson, eleallegedly was running loose at mentary school supervisor, parPrairie Island.¦ She was fined ent and teacher conferences
$25 ' ' ' ¦ . . '
will be held Monday and TuesRonald R. Pribyl , 18, 227 day ; Monday conferences will
Morey-Shepard Hall, Winona be held at the junior high
State College, was declared in- school in Trempealeau and at
digent by Judge Challeen and the senior high school in Galesgranted a court appointed at- ville, from 1 to 9 p.m. These
torney.
schools will not be in session
Pribyl allegedly took a parka on that day.
coat belonging to Michael J. Tuesday conferences will be
Cienia from the WSC student
from 1 to 9 pirn, at the
union dining room at 9:24 a.m. held elementary schools, Etthree
Jan. 5.
Trempealeau and GalesTrial • is scheduled for 9:30 trick,
no school sessions in
with
ville,
a.m. Wednesday.
that day. Parents
schools
these
GOODVIEW
previously been scheduled
The following cases were have
appointments with the
heard in Goodview justice of for
teachers.
the peace court recently before
Floyd Farnholtz. Arrdsts are by $16, 4:30 p.m. March 5, 40th
the Goodview police unless oth- Ave. and 6th Street ; Richard
erwise stated.
W. Loucks, 1204 W. Sth St., WiSpeeding: Eugene J. Bauer, nona, $15, 4:10 p.m. March 6,
La Crescent, Minn., $10, 44 in 6th Street.
35-imle* zone, 1:15 a.m. Jan. 16, Stop sign violation, $10.;; Ethy6th Street; Harlan M. Wilson, lind M. Loudner, College of St.
Lewiston, Minn., $25, 47 in 35- Teresa, Winona, 2:35 p.m. Feb.
mile zone, 3:19 p.m. Feb. 4, 6th 11, Service Drive and 40th AveStreet ; Albert D. Culbertson. nue; John D. Anderson, 377 W.
Lanesboro, Minn., $25, 52 in a Sanborn St., Winona , 7: 10 p.m.
35-mile zone, 12:07 a.m., Feb. Feb. 14, Service Drive and 40th
8, 6th Street; Terry R. Under- Avenue; Denis T. Dais , 635 Terwood, Minneapolis, Minn., $35, ry Lane, Winona , 9:03 p.m.
84 in a 55-mile zone; 3:10 p.ni, March 1, 44th Avenue and 6th
Feb .11, Highway 61; Daniel W. Street ; Anthony P. Bronk, WiGoogins , Lamoille, Rt. 1, Minn., nona Rt. 1, Minn., 12:C5 a.m.
$25, 48 in a 35-mile zone, 6:48 March 2, Airport Road and
p.m. Feb. 15, 6th Street ; Rob - 6th Street.
:
ert A. Sauer, Harmony, Minn. , Bartley V. Buol, Kellogg,
¦
'
$25, 48 in a 35-mile zone , ' . Minn.j $10, driving in wrong
a.m. Feb. 16, 6th Street; Thom- lane of traffic, 3:50 p.m. March
as C. Fuchsd ,275 W. Broad- 1, Service Drive ; Francis N.
way , Winona , Minn., $37, 67 in Stoltz, Sr., 916 39th Ave. , Gooda 30-mile zone, 11:58 a.m. Feb. view, $25, permitting unlawful
22, Service Drive; Craig W. operation of a snowmobile, 6:45
Rellslrom, Houston, Minn., $10, p.m , March 3, Sth St. and 41st
44 in a 35-mile zone, 1:56 pm. Avenue, $10 of the fine suspendMarch 6, 6th Street. :
ed on condition violation does
Failure to display current not occur again; Bernard R.
vehicle registration: Stephen Malchaski , Fountain City Rt, 2,
M. Wing, Worthington , Minn., Wis. ,$15, exhaust not properly
$10, 1:15 a.m. March 2, 6th St.; muffled , 5:06 p.m. March 6,
Robert G. McQueen , 369 W. 6th Streeet.
Broadway, Winona , $10, 10:25 Stanley J. Pruka, Lamoille
,
a.m. March 2, 6th St.; John Sa- $18, speeding 54 in a 40-mile
gan, Jr., 450 E. King St., Wino- zone, Feb. 17, Highway 61, arna , $10, 11:06 a.m. March 2 , 6th rest by the Minnesota Highway
Street ; Frederick R. Suter , Patrol ; Cleatus W. Baldian,
Mankato , Minn., $10, 11:45 a.m., Texas, $39, speeding 80 in a
March 2 , 6th Street; Steven R. 50-mile' zone , Highway €1, arBeeman , 4790 9th St., Goodview, rest by the Highway Patrol.

Wabasha board members
discuss anonymous threats
By VI BENICKE
Daily News Area Editor
WABASHA , Minn. - Only
two of the four members of
the Board of Education of Wabasha Independent School District 811 care to discuss reports
that all have been receiving
threatening telephone calls and
letters.
They are William Bruegger
and Mrs. Merlyn (Ruth) Williams.
Having "no comment" arc
Ralph Lindgren and Clifford
Wilson .
The investi gation of a series
of alleged threats , which reportedly have ' occurred during
the past four weeks , is being
conducted by the Wabasha
County sheriff's office and U.S.
postal authorities.
HOWEVER , Sheriff Ed Lager
is not talking either. He refused
to elaborate on the alleged
threats or reveal how the investigation is progressing.
Ho said that any information
would have to como from Ihe
board members themselves; he
would not say who "complained" to him.
Bruegger said the two typewritten letters that ho received ,
which were postmarked Wabasha , were turned ovor to the
sheriff' s office , which in turn ,
turned them over to the postal
inspector .
"I haven 't heard any thing
further on them , " snid Bruegger. "But I would like to know
who sent them and what precipitated the person or persons
to take such action. "
BRUKGGER uaid lie did not
get too upset over the first
letter since it merel y suggested
that his wife should Ro to some
of the board meetings to sec
"what an ass " her husband

made of himself (or words to
that effect).
Bruegger said he could not
remember the exact wording
since he had received the letter some time ago and had not
made a copy of it.
In the second letter the sender said , according to Bruegger ,
that if he didn't change the
way he voted , and also handled
other matters before the board ,
that his "family had better look
out. "
"I was awfully mad at the
time I received the second letter ," Bruegger said. "After
all , I am just trying to do a
job. "
MRS. WILLIAMS said that she
has received threatening telephone calls and letters since
the February school board meeting. The letters were typewritten and unsigned and postmarked Wabasha , r,he revealed.
The abuse began , said Mrs .
Williams , after Howard Casmey,
state education commissioner ,
criticized the board. Then a
newly-form ed g r o up called
"Citizens for Quality Education " appeared before tlie*
board , she said , and also sent
letters to tho editor of the Wabasha County Herald criticizing, maligning and ridiculing
school board members. And
then the threatening telephone
culls and letters started , she
added.
Mis. Williams said sho Is
sure that the threats aro because of tho four board members' opposition to a Moy lfi
$1.9 million bond Issue to construct a school.
Voters also will elect two
school board members in Mny
since the three year terms of
Lindgren and Willlnrn Hawkins
are expiring.

ton , effective June 30, because
of "irreconcilable differences
between himself and members
of the board ," said that he was
shocked and taken by complete
surprise* by reports of threats
to the board members.
Voting to accept his resignation were the four persons who
reportedly have been receiving
the threatening calls and letters.
Opposed were Wallace J.
Walter , Hawkins and Chairman
John Doffing.
Patton said he was not aware
of where or how the news release on the allegeti threats
originated.
"The four board members
have not communicated to mo
that they have been under this
kind of pressure1," said Fatten. "I might add that in small
towns like ours, these things do
become emotional issues, which ,
of course , is regrettable .

"THESE PROBLEMS CAN
only bo solved through logical
and reasonable negotiations and
educational programs.
"I regret that it has deteriorated to this ," he said sadly.
He added .that , thankfully, be
has not been a victim of this
kind of tactics.
"But I don 't say that with
pride ," he added. "I regret thai
anyone has been victimized by
this kind of thing. "
Doffing snid: "I wish thnt
whoever is making Uie crank
calls and sending unsi gned lcters would stop. This is not helping - matters any ; everyone l.i
making fun of our community ,
nnd I don 't like all the publicity we arc getting.
"Personally, I think this is
almost n fanatic typo of approach; this i.s not the proper
method lo acquire changes.
Anyone who makes crank calls
SUPT. RANDALL PATTON, is not an informed person ," he
who has submitted his resignn- concluded.

HRA learns renewa l apartments eiigible for tax cut

Housing and Redevelopment Authority commissioners
and staff personnel were caught by surprise Tuesday night
when they learned that a downtown urban renewal apartment development will be eligible for a real estate tax reduction of 50 percent on residential portions.
., ¦ Implications of the recently-anrotuiced plan to finance
the apartment section of a downtown reconstruction project
under Federal Housing Administration 236 programs were reviewed briefly by HRA members at their meeting. But indications are that the matter will get considerably more derjL study within tii6 next few days and weeks.
. The change was noted last week in comments by HRA
Chairman Dr. W. 0. Finkelnburg. Previously the apartment
tower portion of the downtown urban renewal project was
to have been financed on the private market. But, according
to a report Tuesday night by John Briscoe, president of Plaza
Development Corp., this had proved too expensive for the
anticipated market .
IN CHANCING to the 236 plan, wherein FHA subsidizes
construction loain interest beyond l percent — up to a. 7Vi
percent maximum — Plaza Corp. has had to consult extensively with FHA and Housing and Urban Development efficials,

Briscoe said. A number of delays have arisen therefore, he
added.
City Manager Carroll J . Fry, sitting in the audience,
asked Briscoe whether this factor would reduce the amount
of additional taxes the city would receive from the redeveloped area. He noted that the city plans to use this additional revenue — under permissive state laws — to retire
an anticipated $800,000 bond issue that will pay for public
improvements such as streets, utilities and parking areas,
Briscoe replied that Plaza Development's total investment estimate for the project now has risen to 45,385,000 from
the previously-figured $4,5 million. The increased costs, he
said, have gone into expansion of commercial (and fully taxable) areas while cutbacks have been made on residential
parts of the tower that are eligible for 236 financing.
THEREFORE, BRISCOE said , it's expected that the increased tax take on commercial property will offset the reduction on the 236 portions.
Briscoe was immediately asked by HRA Vice Chairman
N. J. Fischer to meet with George Mayer, HRA executive director , to draw up a set of figures that would accurately picture the revisions from the value and taxation standpoint.

These, said Fischer, should be ready for the next HRA meet'' ¦/ . - • :. ./
ing^
At that time, too, HRA expects to review the final plans
of Plaaa Corp. for redevelopment.
Inquiries today revealed that the tax-reduction element
connected with 236 projects was unknown either to city or
HRA officials until a few days ago. Fry said he had learned
of it accidentally last week in a conversation with a HUD
field representative.
As recently as Tuesday afternoon HRA staffers had said
they doubted that such a law existed although some rumors
to that effect had circulated here lately;
County Assessor David Sauer said Tuesday that he would
ask the state taxation ' department about it but had no direct
knowledge that such a provision existed except for projects
sponsored by non-profit organizations, fhe law apparently
is a little-rioted amendment to an act by the 1989 legislature
and makes the tax break mandatory for local governments.

HEA commissioners also said they had some general
knowledge of Plaza Corp., plans for going into 236 financing;
But the matter hadn't been acted npon by HRA at any meeting,
nor had the board been asked by Plaza Corp., to approve the

change, Fischer said.
Fischer said, however, that the HRA plan review tentatively scheduled for next month would include a look at the
236 proposal .
Full disclosure of financing also will be required of
Plaza Corp., when HRA gives title to the renewal area, according to a redevelopment contract signed last year.
. Another procedure , not discussed at the Tuesday meeting,
will have to be followed before all renewal financing can be
authorized.
ACCORDING TO the St. Paul Are a HUD office, a public
hearing must be held on a forthcoming request to raise the
total estimate of costs for, renewal acquisition and clearance
to HRA and the city. These are separate from the redevelopment costs which are to be borne, according to contract, by
Plaza Corp. Since cost projections have changed since the project financing plan was adopted, the HUD share would have to be
raisec about $600,000, accordin g to Thomas T. Feeney, area
HUD director . This would bring' the total federal grant to
about $2.9 million and the local one-fourth share to about
$750,000.
.

Urban renewal construct
start this spring, HRA told

MORTGAGE loan firms will
supply the balance of the financing, Briscoe indicated.
Legal and other considerations have prevented Plaza from
listing investors and future tenants and other data, Briscoe
told HRA members. Regulations governing sales of stock
are involved and, moreover,
lessees in the new complex refuse to let their names be used
as a vehicle for selling shares
to investors, he explained.
Briscoe also told HRA members the estimated cost of the
John Clemens, president of $1,455; Minnesota Association redevelopment project now has
Winona Area Community Chest, for Crippled Children and been raised to $5,385,000. The
Inc., announced today the an- Adults, $5,000 — $4,550; Minne- development firm previously
had estimated its investment at
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fairy tales
discussedaf
CST lecture

Legionnaire is named
honorary life member

Commander tells
Legion programs

By FRANK UHLIG
Daily News Staff Writer
Construction of W i n o n a ' s
downtown urban renewal block
VvU b-egin as soon- as federal
and local agencies . approve final plans, members of the
Housing and Redevolpment Authority (HRA ) were told Tuesday night.
Plans should be ready for
HRA scrutiny and approval by
April 18, said John Briscoe,
Winona, president of Plaza Development Corp. The firm has
a contract with HRA calling for
construction of a retail-residential complex on the oneblock renewal area which was
cleared last yean
Briscoe also revealed that the
project price tag had gone up
from $4.5 million to $5.38 million. HRA members and staffers apparently were surprised
at learning that this may have
some as-yet unknown effects on
the future tax return from the
area because of new financing
arrangements. State law provides for an automatic 50 percent tax break for properties
built under Federal Housing
Administration 236 financing,
the method Chat will be used
for residential portions of the
redevelopment project.

The major part of a $1 million offering of limited partnership shares, at $2,500 each, has
been sold,. Briscoe said. It appears that Winona investors will
account for about 30 percent of
the total, he added , with the
rest of the purchases being

made in Twin Cities markets.
Acceptance pf the offering
has been high in the Twin Cities, Briscoe said, but he professed dismay at what he called "the negativism toward the
project displayed in some parts
of the Winona community."
..
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Liquor key (but not only) adulthood issue

Wisconsin law worries Sp annaus
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Damage $700 in
St. Charles crash

Schools closed
when bus driver
finds keys stolen

ST. CHARLES, Minai . — A
two-car accident resulting in
$700 damage occurred at 7:05
p.m. Monday night on Highway
14 in St. Charles, Minn.
According to the Minnesota
Highway Patrol, Daniel Ihrke,
St. Charles Rt. I, was eastbound on Highway 14 and Walter Stevens, St. Charles, was
westbound on Highway 14 making a left turn when the two
cars collided .
Damage to the 1967 Ihrke Sedan was &et at $500, while damage to the 1972 Stevens pickup
was $200.

ARLEE, Mont. (AP)— About
450 elementary and high school
pupils got an unexpected day
out of school when drivers
found the district's six school
buses without keys early Monday.
But due to the enterprise of
one. profit-minded young man ,
school resumes today, SujL
T.J. Phillips said.
The boy found one set of keys
In a ditch near the schoolyard
and took it to custodian Sonny
Ltindwall.
Lundwall offered the pupil 25
cents for every bus key set he
could find , and the boy returned a short time later with
five more sets.
¦
SPRING GROVE NURSES
SPRING GROVE , Minn . (Special) — Mrs. Ruth Kjome, registered nurse, and Mrs. Robert
Bunge , licensed practical nurse,
attended a seminar on respira
tory card in Faribault , Minn.,
recently. The seminar included
a review of the anatomy ol the
tracheodronchlal tree, oxygen
therapy, tracheostomy care, respiratory therapy and respiratory emegencies.

Today
MINNESOTA STATE HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL
opening round game, 1:00, Chs. 10-11; 7:00,
TOURNAMENT
¦ ¦
Ch. 11. '
LOCAL NEWS, 5:00, Cable TV-3.
ELECTION '72. Assessment by newsmen of Sen. .Edmund Muskie's chances as a presidential candidate, focusing on recent primary results. 7:00, Ch. 2.
CAROL BURNETT. Karen Black and Vicki Lawrence
join Carol in a production number about a big night out on
.
the town. 7:00, Chs. 3-4-8.
HALL OF FAME. James Stewart and Helen Hayes star
in "Harvey, " a whimsical comedy about an invisible rabbit.
7:30, Chs. 10-13.
ABC COALEDY HOUR. An hour with the Kopykats in
spools of Broadway and Hollywood. 7:30, Chs. 6-9-19.
SHAFER REPORT ON MARIJUANA. Live press conference from Syracuse, N.Y., as drug commission members
present their views on marijuana and the law. 8:00. Ch. 2.
AMERICAN LIFESTYLE: MONTICELLO. A tour of
Monticello , Thomas Jefferson 's Virginia home . 9:30, Ch. 6.
Thursday
HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT, 1:00 and
7:00. Ch. ll.
LOCAL NEWS, 5:00. Cable TV-3.
COMMUNITY RELIGIOUS NEWS, 5:15, Cable TV-3,
SONGS OF IRELAND. Music from the Emerald Isle .
6:30, Ch. 2.
SPORTSARAMA. Mai Sharpe interviews residents and
tourists in Honolulu. 6:30, Ch, 3.
NET PLAYHOUSE. "A Search for Strindberg" features
Max von S^dow in scenes that reflect the Swedish playwright's suspicions and hostilities. 7:30, Ch. 2.
NCAA BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT. Semifinal-round
as East and Mideast champions clash. 8:00, Chs.- 5-10-13.
PRESCRIPTION FOR HEALTH CARE . "Prognosis Right or Privilege", first in a program series, on* Minnesota
heaith care. 9:00. Ch. 2.

Television movies
' ' ¦ • ' • Today

.

CAPTAIN PIRATE ," Louis Hayward. Adventurous escapades of Peter Blood, a swashbuckling captain . (1952),
3:30. Ch. 4.
"THREE BRAVE MEN," Ray Milland. A case history
of a navy employe who loses his job for security reasoss.
( 1958) 3:30, Ch. 6. ' A
"BEYOND THE FOREST," Bette Davis. Because of
boredom , a selfish woman struggles for wealth and excitement (1949) 3:30, Ch. 19.
"SAILOR OF THE KING," Jeffrey Hunter. Drama involving the capture of a German war vessel. (1953) 8:30,
. A. . . A .
Ch. 9.
"TAKE THE HIGH GROUND," Karl Maiden. A tough
top sergeant trains recruits for combat in Korea. (1953)
10:30, Chs 3-8.
"FANCY PANTS," Bob Hope. An English valet accompanies a mother and daughter from Britain to New Mexico.
(1959) 10:50, Ch. 4.
"CITY THAT NEVER SLEEPS,'? Gig Young. A police
officer, married, plans to run away with a honky-tonk dancer. (1953) 11:, Ch. 11.
"THE AMERICANO," Glenn Ford. A Texas cowboy , in
Brazil, is involved with Brahma bulls and murder . (1954)
12:00,' Ch. 13. :
Thursday
"THE JAYHAWKERS," Jeff Chandler. When told of
his wife's deatfy a war hero escapes from prison . (1959).
8:30, Ch ..4..- .¦
"CHARLIE CHAN IN RENO," Sidney Toler. Charlie
attempts
wife. ( 1939). 3:30,
¦ ¦ to help his client's estranged
¦
Ch. 6.- ¦
: -A - - A- ' " i ¦- - '
"THE BRIDE CAME C.O.D.," James Cagney. A poor
man accepts the job of bringing a spoiled heiress back to
her father. (1941). 3:30, Ch . 19.
"PROMISE HER ANYTHING," Warren Beatty. In this
satire on movies and child psychology an 18-month-old baby
appears oh the screen, unbeknownst to the mother. (1966)
8:00, Chs. 3-4-8. .:
"THE GREEN SLIME ," Robert Horton . In this futuristic thriller, filmed in Japan , a jelly-like substance has a
life of its own. (1969). 10:30, Chs. 3-8.
"BABY, THE RAIN MUST FALL," Steve McQueen.
A prison parolee decides to hit the big time as a blues
musician. (1964). 10:50, Ch. 4.
.
"JIVARO," Fernando Lamas. Dramatic treasure hunt
in South American headhunter country. (1954) ll:00 7 Ch. 11.
"SKI CHAMP," Tony Sailer. Story of foul play at an
international championship ski race. (1958). 12:00, Ch. 13.

Report memo shows US.
was opposed to All end e
By GEORGE GEDDA
WASHINGTON (AIP) - The
State Department authorized
the U.S, Embassy in Chile to do
its best to keep lef tist President
Salvador Allende from taking
power In 1970, according to a
secret memo attributed to two
officials of the International
Telephone & Telegraph Corp.
The memo, a copy of which
was released by columnist Jack
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Anderson , lists its authors as
Hal Hendrix and Robert Berrellez, who purportedly were
sent to Chile by ITT to report
to the firm on political developments following Allende's election in September 1970.

Eleven days after Allende 's
election , the memo said, U.S.
Ambassador Edward Korry
"receiveti a message from tlie
State Department giving him
the green light to move in tho
name of Presiden t Nixon ,
"The message gave him
maximum authori ty to do all
possible—short of a Dominican
Itepnblic-like action—to keep
Allende from taking power ,"
the memo said.
Korry resigned his post in
1971 and now works in Washington as n consultant for the
Overseas Private Investment
Corp, He was not available for
comment Tuesday,
Allende did not win a majority in tho election , and the contest was to bo decided by tho
Chilean congress. At tho time
lho memo was dated , Sept . 17,
1970, anti-communist forces in
Chile were seeking to lino up
support for Allende 's closest
competitor in tlio three-way
race, conservative Jorge Alessandri.
Thc memo was one of several
dozen released by Anderson. Ho
claims Ihey were written by
ITT officials during tho critical
period lending up to the inauguration of the Marxist presi-

DANCE

This SM. - Tho Polka Dof»
Sat., April I —

Eat drink & be merry!
1440 WEST BROADWAY

Tho Blue Bminert
Snt., April 8 —
Tlio Polka Kliifls
For reservations <all 282-5244.
PLA-MOR BALLROOM

dent.
The memos do not spell out
the extent of any U.S. involvement ia the alleged effort
to prevent Allende from taking
power.
But in one memo released by
Anderson , said to be written by
Washington ITT official J.D.
Neal , the author said he approached a White House official
and announced ITT was prepared "to assist financially in
sums up to seven figures" to
prevent Allende's taking power.
In his column published Tuesday, Anderson said ITT and
Central Intelligence Agency officials "were plotting together
to create economic, chaos in
Chile, hoping this would cause
the Chilean army to pull a coup
that would block Allende from
coming to power. "
An ITT official called the report baseless.

Down with

CUNT EASTWOOD^.

ethnic humor
NEW YORK — There's a
strong movement on against
ethnic humor, and I think
the Polish people have a
right to continue to demand
a <curb on Polish jokes.
E like Archie Bunk* and
his son-in-law. Bob Reiner,
alias Michael Stivik or whatever. Those gaps about alleged Polish obtuse^ess I
never liked. Joseph Conrad
the" novelist, a Polish sailor
who mastered English long
after he was grown "P- was
a liero of mine; so was Ignace Paderewski, the pianist and composer who became Premier. And in an
earlier way I worshipped
Stan Covateski, the great
spltballer for the Cleveland
Indians. No matter how
much I slobbered on the
ball, I couldn't make it do
those fancy dips . The Poles
couldn't haver been stuntd
enough to have rooms 126
and 794 next to each other ,
as in the j okes about them.
Those ethnic j okes are demeaning and dangerous. I
recently got careless and got
my hillbillies, briar-hoppers
and ridjre-runners mixed up.
A fellow in Cincinnati
told me: "We switch some
Polish jokes around and put
them onto the 'bri»r-hoppers' over in West Virginla. "

¦' ¦¦

"You've been away from
Ohio so lone; you don't remember who your reiphhors are," came a Cincinnati blast. " 'Briar-hoppers'
are from Indiana."
"NTo," contended a lady
reader. "It's th e Kenhickians who are 'brwr« '' W^st
Virginians are hillbillies,
Xentuckians have always
been briar - hopoers and
rid^R-runhers and always
*i!l be."
So I got rays-elf into it:
I don't want to mention the
state whose inhabitants are
called "snakes" — dotfen 't
seem fair — and of course
there are all kir ^ s of crackers, especially Florida and
Georgia. And there are river tats whenever there's a
river. 7
But these terms aren't
heard much in this sophisticated ape. Come to think of
It . to be called a "New
Yorker" used to be sort of
complimentary but now It
presents a picture of a fellow who probably makes a
livinc mugging on the side.
In Ohio, when I was a farm
lad, they used to call us
"clod hoppers." "country
j akes," and "rubes." Nobody ever called me that in
Ohio but they did after I
came to New York, and the
thing that hurt me was,
they called me that 35 years
after I came to New York ;
in fact , last week.
In bur search for show titles celebrating the* new Chi-

Earl Wilson
nese-Araerican palslup, we
got this from Jim Anthony
of Hominidae B o u t i q u e
Room, Brooklyn Heights:
"Of Thee I Ming." Mel
Braveraan : "Every Little*
Breeze Seems To "Whisper
Chinese." Sy G i n s b e r g :
"Yankee Noodle Dandy."
We sort of liked 1 our own:
"Yangtze Doodle Dandy."
Bert F r a g m e r . figures
there'll be a Peking delicatessen serving Mao Tsetung on Rye.
An anonymous tipster
phoned: ,(A well known restaurant has done a terrible
thing — put an electric eye
camera to see if the bartenders are s t e a l i n g"
(Watch you language, you'll
get a Mickey) . . . . David
Steinberg 's people notified
police about that woman
who phoned a threat because
he used Nixon material
We watched Nixon the other night and his face did
not resemble a foot to us
, .".. Nathan CumniLngs the
millionare head of Consolidated Foods, was discussing the I.T.T. story in St.
Louis. "But what do I know
about it?" he said "I peddle cakes!" . . . The U.S.
ChambeV of Commerce's
new Prez is William S.
Lowe, chairman of the
board of A.P. Green Refractories,' Mexico, Mo„
home town of Mary Margaret McBride.
WISH I'D SAID THAT:
The guy who can 't understand why Israel and Egypt
don't g^t along probably
doesn't talk to his nextdoor neighbor.
REMEMBERED QUOTE:
''The most painful operation a man can undergo i>>
cutting off his credit." —
Ham Park .
EARL'S PEARLS: Fred
Allen said it: "People like
television because they'd
rather look at something
bad than hear something
good."
Mike Nichols, who'll direct Joe Levine's film "The
Day of the Dolphins,"
doesn't expect any casting
problems: "We aren't using any big-name dolphins."
That's earl, brother.
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Slnou Copy 15t Dally. ' 30e 8und«y
Delivers, by Carrler- Per Week it) «nt«
56 Woek. tlS.30
53 weeks 110 60
By mall itrctly In advance) paper ilo>
pod on expiration date:
LOCK Area — Ratei below apply onlv
wllhin a 50-mlla radius « the eity of
winonui and armed forcei pereonnel
wllh military, addresiei within the corv
tlnontal United Statei or over««ai witn
APO or FPO addrejsej
U5.00 V monthi
I y^ar
S20.7J
» months
M5.00 s month*
ttttC
Elsewhere —
In United States and Canada
I year
140.00 9 months
»30 5O
6 mon1h»
MO 76 J Months
tu.00
Sunday News only I year
$U 0O
Slnole Dally Copies mailed 35 cents eaen
Single Sunday Conies moiled 75 cacti
Kubicrlptlons for less than one month:
M.OO txr week. Other rales on request
Send cfiano» of address, notices, undelivered cople*. subscription orders and olhar
mall Items to Winona Dally News, P.O
Box 70. Winona , Minn 55587
Second class postage paid at Winona,
Winn.
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MISTY FOR ME"
"PLAY
Special Streak Preview Tonlfe Only
George Segal - Roth Gordon In "Where's PopM" -*
See "Misty" at 7:20 or 10:35 - "Poppa " at 9:10 .
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Visit the Colonel and use this

Winona Daily New
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Company, 601 Pranklln $t„
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Toward

tho Purchase of a
BUCKET or BARREL
of Ke "«u«k y Ff' e d Chicken
Only One Coupon Per Customer
Offsr Expires SaK,Marc h 25, 1972
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Two good things. Saving money and eating
Kentucky Pried Chicken made with the
Colonel's secret recipe of 11herbs and spices.
It' s "iinger lickin' good."
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For private smoking but not for cultivation or sale

Marijuana commission wants fro repeal jail terms, fines

By BROOKS JACKSON
WASHINGTON (AP ) - The
National Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse today
recommended repeal of all jail
terms and fines for private pot
smoking, but not for its cultivation or sale.
After a year's study, chartered by Congress, : the conservative panel unanimously
proposed a national policy of
using "persuasion rattier than
prosecution" to discourage
smoking of marijuana.
But it stopped short of recommending outright legalization ,
expressing the hope that mari-

T day camp
registrations
being taken

Registrations for We-No-Nahr
day camp are now being taken
by the Winona , YMCA. The
camp is open to all boys and
girls in the area going into
grades 3, 4, 5, and 6 next fall.
Day camp is held in East
Burns Valley, seven miles from
.. tlie YMCA. The camp day begins at 9 a.m. at the YMCA
and ends back at the "Y"' at
4:30 p.m. Each period is .10
days. All swimming is done at
the YMCA pool and instruction
a!, as well as fun swims , are
offered.
The children are divided into
gi oups of eight to 10 by age,
grade and sex. Some of the activities include, hiKmg, nature
study, crafts, air rifle, archery,
cook-outs and 'overnights. Camp
We-No-Nah is under the supervision of Larry Cyrus,1 Winona
YMCA program director and
each group is headed by a senior camp counselor who has
been picked for his educational
background , leadership experience, .and his ability to Work
vHth-tihildren.
At this time all periods for
camp are open, but they are in
the process of being filled 7 The
dates for camp are: Period I —
June 12-23; Period II — June
2C-July 8; period III — July 1021; Period IV — July 24-Aug.

Whitehall plans
in-service meet
for teachers
WHITEHALL, Wis. — An inservice program for home economics teachers will be conducted at Whitehall High School
April 18. The meeting, sponsored by Cooperative Educational
Service Agency U will begin
at 4 p.m.
The technique emphasized at
the meeting, to correspond with
wishes teachers expressed last
spring, will utilize the guide in
the development of self-directed Warning packages. Teachers
will have the opportunity to
choose a self-directed package
arid each teacher will receive
one prepared package on credit.
Mis. Florence E. Lauscher ,
consultant in the home economics department , Department of
Public Instruction will be the
resource person.
ETTRICK LIONS
ETTRICK , Wis. (Special) Dean Helstad , French Creek ,
has been named president of the
Ettrick Lions Club , succeeding
Conde Mack . Other officers
named include Victor Folkcdahl,
first vice president ; John Sander , second vice president; Clayton Olson , secretary; c. H. Nelson , treasurer ; Wayne Erickson , tail twister , and Ronald
Terpening, lion tamer. Directors to serve for one year will be
A. M. Hogden and Carl Pederson , while serving for two years
will be Newman Westlie and
Clifford Blaha.

juana is a fad that will lose fa- juana is a serious threat to
public safety and said that
vor if de-emphasized.
-.
heavy, daily use over a number
It said marijuana is far less of years may cause some damdangerous than the American age to heart and lungs.
public thinks. It found little or "In general , we recommend
no evidence that marijuana can only a decriminalization of poskill, cause addiction, -brain session of marijuana for perdamage or birth defects, or sonal use on both the state and
lead to crime, violence or nec- federal levels," the commission
essarily to more powerful said.
.
drugs.
Specifically, it recommended:
But it did find that long-term, • Elmination of fines and
daily use of marijuana bjr ado/ jail terms for smoking marilesceots sometimes contributes juana in private or possessing
to a general lack of motivation, one ounce or less.
¦
concluded that anyone driving • Retention of felony penalmarijuana,
growing
ties
for
under the influence of mari-

Scottish Rife
Quick look at key
sets final
marij uana findings
session here

WASHINGTON (AP ) — Here are key findings and recommendations of the National Commission cn Marijuana
and Drug Abuse:
EFFECTS — Marijuana doesn 't appear to kill or cause
brain damage, and there is no evidence that it causes birth
defects; It isn't physically addictive ; marijuana doesn't
necessarily lead to more powerful drugs . Marijuana use
doesn't lead to crime, and may even deter violence. Repeated
marijuana use by adolescents can sometimes lead to a general lack of motivation.
USE — An estimated 24 million Americans have tried
marijuana; and 8.3 million continue to use it, most infrequently. Some 500,000 smoke more than once a day.
RECOMMENDATIONS — The commission rejected legalization. But urged elimination of fines and jail terms for
smoking marijuana in private or possessing one ounce or
less, while retaining felony penalties for cultivation , sale for
profit or possession with intent to sell.
Fines of up to $100 would apply to possession in public of
more than one ounce, not-for-profit distribution of small
amounts in public, smoiing in public, or disorderly conduct
linked to public . marijuana use or intoxication. The last
would also be punishable by a jail term of up to 60 days.
Driving under the influence of marijuana would be punishable by up to one year in jail, a fine of $1,000 and suspen¦¦¦
. " , .' . ' ¦
sion of operators'permit for 180 days.

Five-year limit
on prison terms
is recommended

WATERTOWN, Wis. (AP) - programs are needed to help
There should be a five-year inmates once they leave inlimit on prison terms for per- stitutions. He said many insons convicted of any felony in
Wisconsin, the Citizens Study mates are unable to get jobs on
Committee on Offender Rehabi- their release because they have
litation agreed Tuesday night. learned only such unskilled jobs
The recommendation would as mopping floors.
not apply to offenders adjudged "You cannot lock a man
especially dangerous to society. away for months or years,
The committee also adopted handle his affairs for him , and
a subcommittee recommendation that persons committed to then, when it's time for him to
prison for sex crimes get a rfi-enter society, expect him to
maximum five year sentence go back and live as others do,"
with confinement in a hospital said Willie Bosket, an inmate
or mental institution rather at the Fox Lake Correctional
than prison.
Institution, a minimum security
The committee was appointed facility.
by Gov. Lucey to study and Bosket also said his exmake recommendations on all perience at Fox Lake,
where
aspects of the state's criminal security is relatively
loose, has
justice system.
him that physical brutalTuesday afternoon the com- shown
is not necessary in the prismission heard from four per- ity
sons with first hand knowledge on environment.
of the state's correctional facil- The representative from the
ities. They said state in- Svate Home for Women at Taystitutions need more emphasis cheedah, Malbateen Lampkins ,
on education and rehabilitation. said there is a drastic need for
The four, inmates at state more emphasis on rehabilitaprison facilities, were elected tion of prisoners .
by other inmates to present the She said she has nearly comprisoners' case on prison prob- pleted a cosmetician course at
lems to the Governor 's Task the home, but afler completing
Force on Offender Rehabilita- it she will have no chance for
tion , and they appeared before further education or for putting
the task force Tuesday at its the education to use while she
meeting in Watertown.
awaits her release from prison.
Dick Nickel , from the State
Prison at Waupun , said inmates ETTRICK SENIOHS
should be allowed to vote and ETTRICK , Wis. ( Special)
to receive uncensored mail , and Senior Citizens
will hold a dinhe also said a 'prisoners' bill ner party
at 6:30 p.m. Friday
of rights " should be prepared
at
Ronnie'
s
Supper Club. Cards
for presentation to the state
will follow in the basement oi
legislature.
the Community Hall. No meetAn Inmate at the Green Bay ing will be held during Holy
Reformatory told the group Week .
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selling ft for profit or possessing it with intent to sell.
• Fies of up to $100 for
smoking in public, public possession of more than one ounce,
or not-for-profit distribution of
small amounts in public.
• Jail terms of up to 60 days
and a $100 fine for disorderly
conduct linked to public marijuana use or intoxication.
• Penalties of up to a year in
jail , a 41.000 fine and suspension of operator's permit for
driving a vehicle or operating
any
dangerous instrument
while under the influence of

¦

. **,„•*
phono 454.4370
¦

marijuana.
• Classification of marijuana
as contraband that could be
confiscated by police wherever
found outside the home, even if
the possessor were not liable
for criminal penalties;

The 13 commissioners were
not unanimous in all their recommendations. Reps. Tim Lee
Carter, R-Ky., and Paul G. Rogers, D-FIa., recommended
noncriminal fines for possession
of any amount of marijuana in
public or in private. Former Illinois chief investigator Mitchell Ware recommended noncriminal penalties such as man-

datory drug-education classes
or civil fines. Sens. Jacob K.
Javits, R-N.Y., and Harold
Hughes, D-Iowa, opposed m aking marijuana contraband and
urged some other points in the
direction of greater civil liber-

There was little advance indication how the report would
bd received by President Nixon, who appointed most of the
commission's members. He
said he would ignore any recommendation to completely legalize marijuana but Said Monday toe thinks some penalties
for possession are too harsh.

The Maine Nciintor collected
more than (K) per cent of the
vote in n race against former
Minnesota
Sen. Eugcno
McCarthy in Illinois . Ho led
Sen, George McGovern of South
Dakota in ix separate primary
battle for Democratic National
Convention delegates.
After cautioning supporter!) In
Wisconsin tlmt no single primary would decide who wins
tho nomination , the senator
predicted bettor things to come
following tho
Illinois results
¦
¦
¦.
"We're going to keep on win-
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recommendations."
During its study the commission chartered more than 50 research projects, recorded thousands of pages of transcripts
from formal and informal hearings in cities across the nation,
including confidential sessions
with marijuana users, and studied effects on long-term users
in Jamaica , Greece, India and
Afghanistan.'
The commission sponsored a
nationwide survey of beliefs
and attitudes concerning marijuana. It found that an estimated 24 million Americans
have tried the stuff , 8.3 million
still use it and 500,000 use it at
least daily.
In recommending decriminalization of marijuana use, the
commission urged a scheme
similar to that which existed
for alcohol during Prohibition.
During that era production or
sale of alcohol was illegal, but
only five states had penalties
for personal possession of it.

The final session of the 'WiThe commission said it realnona Scottish Rite Spring Reized that Prohibition failed to
discourage use of alcohol in
union will be held Saturday
but pointed out that
America,
when Consistory Degrees 31
the use of alcohol was far more
and 32 will be conferred on a
widespread . and deeply rooted
class of 25.
in American culture before
Directing 31st degree activiProhibition than marijuana use
is today.
ties w i l l be* James C. McThe commission said it had
Martin , Claremont. The 32hd
rejected complete legalization
degree work will be directed
of marijuana because that
by Dr. W. O. Finkelnburg, new''would institutionalize . availly elected head of the consisability of a drug which has untory, assisted by Dr. William
certain long-term effects and
Green , retiring head. Also aswhich may be of transient sosisting will be a number of
cial interest."
m e m b e r s from throughout
In other words, it said, marisouthern Minnesota. juana may be a fad that will
A tea and social hour for
die out if robbed of its value" as
women guests, will begin at
a symbol of youthful defiance.
3:30. A reunion banquet , served
"On the basis" of our findby members of the Order of
ings," it said, "we have conEastern Star, will begin at 6
cluded that society should seek
p.m . Dr. Finkelnburg will be
fully or "heads will roll." The signing took to discourage use, while conOR 'HEADS WILL ROLL' . . . Presimaster of ceremonies and Dr.
place in the East Room of the White House, centrating its attention on the
dent Nixon grins after signing legislation
Green will be the speaker.
(AP Photofax)
prevention and treatment of
federal attack on
coordinated
launching
a
Special guests will include
heavy and very heavy use."
cooperate
tp
told
officials
drug
addiction.
He
Louis K. Thompson, Minneapolis, newly appointed deputy of
the Supreme Council in Minnesota , and Samuel Parks, head
of the Consistory of Minneapolis. Winona Scottish Rite Masonry is in its 75th year and more
than 4,000 members have been
enrolled during its existence.
Maundy Thursday observance
¦will be March 30 at 7:30 p.m.
at the Masonic Temple, with
Dr. Green and Richard C. Dar"I think that most of you join
awareness of the seriousness of
by in charge. Easter services ; MADISON, Wis. (AP) — An ing and cosmetology.
A l t h o u g h society has adulthood" and expressed "full with me in acknowledging that
estimated 208,000 Wisconsin
begin at 8:15 a.m*
youths were within hours of be- frequently/ sent its youth off to confidence" in the ability oi we already have demanded
coming full-fledged adults to- wars, Lucey said, "We have de- Wisconsin citizens both young | much of our young people. But,
nied them the full status as and old to adjust to new cir- before today, we have denied
day. ' . . '
them full status as adults in
cumstances.
adults."
After the* stroke of midnight
his our society.
of
Lucey
directed
p
art
said
the
law
should
Lucey.
aged
18,
tonight, young persons
"We have allowed them to be
19 and 20 will, among other give youth "an expanded comments to parents.
drafted/ fight and perhaps die
to
buy
legally
be
able
things,
in wars of our choosing, not '
hard liquor, enter into valid
theirs,"
he said. "We require
contracts, make wills and in- Muskie claimsour young people to act as
itiate law suits.
adults after their graduation
from high school, and we estabGov. Patrick J. Lucey sg ned
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
lish standards which must be
-The Whitehall Public Schools the bill last week and formet in order to obtain satisfaclate
document
will hold parent-teacher con- warded the
tory
employment.
State
of
Tuesday
to
Secretary
ferences Thursday from 1 to 9
-who
was
Robert
Zimmerman,
p.m. Teachers will have supper
"As parents, you no longer
hour from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. to see that it was published tohave the legal responsibility to
All buildings will be closed at day in the official state newssupport your children between
this time. There will be school paper, the Wisconsin State
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Revised strategy
key to victory

Muskie: nomination can t
be won in primary tests

MILWAUKEE (AP) - Sen.
Edmund Muskie campai gned
here Tuesday before going to
Illinois to seo results of that
state's presidential popularity
contest, and while in Wisconsin
tried to minimize tho importance of results of individual
primaries.
The senator told about 400 listeners in Milwaukee "no one
can win the nomination in tlie
primaries. "

The commission's chairman,
former Pennsylvania Gov. Raymond P. Shafer , appeared to
anticipate a not-entirely warm
welcome in his letter forwarding the 184-page document to
Nixon and the Congress.
Shafer , a Republican , sand
the report attempts "to place in
proper perspective one of the
most emotional and explosive
issues of our time."
"Whatever the facts are, we
have reported them," he said.
"Wherever the facts have logically led us, we have followed
and used them in reaching our
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A little thank

you' to veterans
Upwards of 400 Vietnam veterans fro m a fourcounty Minnesota area will be attending an appreciation night dinner tonight at Winona State College.
It's one effort of the Jobs for Veterans committee to increase the visibility of the Vietnam veteran on the economic scene. To arrange this free
appreciation dinner the committee has received financial assistance from business firms, organizations and individuals, so, in a real sense, the appreciation is from the community.
Both the commissioners of the Minnesota Department of Manpower Services and Veterans Affairs will be present, as will a representative of
the President's National Jobs for Veterans Committee. . ".
This is part of a continuing effort by the committee to help the forgotten Vietnam veteran find
his place in the community. A job is the goal, although in many instances training and education
must precede that.
In view of all the bleeding hearts for the men
who fled this country to escape service or who
deserted, the rest of us can at least say to those
Who did serve, "Thank you for doing your duty." A
free dinner may not be much , but it is isomething. And we're glad that there are a score or
more of men who work on the Jobs for Veterans
committee to give that "thank you" substance.
-7A.B. '. : .:

$3-681 a year
for Uncle Sam
With the April 17 income tax deadline approaching, it's a good time to be reminded what the
average household's share of the next year's federal budget is.
Well, it's $3,681, which, you may be interested
to know, is 82 percent more than just 10 years
ago. That outdistances the 36 percent rise in the
consumer price index.
The little table below, provided! by the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, may help
you understand why the average household share
of the federal budget has risen so much.
The first figure is the increase since 2963, the
second the percentage:
'

"

¦¦
%

National defense ............... .$1,170
Income security (social security,
welfare and public assistance,
retirement benefits, etc.)...... 1,041
Interest on the national debt .... 316
271
Public health
Veterans benefts ................ 175
Commerce and transportation .... 173
Education and manpower ...... 169
Agriculture and rural development 103

+ 23
+138
+ 89
+984
+ 75
+65
+526
+ 11

You will realize that the average household
doesn't pay $3,681 in federal taxes, because business pays so much of the taxes. Still the taxes
they pay aren't available for plant investment,
wages or dividends. — A.B.

From Celluloid
side curtains
to dream home

We don't know how this will sit with you ,
but the executive director of the Danish Federation of Furniture manufacturers — of all people
— predicts that in less than 30 years all furniture except the very expensive kind will be made
of plastic.
Since he also expects that the price will be
halved , you may welcome the thought. Then , instead of moving Ihe furniture around the living
room once in a while, you can just throw it
away.
Which introduces a real problem. Last year
aii kinds of plastics produced in the United States
-a mounted to 19.8 billion pounds and we threw away
between 7.2 and 10.8 million pounds of it to make
room (or the new stuff — or whatever reason.
The trouble is it's hard to throw away, Most
of it will burn , but Big Brother is frowning on
outdoor burnings these days , ond , in addition, some
plastics smell prclty badly when they burn. Out
in (he sanitary landfill they find that they don 't
compact well.
Reuse the stuff? In thc original form? There a
still some question about the advisability of that.
Recycle it? Well , they 're trying to make drainage tile with It and concrete , but our present
know-how indicates that the chief use for this
plastic garbage in the future rnny be as fuel for
incinerators .
In the meantime , not only is there more pinstic furniture in your future , hut also plastic
houses, A Philadel phia firm is having good luck
selling a Finnish product , 23 feet square, for $12 .900, all-inclusive except for plastic furniture , curtains and dishes. Add $1,000 for delivery and assembl y, Sounds like a good deal. Heck, they even
throw in a one-year guarantee . — A.B.
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New Pacific strategy

HONOLULU — The dramatic
drumbeat of change in Asia combines with a sharp cut. in available
American forces to impose the need
for rethinking United States strategy
in the Far East.
This conclusion , based on inescapable logic, seems supported by the
U.S. commander for the Pacific and
Indian Ocean areas (known as
CINPAC in military jargon ), Admiral John S. McCain Jr.
McCAIN , AN energetic little submariner, told me with maximum
discretion: "In view of the Nixon
doctrine and recent events, a new
U.S. strategy is evolving in the
Western Pacific. Because of reduced forces I am going to have to
rely more and more on naval and
air power and mobility to execute
my responsibilities." .
The "events" referred to are obviously: (1) the President's trip to
Peking which, by implication, weakened Taiwan's ultimate role in U.S.
defense planning; (2) the IndiaPakistan war which just about finished off the doddering SEATO Alliance by amputating the only part
of Pakistan in southeast Asia; . (3)
the forthcoming reversion to Tokyo
of Okinawa which vitiates American military autonomy in base
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areas there ; (4) withdrawal of U.S.
forces from South Vietnam.
On Jan. 1, 1972, McCain's command , already immense,; assumed
the additional responsibility of protecting U.S. interests in the Indian
Ocean arid the Aleutian Islands.
The admiral points out that the former area is not only a political
troublespot but one where Russian
naval and missile strength ia
rapidly forging ahead of this country's. ¦
AS A CONSEQUENCE, the United

States is displaying fresh interest
in the Indian Ocean where Moscow
keeps up to 20 ships on station.
From now on, the American Navy
intends to send vessels into that
area on periodic voyages. McCain
has just visited Ceylon, which for
a long time was hostile to U.S. interests but is now worried about the
close collaboration between India
and the USSR.
Three years ago, when I last visited CINCPAC's command post
above Pearl Harbor, emphasis was
placed on "forward strategy " in
Asia as it still is, with sagging con-

viction, in NATO Europe. But tt ls
clear that .altered political circumstances abroad and, at home, reduced enthusiasm ior financing military expenditures, have forced reexamination of Pacific defense doctrine, The "forward" area where
U.S. policy once placed particular
stress is being gradually removed
from access to U.S. forces.
Washington's shifting attitude ia
likely to be welcome to China
whose policy interests, vis-avis
Russia, run roughly parallel to our
own. It will also encourage adjust,
ments in smaller states.
THE OTHER aspect of change i*

that the United States, depending
increasingly upon its naval and air
mobility in CINCPAC's area, must
arrange an acceptable long-range
pattern for the islands of Micronesia which we now hold in trust for
the U.N. It is in that region where
new facilities will undoubtedly iiava
to be developed.
Obviously those in charge of our
foreign policy and national defense
must re-study the -entire Pacific situation. The order of priorities may
well have to be altered , taking into
account circumstances not even
foreseen a few years ago.
New York Times News Service

A moment of belief

CHAMPAIGN, 111. - The night of
President Nixon's speech on busing,
Sen. George McGovern was here at
the University of Illinois, speaking
to nearly 3,000 students jammed into
the auditorium.
Just before 9 o'clock he said he
thought everyone should hear the
President. A small television set
was brought on stage, and a microphone held tip to it so the sound
came over the loudspeaker system.
WHEN THE President finished,

McGovern switched off the set
and went to the rostrum.
"What we have just witnessed,"
he said,. "is a collapse of moral
and political leadership by the President: A total surrender to Wallaceism and the demagoguery it represents.
"He has talked for years about
law and order. What he has asked
Congress to do now is to defy the
courts and defy the Constitution.
This course will doubtless be welcomed by many frightened people,
but it represents a back-door, sneak
attack ¦on the Constitution of the
United States."
For perhaps 5 or 10 minutes, McGovern spoke about the issues posed
by. the Nixon address. The response
in that hall was electric, of course,
it was a sympathetic audience , but
even the most detached observers
were impressed by what George McGovern was doing — his passion, his
articulation, his courage.
In a plastic primary . campaign , filled with non-events and
iiedia slickness, here was someiiing real happening. A "candidate
was expressing his beliefs live, so
to speak — expressing them on the
most loaded and difficult of issues
witout long strategy sessions and
calculation. In fact , he was showing that he had beliefs.
Not too many people around the
country will have heard about those
moments in the University of II-
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linois auditorium. It was one incident in a sprawling campaign , and
it naturally was overwhelmed by
reports and comment on the President's speech. Still, the episode
could say something about the possibilities of George McGovern as a
candidate for President.
McGovern is often called an unexciting candidate, lacking charisma, and it is certainly true that he
tends to be a flat speaker , with a
rather monotonous Midwestern voice
and little in the way of rhetoric. But
no one who heard him here could
doubt that he has resources of emotion in him, and the ability to convey it.
*
The substance of his reaction to
the Nixon anti-busing program was
even more interesting than the manner. Democratic professionals have
mostly considered McGovern too far
left for a country seemingly moving
to the right. But a lot of Democratic
voters are going to want a clear alternative to Richard Nixon and
George Wallace. And on the busing
issue — which the President has
now made certain will dominate politics for months ahead — an alternative Democratic position is getting harder and harder to find.
HUBERT Hump hrey outdid himself in hastening to climb on the
anti-busing bandwagon ; he s a i d
"thank goodness" that Nixon had
at last come around "to some o!
the things that some of the rest of
us have been trying to do . . . he's
in agreement with me." Henry
Jackson followed his Florida pattern by say big that the President ,
like Wallace , had not gone far
enough : He should have proposed a
constitutional amendment against
busing.

Edmund Muskie happened to be
sit the University of Illinois the morning after McGovern. He criticized
the President for raising "a straw
man" — extreme; busing situations
that the Supreme Court has never
approved. That was a strong, point,
but somehow Muskie did not make
it seem clear or forceful; he lost
his way in testy aind defensive arguments with his student audience.
As McGovern saw the Nixon program, it raised two broad issues.
One was the President's use of busing as a political distraction. Nixon "staged this elaborate charade
tonight " McGovern- said, "because
he wants Americans to forget about
the real issues in this country —
unemployment, inflation/ the war. "
In states such as Wisconsin, Michigan, Massachusetts, California,
Democratic voters may well be ready
for that approach —- if George McGovern can identify himself with
the basic issues he mentioned. Even
in Florida , surveys have shown ,
people who voted in the primary
were more concerned about the war
and the economy than about busing.
BUT THE OTHER issue that Wc

Govern saw in the President's busing message has potentially even
deeper significance. That is the integrity of the constitution and the
courts.
AMERICANS have often been angry at the Supreme Court. But
again and again in our history they
have decided that their own best
safety lay in accepting the court's
function as interpreter of the Constitution , however temporarily uncomfortable — in remaining faithful to the rule of law. Someone is
going to make that fight now
against Richard Nixon and the political lawyers advising him , and it
is not necessarily going to be a losing fight .
New York Times Hews Service

The hardest truth

WASHINGTON - It would be
comforting to think that President
Nixon 's proposal to put an end to
the desegregation of the schools is
merely the shabby and cynical political device of a President at home
in such dealings.
It is that , all right , but it also
recognizes and represents a profound failure of the national will,
comparable to but more dangerous
than the abandonment of Reconstruction little more than a century ago.
THERE CAN ba little qu««tion at
to why it has happene d, The unremitting and ingenious efforts of
Southerners to escape scliool desegregation gained them nothing but delay for 18 years and through four
administrations; even when a President pledged to restore "freedom
of choice " took office in iniif) , he
found he could not keep the pledge ,
and the deseg regation of the South
continued.
Rut once tho whole nation had to
face what it hnd loftily forced on
the South , its nerve failed , and
fear and hysteria filled the nir.
Nixon 's nose for thnt sort of thing
la as sensitive ns a rabbit's; but instead of moving early and boldly
to calm fears, talk sense and appeal to the best instincts of tho
American people, he has consistently nided and abetted George Wallace in fanning the flames , ns peril ups was only to be expected of a
President clcctwl nnt least by pledging relief to the Southern .segregationists. It must , incidentally , be
the final deg radation of Hubert
Humphrey, once n political godfather of the civil rights movement ,
that he now claims Nixon is only
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following his lead.)
THE RESULT, of this national

frenzy , further aroused by politicians and exploited finally by a
President who seems to have no
sense of moral imperative — only
of the net balance of interests —
will almost surely be the passage
of the legislation Nixon has proposed. What the Supreme Court —
which may soon have a Nixon majority — ultimately will say of that
legislation is disputed; but what the
legislation would do seems clear
enough:
1. It certainl y would spare states
nnd cities outside the South any further desegregation , which could only
be accomplished in the foreseeable
future by the busing that the bills
would prevent. Yet every measure
shows the Northern cities to be tho
most heavily segregated in the nation.
2. There Is not a shred of ev|.
donee to suggest ' thnt a compensatory education program , pouring
more money into the all-blnck ghetto schools the President would leave
Intact , will improve the ".education "
now being dispensed by them. Quite
the contrary ; tho evidence suggests
that even massive infusions of mon«y are unlikel y to do any good in
these schools and their surroundings, and the President is, in
fact , proposing little more than to
continue and augment the Title One
program of the 19(54 School Act ,
which his administrat ion has frequently criticized for its failures nnd
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inadequacies.
3. But stopping tha segregation of

Northern schools and putting forward the deception of compensatory
education as an alternative is only
the beginning of what this President
has in mind; he is finally going to
redeem that pledge to the South ,
too.
Most authorities nnd lower federal
courts are coming to the conclusion that there is little difference
in the so-called de facto segregation of the North and tlie old dual
systems of the South — both having resulted from differing forms ot
official state action. Therefo re, elementary justice nnd perhaps even
the equal protection of the laws
would require no more of Southern
communities than the guidelines
Nixon 's bills would erect for whnt
little future desegregation they
would permit; and these guidelines
basical ly follow neighborhood school
ahd "freedom of choice " patterns
long abandoned as ineffective to
achieve desegregation.
SO REDEMPTION le et hand and

the city schools wilt remain hinck
nnd wo are a long step nearer that
"one nation , divided , " of which the
Commission on Civil Disorders
warned in 19/58. And who shall overcome now? Who would have believed , 20 years ago, In the moment
of youth, the morning of the rights
movement , that it would be the segregationists and tho Jimssive resistcrs who would finall y be vindicated ?
But that is the way things go. Perhaps it would not be so and if the
finger could be pointed nt Richard
Nixon alone, but the hardest truth
is that he could nnt hnve done it
without the rest of us.
New York Timet News Servica
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Afterthoughts
on gift giving
A report has been.broadcast about
my behavior in China which I hasten to explain, having only just now
got wind of it from a correspondent
who reproaches me for my "bad
manners. " And well might she
have done so if the facts were as
she understood them ,
A day or so before leaving Peking (for other parts of China),
members of the press were informed that a gift from the government of China awaited each one
of us in the White House press office. Thither I repaired in due
course to find one half of the room
taien up with what looked like huge
individual picnic boxes. I was handed mine, opened it, and examined
two pretty, large/ Chinese -. style
vases, made out of metal, and packed in a box approximately the siie
of Webster 's Third Unabridged Dictionary.
IT BECOMES important, for this
narrative , to take the time to give
out personal information . We were
permitted, in China , a single suitcase, plus whatever you could carry on your person. One suitcase is
not a lot of space, when you allow
e.g. for all the medicines your wife
has provided you after extracting a
pledge that you will not under any
circumstance submit to acupuncture. Mine was so tightly packed
that I had to have help in zipping
it shut.
The vases would not have had a
chance of making their way into
my suitcase, and I would not have
been able to wobble out of the hotel if I had had one extra large
package to handle. So . . . I endeavored to 'lose" my gift, and precisely the point I want to make is
that I went to extraordinary lengths
not to hurt the feelings of: my hosts.
I therefore checked the package in
the hotel baggage room , and left
the red plastic check in my shirt , intending there to forget it forever.
No such luck . The next day a Chinese official from the hotel presented me with the red check, salvaged
from the laundry. So I put the check
in my overcoat pocket and forgot
about it.
At 30 minutes past midnight , in
the press bus headed for the airport , a greatl y disturbed Chinese
found me in the dark surrounded by
my paraphernalia , and advised me
excitedly that I had neglected to
reclaim a package from the baggage room. How he , or anyone else,
knew that the package belonged
to me I cannot fathom , having stripped the box of the little card designating it as mine.
IN ANY CASE, I feigned great
horror at my nddlepnterlnes s, rushed out to the baggage room , retrieved tlie package and returned
to the bus, to the considerable
amusement of my companions, to
each of whom I offered the vases
should they ha-ve room for them , but
no one did, So I sneaked furtively
lo tbe furthest corner of fhe bus
nnd slid the package in a corner of
It which I felt certain wns only examined once a year in broad daylight,
You ore correct in antlcipnting the
sequel. The plane was about to take
off when an official with a box of
vases in hla linnds strode down the
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aisle, presented me with the package which , he said, must have accidentally slid under the seat while
I rode in the bus.
How I finally got rid of the vases
is a secret I shall not disclose, except to correspondents headed for
China with a limit of one suitcase
each.
To clinch the point — that I
would not precisely as a matter of
principle refuse a perfunctory gift
from any host — there was the
last night in China. It was just before two in the morning after a
very long day — you remember,
the day that ended with the loss of
Taiwan — and Joe Kraft and I wera
dozing off r 1 remember asking him
sleepily which was the Hanseatic
League - when suddenly there Was
a stentorian knock on the door and
Kraft , groaning, got out of bed, expecting yet one more cable from
Washington, asking for a thousand
words on the evening 's banquet , or
whatever? But it was two officials,
each one of them bearing an enormous package of Chinese candy
from the Revoluti onary Council of
Shanghai. This was our last airtrip, so we could load onto our
Pan Am 707 anything we wanted,
and that candy is now in New York,
gainsaying the report that I would
refuse a gift from China.
Washington Star Syndicate
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Chicago colleges now
spit n argue clubs

In one of education 's less
momentous moves of the year ,
the board of trustees of the
Chicago City Colleges has
adopted a set of rules apparently designed to turn the insti^
tution
over to the inmates.
The new code, "Student Rights
and Responsibilities," contains
the following provisions, practically guaranteed to legalize
capnpus chaos and to raise
three-dimensional hell general¦
ly
-¦
.
1—Students can now organize "political groups ," and after a decade of Berkeleys and
Kent States We all know what
that means, don't we, friends?
2—"Grievance p r o c e dures" are set lip to challenge
faculty disciplinary decisions.
3—Lawyers can represent students whenever they get hauled
into the dean's office for anything from double parking in
front of the administration
buildfog to mainlining in the
mixed dorm.
4—Witnesses in student disci-

¦

Dr. Max Raiferty
plinary cases" are/ 'to be "crossexamined" right on the ground
by i the legal eagles, who presumably will bring ther skills
of Clarence Darrow and the
profound insights of William
Kunstler to bear on such
weighty issues as snitching a
roomie's car keys or cribbing
in the Advanced Pottery final.
5—Students now have the
green light to read their own
confidential files and to insert
"rebuttals" to any teacher evaluations
may consider un¦
¦ they
just. . :. ¦ .' .;

going to be higher education,
Chicago-styld.
Now it would normally be my
custom about here to zero in
on the "activist" Students and
to lock onto the "permissive"
administrators who have collaborated on this educational
nightmare, but in this case we
come upon a new wrinkle which
changes the whole , picture. According to Bill Lewis, president
of the seven-campus student union, the undergraduates found
themselves helpless victims ef
last year's three-week faculty
strike:
"We wanted the strike settled so we could get back to
classes, and then we realized
that we had no leverage to affect the college situation; it
was aU in the hands of the administration and the faculty."

IF THIS CONJURES up a
complete - with - 110 - decibelsound - track vision of the
"Campus in the Role of Spit
'n' Argue-Club," with certain 'SO THE STUDENTS proceedovertones of old bedlam thrown ed to form a union and file a
in or good; measure, I'm sorry. suit against both the teachers'
From here on, this is apparently union and the college board; ef
trustees to end the strike arid
pay the students $10 million in
damages for time lost from
school. Having thus flexed
their legal muscles, the students have since gone on logically to proliferate innumerable
bills of rights, collective bargaining, policy participation
and "decision reviews" all over
their seven camupses; and the
end is not yet in sight.
Thit you will* note that this
whole mishmash stemmed in
the first place from a teachers'
strike. As always, young peoMy deepest sympathy goes out to Thomas F. Richards
who wrote the article "Kennedy Dynasty — Must We Have ple reacted with outrage to an
act by their elders which in
It." Richards, by letting his anti-Kennedy sentiments carry
addition to being both unprofeshis pen across the paper as he wrote, showed his obvious
lack of knowledge in both the areas of political science and sional and illegal also denied
them their right to the educahistnrv.
He made many generalizations and premeses that were tion they and their parents had
paid for. With the threat of an
just not accurate. Instead of writing an intellectually sound
expensive
court action hangargument oh why we should not have a Kennedy dynasty,
he let his feelings spill over in", political rhetoric and mud ing over their heads, the authrowing. We all see things differently, depending on our thorities and the faculty had no
perspective. Mr. Richards perspective obviously is from the choice but to play along. Had
side of a main who is harboring deep hatred of the Kennedy they been keeping their classes
open and functioning as they
fame, and overflowing in veal to bring about malice through darn
well should have, the kids
this! hatred.
'
would
have had no hook on
However, there is something more to this article than a which to
hang their demands,
emotional, sensational outburst of political mudthrowing.
"Twas eVer thus. The Berke
every
one
of
iis
not
to
There is a real lesson for each and
ley professors back In the midlet the murky water of political name-calling cloud our Sixties defied their regents and
minds from the real campaign issues in this election. It is snapped their fingers under
not Richard Nixon, Edmund Muskie, or George McGovern President Clark Kerr's nose. Rethe man, we should support or oppose in this election. Rath- sult; the "free speech" riots
er how each man relates to the important issues (Vietnam which lit the whole string of
war, busing, economy, taxes, defense).
revolutionary f i r e c r a c k We should vote for the man who comes closest to our ers across the country.
point of view — how we feel about the important issues.
The Columbia and Cornell facWe should listen to both sides of the political fence, weigh ulties played footsie with tllie
their arguments, and then vote for the man who comes armed activists a few years latclosest to our own political philosophy. I abhor emotional er, egging the plug-uglies en
outburst like Mr. Richards and feel they have no place in with lip-smacking abandon . Rea democracy. If this; election is allowed to become a game sult: the SDS storm1 troopers
of political assasination and the real issues put aside, all I goose-stepping into chancellors'
can say is — My God help us all.
offices and the arsonists setting
RICHARD T. BECK fire to the campus library.

To the editor

No place for emotion
in politica I campaign

Meeting rescheduled
on gifted children
We would like to thank the many people who expressed
concern for the gifted children in our community by their
interest in the formation of a Winona Chapter of the Minnesota Council for the Gifted.
Unfortunately, the uncertain weather conditions caused
us to cancel the organizational meeting. This meeting has
now been rescheduled for Thursday , March 23, at 8 p.m, in
the Goodview School. The satisfaction and challenge of working with gifted children and the community through this organization is open to all who are interested in participating.
All are welcome Thursday to discuss the purpose of the
group.
BARBARA A. WILLIAMS
Chairman
Gifted Child Study Group (AAUW )
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Premier Brian Faulkner flew
to London amid continuing violence , growing tensjon and
fears it may be too late to
bring peace between Northern
Ireland's Roman Catholic minority and tho Protestant majority .

Underscoring the urgency of
the Irish question , British Foreign
Secretary
Sir
Alec
Douglas-Home shortened an official visit to Israel to return to
London for a meeting of the
British Cabinet Thursday following tho Henth-Fatilkncr
n.eeting,
In Londonderry, Ulster 's second largest city, guerrilla gunmen fought a two-hour battle
with British troops on the eve
of Faulkner 's trip. No casualties were reported , however.
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Humphrey has
strong edge in
state delegates

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn . (AP)
— The remaining 611 of 1,200
DFL delegates to district conventions will be selected this
weekend.
A tabulation by party officials of 589 delegates elected
the past weekend showed 280%
favoring Sen. Hubert H.
Humphrey for the Democratic
presidential nomination. The
Minnesota Democrat had 49.5
per cent of the delegates, with
the so-called "peace coalition"
getting 214% or 37.9 per cent.
Sen. Edmund Muskie of
Maine had 10 delegates or 1.8
per cent, while 61 were uncommitted and 23 were unknown.
The coalition ip made up
mainly of backers of South- Dakota Sen. George S. McGovern,
Rep. Shirley Chisholm of New
York and former Minnesota
Sen. Eugene J. McCarthy.
The Goodhue County DFL
convention lasted until 3 a.m;
Sunday/ and will reconvene this
Sunday at Pine Island to complete action on resolutions.
Among the resolutions facing
delegates is one proposing that
one house of the Minnesota
Legislature be chosen by lottery.
The resolution proposes that
all eligible vomers in each legislative district would have their
names put into a pool before
the random selection.
The proposal says this would
"encourage citizens to educate
themselves about the problems
facing our state," and would
also ensure that the legislature
would represent a "cross-section of the population.

State Fair
Band Day
set Aug. 25
ST. PAUL, Minn . - Minnesota high school bands will vie
for more than $1,900 in prize
money during the second an
nual Minnesota State Fair Band
¦
Day competition, Aug. 25. ' '¦- ¦
to
be
held
on
open
The event,
ing day of the 1972 exposition,
will take place on the race track
in front of the Fair's 22,000-seal
grandstand. Admission to this
special event will be free.
Entry deadline is May 15.
Competing bands will be grouped in three classes according
to unit size. They will be judged
on music, marching and routine during an eight-minute performance.
Total pnzd money offered in
each class is $650 with $300 going to the first place finisher.
In addition , participants will be
provided one meal on the Fairgrounds and will be guests" of
the fair at the evening grandstand show.
The 1972 State Fair is scheduled for n days, Aug. 25-Sept.
4. Preparation day is Aug. 24.
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THE SAN FRANCISCO State
College profs conspired to raise
the grades of their picket-line
proteges as a reward for invading tihre college newspaper office and sending the student editor to the hospital with a brain
concussion. Result: the burning
and the bombing which ceased
only with the conning of Hayakavya.
Now the Chicago instructors
are paying a belated tribute to
the power of their own stupidity. More, they are proving in
our own century that the birilheaded Bourbon monardhs of
postrevolutionary France were
not alone in their ability over a
prolonged period of time to
learn nothing and to forget WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
—Kindergarten registration for
nothing.
,
the Whitehall School District
'Los Angeles Times Syndicate will be Thursday, according to
Maurice Ewing, elementary supervisor. Registration at the
Pigeon Falls school will be from
9 to 11 a.m. and at the Sunset
school in Whitehall from 1 to
3 p.m .
Parents must present thefir
child's birth certificate when
registering, To be eligible , a
child must have reached the
age of five on or before Sept.
1
The problem for Faulkner , 1972.
This year there will be no
and the British government is
to produce a political solution structured program. Parents
that will meet Catholic de- may come at a time within the
mands for civil rights reforms schedule most convenient for
yet not offer them so much that them . They are asked to bring
the child along so that they may
the Protestants start fighting.
Many observers believe that meet the teacher and see thc
if the reforms go far enough to room while tlie parent registers
satisfy the Cathol ics, a Protes- for him.
For additional information ,
tant backlash will be inevitable.
contact Ewing at Whitehall Me- ®
Faulkner promised the pro morial Hi fih School.
¦
vincial parliament Tuesday he
would "stand or fall" on his Identification
card
Protestant-based government's
judgmen t of the British pro- sales improve with
posals. His ruling Unionist party issued n statement support- lowering of legal age
ing "his determination to mainMILWAUKEE (AP ) _ The
tain Northern Ireland as an in- arrival of n lower ago of majortegral part of the United King- ity has improved sales of state
dom."
identification cards to young
The IRA battle to take North- persons who want official
proof
ern Ireland from Britain and of being 18 years old ,
put It under the rule of the
Gov. Patrick
neighboring
Irish
Republic planned to sign todayJ. the Lucey
legissprang from a Catholic civil lation
which
allows
persons
IB
rights campaign for equality nnd older to buy
hard liquor ns
with Protestants in jobs, vot«s well as sign
contracts , be sued
nnd housing.
get married without parenPast British concessions to nnd
the minority were not enough tal consent.
Milwaukee County 's register
•o halt tho violence nnd many
Protestants now fear major of deeds office snid it sold a
concessions thnt will weaken record number of the sanctiontheir control of the government. ed cards Mondny, 221, Tlie pre¦
vious record was Friday. 20B,
Almost 114 million acres of
Tlie lowered ago of majority
HIGHWAY 61 & 44TH
forest cover three-fourths of is to become effective 12:01
West Virginia 's total land area. a.m. Thursday.

Heath, Faulkner meet
to discuss peace plan

BELFAST (AP) - Northern
Ireland' s premier meets Prime
Minister Edward Hea th today
to discuss the British government's still-secret political proposals it hopes will de-escalate
thc communal warfare in the
embattled province.

Winona Dally News ¦»
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Firsttime ever. Easter sale
of all boys' suits and blazers.
ThruSaturday only.
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JCPenney

The valuesare here everyday.
Open Sunday, 12:00 to 6:00.
r-,

Monday through Saturday, 9:00 to 9.00.
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At Penney prices, even Dad
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Come inandmake us prove it
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After criticizing urban expressway construction

Lindsay given warm we

By PETER B. SEYMOUR
MILWAUKEE CAP ) - New
York Mayor John V. Lindsay's
campaign criticism of urban
expressway construction provided him with a warm welcome Tuesday night in homes
destined for destruction by
highway plans.
Invited into living rooms to
grievances
hear
residents'
against multilane concrete, he
called for less use of federal
highway funds for expressway
construction and more emphasis on development of mass
transit systems.

"I like your statement that
you are not going to give up, "
Lindsay told a spokesman for a
South Side committee which is
fighting the state's latest freeway proposal for Milwaukee.
The mayor, one of 12 Democrats in Wisconsin 's April 4
presidential primary , issued a
statement, criticizing the continued commitment of the Federal Highway Trust Fund toward highway construction .
. W h e n President Nixon 's
transportation
secretary
recently asked Congress for
"money for mass transit, he
limited those funds to capita l,
not operating costs," Lindsay
said.
"The Nixon administration 's
transportation priorities are ah
SST and a space shuttle while
local transit systems are
allowed to decline and rail
service deteriorates," he said.
The mayor called it vital that
government "provide operating
subsidies to help roll back fares
in communities where transit
costs have become unmanageable."

He was told Milwaukee has
lost 7,000 homes to expressways, and that an estimated 2,000 more are to be
razed. The current loss in municipal tax revenue is $2.5 million annually, he was told .
One ef the residences he visited was that of Mrs. Sherwood
Weinstein , a former New Yorker whose two-story dwelling is
in the path of a proposed extension of a midtown freeway.
"We've got apple trees," she
said , -wa ving at the fruit trees

on her lawn. "You know how
many years it takes to grow a
tree?"
She and her husband live opposite an elementary school
park through which John
Schutzbach, chairman of a
highway protest committee,
said the proposed expressway
would slice. He said the park is
used by more than "70 physically handicapped youngsters
who attend special classes at
the school.
Expressways, Lindsay re-

GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP) —
Sen. Hubert Humphrey jumped
on a new tax reform bandwagon Tuesday night in a
speech to a Jaycee awards banquet, announcing his support of
a major tax reform bill he introduced in" the Senate Tuesday
along with Wisconsin Sen. Gay
lord Nelson
and 10 other Demo¦
crats. ' ¦•.

Earlier Tuesday, in a tour
through the Fox River Valley
paper mill district, the candidate for president in Wisconsin's April 4 primary asked audiences to remember his work
with the late President John F,
Kennedy.

ul want to pick up the torch
that fell off the hands of John
Kennedy," Humphrey
told
about 300 persons, many school
children, at the Little Chute village hall.
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some new frontiers. Maybe! I
can help lift the spirit of this
country," the Minnesota Democrat said.
In four appearances in the
valley area , Humphrey also
called for a gradual cutback in
defense spending as a means to
provide money to solve problems of jobs, inflation, welfare ,
taxes and housing.
The tax reform measure he
supports would raise $16 billion
a year in property tax relief by
closing tax loopholes.
"It would mean a 30 per cent

:
x y \ - i r :. ' y ' xi

reduction in your local government property taxes and a 50
per cent cut in property taxes
for schools, and no lowering ol
the level of services you now
receive," he added.
"It goes directly after capital
gains at death, the oil depletion
allowance, the hobby farms,
the tax shelters of the estates
of millionaires," Humphrey
said.
In Washington S,en. Edward
Kennedy, D-Mass., said Tuesday the reform measure should
be made an issue in the presi' '
' ¦ ¦¦
¦' 7 V - - 7
.
*

WASHINGTON (AP) - A
telephone poll released Tuesday
by the National Public Affairs
Center for Television showed
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey as
the leader for the April 4 Wisconsin Democratic presidential
primary.
The poll of 495 Democrats
who said they plan to vote in
the primary was conducted
March 13-17 and
showed
Humphrey's support
much
stronger after the March 14
Florida primary than before.

Pork Loin Roast :

Liver Sausage i

IPork Links & BratwursU 79c |

ROGER S MEATS

cent considered Muskie to be
the strongest candidate against
President Nixon before the
Florida results, but that this
dropped to 29 per cent after the
Maine senator's fourth-place
finish there.
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cold-blended , never cooked,
The big fresh taste of the
ripe red tomatoes, piquant
and sparkling vinespices ,Henri
gar never goes up in steam.
Clip thc coupon and save
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LIVER
SAUSAGE
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CUBE STEAK - - 99c
PORK CHOPS - lb 69c
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CARROTS1 sa;"1QC
Long Tender Texas Grow n

CRISP RED APPLES

Delicious

c
3 59

| NORTHERN GROWN,WAXED

c
Rutabagas 3 39

j

SWEET, TEXAS,TREE RIPE

59

ORANGES

Box
of 125 - $4.89
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RUSSETS - 89
The All Around Potato

SMALL, NEW RED FLA.
POTATO ES-FRESH ,TENDER
GREEN BEANS - PARSLEY
ENDIVE-ROMAINE

OPEN FRBDAY TIL 9 P.M.

LIBBY'S CUT

Sweet Peas

Green Beans

CARNATION

REAL COLD

FAMILY SIZE

Coffee Mate

^ 20c

^ 20c

Orange Drink

TIDE

y »c 1 1c^ 25c

LIBBY'S TIDBITS

PINEAPPLE

DOLE

r1 19c

|

$2.49
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BR -AD

3 LODVM Sl.OO

PINEAPPLE JUICE t? 39e —ZA ^T~
BREAD

LUNCHEO N PICKLES 2 39c 3 ££ $1.00
~~~
R
29c cEsifces
COCONUT
^
COOKING OIL tt- 49c '^ 69c
"~

BAKER'S SHREDDEI>

CHOC CHIPS_ lC' 39c

KRAFT

Cheez Whiz

BAKER'S

h'

RUSSET

POTATOES r 20 S 69c

"—

TOMATOES
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T- 79c
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88 SIZE NAVEL
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GOLF CLUB

Pork and Beans

2 ^: 29c

|

YOUTH SIZE

MA BROWN OLD FASHIONED
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||
With Wagnex
I
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Non-Burning
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LIGHT BULB ASSORTMENT
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121 E. 3rd on the Plaza

79c
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"FRESH FOR HEALTH"
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"$1 19
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Humphrey reversed his ear
lier support of President Nixon's busing speech in a Milwaukee appearance Monday.
Humphrey told the audience
in little Chute he is a respecter
of life after he was confronted
by the National Youth Pro-life
Coalition, which accused him of
taking a "wishy-washy" stand
on abortion.

; •.

SWIFT'S PREMIUM

¦ • POTATO SAIAD

j

Henri'sFrenchDressingis
cold-blended...nevercooked!

dential campaign.
"Obviously, we do not expect
this legislation to pass Congress
in 1972," Kennedy said. We do
expect, however, that it will be
debated and discussed throughout the remainder of the year
and that its principle provision
will be debated in the primaries and general election of
1972." '
Kennedy said
Democrats
should make tax reform one of
the first goals if bhey win the
presidency.
When questioned about busing, an issue Humphrey reversed, himself on earlier this
week, the candidate said only
that he doesn't see it as an issue in Wisconsin ,

:

- ^just tell us what we're going to
take," Hertz told Lindsay.
The nearby existence of the
unfinished freeway offers him a
tempting route to work, Hertz
^ . Afh
SWIFT'S PREMIUM
said. But he gets to work more
auickly by driving on city
streets, and bus fare one way
would be 40 cents, he said.
HOMEMADE
FRESH HOMEMADE
''it's . , nice to have expressways around a city, but
why in it?" Mrs. Hertz remarked
Lindsay conferred with State
Rep. Dennis Conta , sponsor of
legislation aimed at curtailing
the state's development of exyy
pressways without adequate
compensation for hom e owners.
Highway planners "always OUR BEST OUALITY HOMEMADE
find loopholes to continue building," Conta said. "No matter
what homeowners get for their
houses, they lose money by
having to move into higher tax
ALWAYS TENDER
areas. "
. Lindsay was handed a petition containing results of a junior high school poll in which
students were asked whether END CUT
they approved of expressway
development near Jackson
Park. The vote against the
work was 88.2 per cent.
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The f lavor stays big, and f resh,
and French...
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MADISON, Wis. (AP) - pass muster of agriculture de¦
Roadside stands dotting Wis- partment inspections.
HaV Fresh:
consin's countryside with fruits "We want to keep consumer
and vegetables for sale will food costs down, add profits to
ei
c
now get seals of approval if the farmer, and give conthey submit to and pass in- sumers their money's worth for E
• BRATWURST
spection by the state Depart- the trouble of driving to a road12-Oz. CA
A
ment of Agriculture.
side stand," Rosenkranz said.
PORK UWtfQ
LINKS
• POBif
•
Pkg.
«
"If you have something bet- About 800 farmers sell proter than anyone else, the con- duce along highways, 150 of
sumer is more than willing to them -with stands, but Rosefl
WESTINGHOUSE
pay for it," Alton Rosenkranz, nkranz said only $8 were certified
for
top
quality
products
so
Farm Bureau Marketing Association manager said Tuesday. far. r
^ Brownsville, The certified stands sell only
Rosenkranz, of
¦
CONTAINS: 2 60-Yiaii. 2 75-Watt,4 100-WaH
is a co-ordinator of the two-day top quality and provide custom¦
$AVE
Wisconsin Roadside Marketing ers with a 25 per cent savings
Reg. Retail SPECIA L
t |AQ
Conference which ends today. compared with supermarket
He told farmers at the con- pj ices, Rosenkranz told the
ference Tuesday the bureau meeting. He said the farmer
will certify roadside stands for gains 30 per cent which normalquality this summer if they ly goes to middlemen.
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"You 've got Ibe mayor on
your side," Lindsay said. "He
is a good fighter.'Mrs . William Hertz, wife oi a
truck driver and the mother of
six children , described how
neighbors wept as they moved
from homes shortly before bulldozers arrived.
•
The Hertz home is one of the
few still standing in a denuded
neighborhood. Hertz said he
continues to battle state and
ccunty efforts to acquire Ms
property.
¦"fhey don't negotiate. They

Roadside stands
to be inspected

7

Salad greens taste fresh ,
lively, and natural because
you never cook 'em. None
of the goodness, not a wisp
offlavor goes up in steam.
Henri' s French Dressing
adds a fresh , lively, natura l
taste to salads because it 's

"
::
'
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Poll snows Humphrey
leading in Wisconsin

Humphrey ran a distant second to Alabama Gov. G«orge C.
Wallace in Florida but said his
showing made him the leader
in the race for the Democratic
presidential nomination.
COUNTRY STYLE
TENDERLOIN PORTION !J
ji
The poll, taken in connection
with a program by noncommercial television stations scheduled for . showing tonight,
showed Humphrey with lg per
cent;
Sen . George S.
McGovern, S.D., 16 per cent;
CARNATION BRAND
HOMEMADE RING
<[
JI
Sen. Edmund S. Muskie , Maine,
13 per cent; Sen. Henry M.
Jackson , Wash., 12 per cent;
Wallace 8 per cent; New York
Mayor
John V. Lindsay 2 per
3 Box 4>lil"
Lb. MC
J| cent; Rep.
j!
Shirley Clusholm ,
N.Y., and former Minn Sen.
!| HOMEMADE
Eugene J. McCarthy 1 per cent
Ji
each ; and 29 per cent undecided.
The poll showed Humphrey's
support nearly doubled from 12
per cent to 23 per cent when
replies before the Florida primary were compared with
those after it. McGovern
SPECIALIZING IN U.S. CHOICE BEEF
dropped from 17 to 14 and
Jackson from 17 to 9, while
AND FLAVORFUL HOMEMADE SAUSAGES
Muskie went up from 12 to 13
955 West Fifth Street
Tel. 452-5136
and Wallace from 5 to 10.
B---^--^t_^|^___MV--_-__-^^__^R___-____--^I^_|^-^_aM^^M^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^_
The poll showed that 44 per

! SLICED BACON

marked , "have become just a
lol of concrete that take neighborhoods and parks."
In New York , he told the
Wcinsteins, "we battled them
and we won. We stopped two of
them."
Milwaukee, led by its mayor's hostility toward tax-base
losses, has demanded the state
halt municipal expressway
work until it guarantees adequate replacement housing for
the thousands of persons /which
would be relocated by proposed
highways.
.
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119 Eait third St.

HHH jumps on new bandwagon

6 TO 8-LB. AVERAGE
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Introduces tax reform bill

1_la Winona Daily News
ltd Winona,Minnesota
"I want to help America once
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 22, 1972 again come alive. ..to have

I SPARE RIBS

¦— -

»

Lucky Whip

«- «- 33c

?* 39c
_
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CORNER NINTH & MANKATO AVENUE

i

OPEN EVENINGS

Winona Dally New* IE .
Winona, Minnesota 199

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 22. 1972

Indiansliving
in resort area
lobe evicted

DENVER (AP) — Some 4,000
non-Indians living in resort
communities on the Leech Lake
Indian Reservation will be sent
eviction notices, according to
Dewiis Banks, chief executive
officer of the American Indian
Movement (AIM).
Banks said im Denver Monday that all non-Indian businessmen and resort owners on
the reservation would be asked
to vacate, their property witibin
60 days. He said leases for the
property, some of which expire
as early as May, won't be ae¦
newed. '

...been flitting
around from
store fo store?

A]
Jfe>

Banks said the eviction process would serv* as a test to
challenge the court system,
¦world law and the U.S. Constitution which le said dictates
that Congress shall control
commerce on Indian reservations.
"As long as those words exist," said Banks, "we'll always
be controUed by non-Indians.
"Our only alternative is to
pursue a course that sets us on
a collision course with the Declaration of Independence," he
added .
Banks said one of AIM's
goals is to make each of the
nation's 317 Indian reservations
a sovereign nation ,with its oiwn
authority.; :/ ¦ ' , ¦¦ ¦ ¦ ¦
The Bureau tri Indian Affairs
(BLA) and the secretary, of the
interior now have the ultimate
decision on dictating or rejecting policy on these lands, he
said.
"There can be no self-determination as long as this condition, continues," Banks told a
news conference.
On another topic, Banks alleged that an AIM director, Sidney Eare, had been "viciously
beaten" by two BIA policemen
Monday on the Ft. Thompson,
S.D., Indian Reservation.
He said that, as a result, A2M
would reconvene its national Indian grand jury on (tie Rosebud
Sioux Indian Reservation in
South Dakota today.

Preston names
Boys, Girls
State delegates

^|
Fitzgerald

K. Jensen

PRESTON, Minn. — Students
enrolled in the Preston Public
Schools . Independent District
No. 233 have been selected by
the Viall Post 166 of the American Legion and its auxiliary to
the 1972 session of Boys State
and Girls State, announced Principal Donald J. Scanlan.
Michael Fitzg«rald, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Patrick Fitzgerald,
has been named the Boys State
delegate and Steven Berry, son
of Mr. and Mrs, Robert Berry,
Boys State alternate.
Preston Legion auxiliary lhas
chosen Karen Jensen, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs, Orville Jensen,
as Girls Stater, and Pamela
Schoppers, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Harland Schoppers, alternate Girls Stater.
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Years ago/ it was necessary to shop for specials
at many different stores if you wanted to save

a
" «

money on food. Now, there's Mini-Pricing.

¦

Mini-Pricing is our policy of pricing every item

¦

lowest
level
a * ,ts you
can possible
buy
you every day. This

fl

need, -when you

fl

need it and be assured of savings every time. Our

fl

means

what
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aim is to lower your tota l food bill not just the
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price of a few items. Remember ..."Flitters
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IWESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER

Actresses recall
Howard Hughes as
dancer, designer

NEW YORK (AP) - Ginger
Rogers remembers him as a
terrific dancer. Yvonne do Carlo says he designed a dress for
hor . Jane Russell says he didn 't
design a brassiere for her .
Tiie man wns Howard Htiglhes
and the three actresses were
among several who recalled for
(he April issua of Ladies Home
Jou rnal their acquaintances
wltli the billionfli/o industrialist
who now lives/ in seclusion.
Miss Rogers feaid , "Howard
\tiiEy one oy lihe best dancers I
eve A knew, and fascinating to
Iw with . Terribly bright and intelligent. But h« was immersed
in his work. "
Miss Do Carlo recalled , "He
eve n went with mo while I
shopped for n new suit , but he
did n 't like anything I tried on.
So lie designed a dress for mo
on n piece of scratch paper .'3
Miss Russell wore a special
hm sslore in "Tho Outlaw ," tho
film that made her famous. But
contrary to one recent report ,
she said Hughes "never dosl (<tic(l tiho metal bra I wore* ln
that picture. "
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Wallinpleads
County shoreland management
not guilty
^
standards^ musf cftonge^ DAfR ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ of conspiracy

By STEVEN P. JOHNSON
Dally News Staff Writer
Winona County's zoningonfr
nance does not meet state shoreland management standards
and must be altered , the Minnesota Department of Natural
Resources (DNR) has said in a
letter to County Attorney Julius
JB. Gernes.
.- . .
By July 1, all oi Minnesota's
87 counties must have passed
ordinances to control development along lakes, rivers and
streams, and those ordinances
must meet the requirements of
tbe Shoreland Management Act
of 1969.
Winona County 's zoning or-

it may be willing to grant the
crunty a time extension if the
work cannot be completed in
the three montfos remaining be./
fore the deadline,
The county planning commission is expected to look into the
situation wh«r *it meets next
Tuesday night. It is thisi body
IF THE' ordinance is not al- that wiH A be.charged with rectered to meet the DNR require- ommending - necessary changes
ments by the deadline, the law in the ordinance for final action
requires the Winona County by ttoa County Board 7
Board of Commissioners to en- Gernes said this morning that
act the state's model shoreland he is not certain if 'the fairly
ordinance, but County Attorney. complicate'd ^ordinance change
Gernes noted this morning that process : can be coinpleted beAAAA:
the -DNR prefers that counties fore the deadlibe.
enact their own ordinances and Winona is not: the only cbtindinance, which has been in
force since August 1970, does
irclude some restrictions on waterfront development, but the
DNR has now ruled that the
restrictions are lacking in several areas and must be changed before the July 1 deadline.

MUSIC ELECTRONICALLY : sota at the annual Minnesota Science Fair to
Chris Carter, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wil- . be held April 6-8 in Minneapolis, along with,
.liam....PRODUCES
Carter, Plainview, and a senior at Plaintwo students from Eyota: Glenn Schumann,
'

ty currently facing this problem, however. DNR figures in
January indicated that only 13
of the state's counties then had
adequate ordinances in effect.
The state projected at that
time that about 53 of the state's
counties would have adequate
ordinances in effect by the
deadline-

IN THIS AREA, state figures
in January indicated that Fillmore C»unty has already complied with the shoreland requirements and Olmsted County
was expected to meet the deadline.
The DNR projected at that
time that Winona, Wabasha and
Houston counties would not
make the deadline, but Gernes
said the DNR was unaware at
that time that Winona County
had a zoning ordinance in effect:
t
Houston County currently has
a zoning ordinance, but Wabasha County does not.
A large - part of the Shoreland
Management Act deals with
lakes, although controls are also included for the state's 25,000 miles of rivers and streams.
The law and its required ordinance does not affect bodies
of water within the corporate
limits of a municipality, so it is
not likely Winona County will
spend much time worrying
about lakeshbre requirements,
since the only lake in the couhty — Lake Winona — is within
the city limits of Winona.
Minimum standards required
by the law that deal with rivers and streams are not as restrictive as the requirements
dealing with lakes, since
rivers and streams are aided
by a natural flusttiing action.

Dale* M. Wallin, SO, a winonan for whom authorities have
no permanent address listed.
pleaded hot guilty Monday in
U.S. District Court, St. Paul,
Minn., before Chief Judge Edward J. Devitt to a charge ot
conspiracy to rob a bank and
entering a Bank with intent to
commit a larceny.
The charge results from a
series of events in Winona in
which Wallin and two Winona
juveniles allegedly conspired to
rob the First Natonal Bank of
Winona , 177 Main St., about
noon Feb. 17.
According to Winona Police
Chief James McCabe*, the police received a "tip" that gave
them reason to believe the bank
was going to be robbed. Police
alerted the FBI McCabe said,
since bank robbery is a federal offense.
The three men entered the
bank through the rear door and
we'nt to the far west teller's
window, McCabe said. He added
when no teller «came to wait on
the three individuals they left
through the rear door and vrere
arrested.
One of the juveniles had a
note on bis person that he apparently intended to pass to
the bank teller and an attache
case, The noW, pen printed oh
a two by three-inch piece of
notebook paper, read,. "Do you
know what this is?" and was
signed "The Gangsters."
According to Assistant U.S.
Attorney Earl Cudd , who is the
prosecuting attorney, Wallin
was transferred from Hennepin County jail to Ranisey
County ja il in lieu of posting a
$1,000 bond. Wallin will appear
with his court-appointed attorney, Neil Convexy, St.. Paul,
sometime next month for trial.

By BUTCH HORN
Daily -News Outdoor Writer
Chemical controls on fish populations, strict licensing of bear
hounds and a controlled open
season rather than unprotected
status for the Wisconsin fox
were among the things agreed
upon by area sportsmen as
they joined thousands of Wisconsinites Monday night , taking
part in public hearings on proposed fish and game Jaw
changes.
The results of these public
hearings are forwarded to the
Wisconsin Conservation Congress meeting next month, and
the Department of Natural Resource's board for consideration
when ¦ new
¦ regulations are enacted. - :¦ ' . ' -'
A series of .advisory questions
were put before the gatherings
by DNR officials as the night's
hearing opened , followed: by
suggestions and resolutions
from the floor.

name and address of their own- resenting Buffalo County, let
er, fastened to their collar — its disillusionment with out-ofthis measure stems from the in- state residents show in two of its
creased number ; of hounds
brought into the northern bear proposals. The first — also
range and then either aban- echoed in Trempealeau County
— asked that the; nonresident
doned or lost to run free .
deer license be raised to $50 in"A real turn-around from a stead of the present $35. A
couple of years ago shows up touchy subject in Buffalo Counin the fox season question," Ku- ty, it passed easily, 60-0.
bisiak points out, "Now people The second 1 proposal asked
are favoring an open season that the agreement between
while they used to clamor for Minnesota and Wisconsin to ala bounty."
low a fishing license valid in
'
ANOTHER question gaining cither state to be applicable on
overwhelming support in both boundary waters be rescinded
counties pertains to the sale of for ice fishing and that Minarchery license. Sportsmen fa- nesota fishermen be required to
vored the . proposal that would buy non-resident licenses.
put the bow license on the same By a slim margin the Bufscale as a gun license, requir- falo County gathering approved
ing a bow hunter to buy his li- a proposal to have a nine-day
cense before the season opens bucks — only season for deer
and asked that ice fishing reguand making thern una vailable lations
on the boundary waters
after opening day..
be brought in line
inland
"They would be on sale be- laws , thus allowingwith
local
anfore the early bow season,'' glers to use
three lines at one
Everson explains, "Then again time.
in tho closed period before the
late season re-opens, but not SPORTSMEN in Trempealeau
during either of the seasons." County, meeting in the courtWhile these questions met house, Whitehall, favored a
with favorable response, sever- state-wide variable quota , sysal others didn't. One proposal tem for the coming deer seasuggested an additional fee for son with a limit of one deer
fishermen after trout or salmon per person, regardless of wheth— in effect a "trout stamp'' er or not he holds a regular lisimilar to the duck stamp re- cense or a variable quota tag
quired of waterfowlers — hut — this would eliminate the takthis met with little support and ing of both a buck and a doe
was put down in each county. by some lucky hunters with
Another unpopular suggestion, both tags.
although delegates were split on Two measures of major conthe outcome was a proposal to cern to the Trempealeau resiallow the use of portable tree dents dealt with , small game
stands, that would be removed and upland bird seasons and
daily, by bow hunters. In fair- bag limits on walleyes and Sanly even voting, the delegates ger. By a 47-0 vote the delevoted against recommending gates favored opening the upthis proposal, wishing to keep land game and small game seathe use of natural blinds and sons on the same Saturday,
stands the only lawful end.
the closest to Oct. 15. ."This
AFTER THE voting ended on measure would be designed to
the DNR's proposals, local del- cut down on some of the early
egates were able to make pro- violations," Kubisiak s a i d ,
posals of their own, with lo- "People around here think that
cal problems coming to the there are too many pheasants
front
and grouse taken by squirrel
The delegation at the Amer- hunters before the other seaican Legion Club in Alma, rep- sons open."

CONSERVATION WARDENS
Jim Everson, .Buffalo County,
and Harold Kubisiak,, Trempealeau County, reported that delegations from their respective
counties favored the continued
use of chemical controls for
rough fish eradication; a strict
licensing of hounds used during
the early bear season; and the
setting of an open season on fox,
rather than the canine 's present unprotected status.
Buffalo County sportsmen, 68
strong, spoke in favor of the
use of chemical controls, while
the 55 butdoorsmen on hand in
Trempealeau County — many
speaking from experience derived from recent stream improvement projects in the county — also voiced overwhelming
favor for the proposal.
Likewise, both local counties
voiced strong opinions on the
use of , hounds during the early
bear season, with most spokesmen leary of the proposal. In
each case * delegates voted unanimously that bear hounds
COCHRANE, Wis. — Author- should be licensed with the
ization for the Cochrane Cooperative Telephone Co. to withdraw multiparty and two- and
four-party service and rates
and apply its existing one-party
rates and service to all customers has been granted by the
Wisconsin Public Service Commission (PSC).
The commission, in findings
Oom
filed as a consequence of a
pletely A «$ Pf AW
hearing June 22, 1971, also
UtKM/
W^TxTT
\i^be en
111
granted the application by the
h
THt»
¦HBP "a
cured, f% f I I I J
firm , through its manager,
and8 been-tnmi»ed,
according
^
eoofcwi
to %$J *3^% *
to
establish
Kannel,
James J*^S%A
r-^lHl
miscellaneous rates and charges
T Rcaisray Mo,
and to increase existing charges
thi 8? a t " nroeesa and faas been
for business and residential tele- '"JiraS
to
ality
be
NOTE:
qu
TH* "Cure «*
l
VQ2i
****5T
phone extensions.
ed of proper
ad.g.
i% fully wokal aw} m
Bam.
81
"
^Cure
ii*$wtere<l
v
a
Business extension rates were
8Omtf Crl
J as
*» *
servedcoW immediafc
increased from $1 to $1.50 and
m+x\
* '
To area hot heat it
resident extension service from
(k
/f
t
'
f*O0^
75 cents to $1.
Customers previously had
the option of providing their
own instruments with the company charging a 50-cent monthly maintenance charge. The
company now will provide instiuments for all customers
and the maintenance charge is
being withdrawn.
The rate changes are estimated to provide an annual increase in revenues of about $1,500 annually.
The monthly one-party business rates are set at $8.50, oneparty residence rates, $5 and!
a total $5 membership fee is
charged , to be repaid when
membership is terminated .

THE COUNTY'S ordinance
must regulate such things as
view High School, stands by his project, "Mua senior at Dover-Eyota . High Schol and
the type and placement of sani^
sic Synthesizer,'* which won first place at the
Alfred Bigelow, an eighth grader at Eyota. tary and waste disposal facilu
It took Chris three years to build his pro- ties, size and length of water
Southeast Regional Science Fair during the
ject , which produces music electronically, frontage of lots suitable for
weekend at Carletpn fcollege, Northfield, Minn .
building sites, placement of
He now will represent Southeastern Minneand cost $500. (Evelyn Schumacher photo )
structures in relation to shorelines and roads, alteration and
preservation of the natural
landscape, and subdivision of
shoreland areas.
The county's zoning and subdivision ordinances already cover much of that ground, but the
DNR recommended several alWABASHA, Minn. — Employ- bers authorized Walters to ap- terations before the state law
ment of a part-time case aid point members to a medical will be complied with.
Winona ipolice are investigat- employe to handle the food care committee to inspect re- The law will affect land withing three breakins that were stamp program for Wabasha cords of patients in county in 300 feet of a river or stre'am,
skilled nursing homes. The which includes quite a bit of
reported this morning. .
County
was
approved
by
memcommittee, to be under the su- property in this stream-coverLeafs Services Inc., 400 E.
2nd St., reported at 7:U a.m. bers of the Wabasha County pervision of a physician , will ed county. ; "' :
today that sometime Tuesday Welfare Board meeting Tues- include a registered nurse, diet- What may develop into a
ician, pharmacist, social work- key issue in tiie case is a state
evening ard early this morning, day. . a glass window in the west rear The county is transferring er and welfare board members. requirement that will eliminate
door was removed and entry from the commodity distribu- The review of records is to be the so - called "grandfather
into the building was gained. tion program , under the super- completed by May 3. In Wa- clause" with respect to sewage
Police are continuing the in> vision of the Office of Econo- basha County, Walters said, it disposal systems.
vestigation but according to po- mic Opportunity, (OEO) to the Would involve reviewing about Currently, individual sewage
lice Chief James McCabe" noth- food stamp program to be ad- 81 individual cases in the two disposal systems that do not
ministered by the Wabasha county skilled nursing homes, c o m p l y with c o u n t y reing was apparently taken .
At 7:0l ! a.m. today policy re- County Department of Social Hillcrest Nursing Home at quirements but were installed
ceived a call from Bittaer's Services. According to Wallace Plainview, and Wabasha Nurs- before passage of the ordinance
in 1970 may continue operating
Oil Co., 301 E . 3rd St. Accord- Walters, department of social ing Home.
under the grandfather clause
ing to McCabe entry was gained services director , as of April
ALSO approved by welfare protection.
30
the
OEO
will
no
longer
be
through a west window of the
board members was a resolubuilding which was broken. Re- funded to handle the direct dis- tion endorsing the Southeast- IN HIS LETTER to Gernes ,
tribution
for
the
commodity
ported stolen is $1 worth of
ern Minnesota Health Planning Eugene R. Gere, director of the
pennies from the cash register. program, which has been un- Council. This is an 11-county DNR's Division of Waters , Soils
der
the
supervision
of
tbe
Marigold Dairies, 77 Laird
organization involved in coor- and Minerals, said "the county
St., reported at 5:17 a.m. this Goodhue-Rice-Wabasha Com- dinating the health services in shall also provide for the elimpast
munity
Action
Council
the
morning that someone had enthe area to avoid any duplica- ination, upgrading or recontered the building through an two years.
tion. It is. chaired by Holin struction of all sanitary faciliopen window. McCabe said that This would mean a one-month Johnson, Lake City Hospital ad- ties operating in an unsanitary
food-stamp
as
the
county
lapse,
the dial from the safe was reministrator, and Walters is the manner or inconsistent with the
moved but the safe was not en- program is expected to become member representing the de- provisions of the ordinance . . .
operational by June 1.
tered.
partments of social service pro- within a period of time speciPolice are still investigating
AN AGREEMENT was made viding public welfare services fied by the county not to Exail three incidents.
between Wallace Christensen , in the area.
ceed five years. . ."
Two medical assistance cas- Other DNR - recommended
director of the three-county
PATIENTS ENTERTAINED
community action council, and es in the count y- were denied changes in the county's ordiSPRING GROVE, Minn . (Spe- the welfare board, whereby the by board members, seven new nance include a redefinition of
cial) ~ Convalescent Home pa- council will handle the commo- cases were approved, and three subdivision and tightening of
ttients at Tweeten Memorial dity program for May on a pur- cases closed. In Aid to Fami- subdivision ordinance controls
Hospital were recently enter- chase agreement at a cost of lies of Dependent Children, four in shoreline areas, a tightening
tained with a Norwegian pro- $560.
cases were closed and one new of building setback requiregram of poems and songs.
In other action , board mem- case approved .
ments and greater restrictions
on clear-cutting of forests along
streambanbs.
In addition, the county must
embrace the state's classification system for public waters,
which includes classifying shoreline areas as "general development," "recreational development," "or "natural environment" areas. Tlie DNR noted
that the county 's ordinance currently embraces only tho least Students in the nursing prorestrictive "general develop- grams at the College of Saint
ment" classification.
Teresa and Winona State Collego are being given an opportunity to explore the programs
Fillmore Count/
offered by the Army Nurse
Corps
as they participate In a
employes to get
three-day orientation program
paid half-holiday
on thc College of Saint Teresa
campus.
PRESTON, Minn. — Fillmore
One of the major areas of
County nonrd of Commission- interest during the program —
ers, meeting Tuesday , amended continuing today and Thursday
tho personnel policy for county — has been tho availability of
elective* officials and employes financial assistance to students
to include Good Friday after- completing their degree requirem ents.
noon as it paid holiday.
The program is being conThe resi (.nation of Wayne
Crowson, Chatfiel d, as deputy ducted through the college guidcounty assessor was accepted ance department and a tenm
of Army nurses is on hand to
to become effectiv e Friday.
¦
present the program ond answer
Larson. Tlie students viewed a movie, "HoriHEALTH CAREERS . . . Thirty-six Wiquestions from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
zons Unlimited ," which showed various areas Wabasha High to
nona Senior High School students Tuesday
Further information can be
student
tour
groups
of health work ; were taken on a tour of tlio
constituted tho first of two
obtained from tho area recruitfilm
hospital during which department Iieads gnvo show drug
er , Sgt, Curtis Tolzin. room 101,
to visit Community Memorial Hospital as a
WABASHA , Minn. (Special)- Exchange Building, Winonn .
detailed explanations of operations of their
part of a Health Career Week program arfilm on drug use and abuse
departments and then returned to the audi- A
ranged by the hospital auxiliary , Among tho
entitled "Art Linkletter Spcnks
torium for a question and answer session on a Vital Problem " will bo BUFFALO CO. AHO
students wlio inspected « table of literature
MONDOVI , Wis , - Cnvl Mynt which the- department heads discussed shown in the Wnbnsh a High
on health careers in the Iwspital auditorium
ers,
regional director of tho Wisn
health career opportunities. Tlie program School auditorium Friday at
with Mrs . h. Jack Pickett, third from the
consin
Association for Retarded
p.m.
for
who
Is
chairman
auxiliary
member
ended
with
refreshments
left ,
. On Thursday 30 stuChildren
, w'll bo pjimst apcakor
open
to
showing,
The
film
dent s from Cotter ' High School will particithe wccklong event , are, from Use left , Sherwhen the Buffalo County ARC
by
,
sponsored
adults
is
beinr
.
pate in a similar program. (Dail y News the Wnbaslin County sheriff' s meclfi March 27 at fl p.m. nt
rie Brabblt , Colleen Perry, Renco Romberg,
photo )
Connio Steinfeldt , Judi Oldendorf and Sue
tho Mondovi Public School.
office.

Breakins under Wabasha Co. plans
probe by
food starnp prog ram
city police

Area sportsmen air views
for game, fish law changes

Cochrane
phonerate
hike approved
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CST students
explore Army
nurse program
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No other ham is numbered,registered and guaranteed.
Cure|8lThe world's most nearly perfect ham. <$Honnel$>

WINONA , MINN.
IlambtncK' s Market
Klelmchtnldl Grocery
JCPenney Food Market
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Husband's scheme
may go up in smoke
MIND THEATRE . .'¦ . Theatre of the
tion of what the show will feature; MrsVivian Fusillo, director, describes the event
Mind will open Thursday at the Center for
as a "multi-dimensional experience in sight
the Performing Arts, WSC, with shows slated
and sound ." The public is invited and may
for 7 and 9 p.m. and again on Friday at
obtain tickets by calling or stopping at the
the same time. Jeanette Paulos and Scott
Sandberg, student performers, and a crea- speech department office in the Performing
tive cameraman combined talents to produce 7 Arts building between I and 4 p.m. (Mike
¦
this multi-dimensional illustration, an indica- Abitz photo )

Area school to
observe FHA week
GALESVILLE, Wis. — The
Gale-Ettrick-Trempealeau chapter of the Future Homemakers
of A m e r i c a are currently
observing National FHA week
with special activities.
Red roses, the FHA flower,
will : be distributed to area
churches with members attending church together on
FHA Sunday. Throughout the
week an involvement tree showing the year's program of involvement, will be on display.
Red and white day will be observed Friday.
Other projects for the month
include sending cookies to area
Janet Marie
Kathleen Sue
servicemen and a visit to the
Krohse '
Trempealeau County Hospital,
Showers
Whitehall . Senior members of
Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin the chapter and their mothers
Gilmore Valley, anKrohse,
Showers, Jackson, Minn., will tour the Betty Crocker
kitchens and other Twin City at- nounce the engagement of
announce the engagement of
their daughter, Kathleen . tractions as part , of the senior their daughter, Janet Marie,
to Douglas Steven Epley,
Sue, to Gaiy Ellis Fish, son trip March 30.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Guy
of Mrs. Vivian Fish, 1627 W.
Epley, Rochester, Minn .
Sth St., ' and.th e late Carroll
Miss Krohse is a graduate
i Fish.
of
Winona Senior High
W
H
I
T
E
H
A
L
L
. Wis. - A
Miss Showers is a graduate of Jackson High School. dance will be held Thursday at School and is attending WiHer fiance is a graduate of 8 p.m. at the Trempealeau nona State College. She is
by Randall's SuWinona Senior High School County Hospital. The music will '¦ employed
be provided by a grant from per Valu. Her fiance is also
and is attending Winona the Music Performance Trust
a student at Winona State
Area Technical School .
Funds in cooperation with Local and is employed by Winona
A June 10 wedding is be- 453, American Federation of
Glove Co.
ing planned.
Musicians.
The couple will be wed
June 3 at St. Mary's Catholic Church here.

Hospita l dance

' ¦EaSTtSF

Homema ker
Accessories at Gilma nton

Para Cle

prettier

¦JFiW^

GILMANTON, Wis. — Miss
Barbara Britton has been selected, homemaker of tomorrow
at Gilmanton High School ,
Miss Britton is president of
her senior class and is a member of the high
school b a n d ,
Pep Club, GAA,
newspaper staff
and a n n u a l
staff.
S h e is t h e
daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Glenn
Britton , rural
Mondovi.
Miss Britton
is now eligible „ „ ...
for state \nd ^. Britton
national honors.
¦

DEAR ABBY: My husband is a fanner, and he is planning to plant some marijuana along with corn and other crops.
goes to jail, he won't
¦ ' -: He says if' he, ' gets¦¦busted¦: and
' : ¦ . ¦ -. ' .:-, mini serv. r A A ¦ ¦ A A ¦. A
¦.
. T""~" ¦'
"
l ing a year
.- ..

¦ l>rar Ab^^
..

Ifr /fr lgoil ^

—
•¦ ¦ ¦
. - ¦ ¦.- .. .—"" "*~
the n a a r i it
will
be
worth
it.
juana ,
We have five kids, and things have fceen rough for us
financially. I've told Ium I think he's foolish to take a
chance, but he says he loves me, that's the reason he wants
to get rich
quick
¦ . Then he can give me and the kids a tetter
¦
': '
:• ' : '
life . . :
Abby, I don't like his idea at all, but he says if I loved
him I'd go along with it. I do love him, but I still can't. Any
FARMER'S "WIFE
suggestions?
DEAR WIFE: Your husb and's get-rich-quick scheme
could go up in smoke faster than he thinks. And he stands
to serve a lot moie thah a year if he's caught. Tell him
that if he loves YOU , he'll stick to corn and other crops,
and forget the marijuana.
DEAR ABBY: A woman signed "Quietly Burning" complained because her husband always called her ''Hey,"' or
"Say , there."
I'll bet anything her husband was of Scandinavian descent. My husband never called me "Honey, " or any other
endearing name, and we have had over 40 years of the most
successful marriage possible. He's a Swede, and Swedes are
naturally very cold, undemonstrative and nonverbal; But once
MARRIED ONE
you thaw out a Swede, watch out!
DEAR MARRIED: Okay. So exactly how does one go
about "thawing out" a Swede?
DEAR ABBY: 1 am writing to correct the thinking of
"George," who had qualms abcut bis daughter's marrying
a conscientious objector because in his view, a conscientious
objector would not fight to protect his family.
A conscientious objector is one who, because of a deeply
held moral or ethical code, or because of religious beliefs, cannot engage in any war without betraying the principles most
influential in his life . There is no- requirement that he be completely nonviolent or unwilling to defend his family.
There is an enormous difference between defending oneself from personal attack, and participating in the undiscriminating mass killing and destruction of modern warfare, which
finds most of its victims among innocent civilians, and drops
bombs from six miles in the air with a killing range of a
square mile, defoliating, and destroying food supplies.
I would be very happy if my daughter were to marry a
conscientious objecto r, for it shows concern for humanity
and conscience which can only help in human relationships,
marital and every other.Yours,
LEONARD M. LAKE, HARRISON, N.Y.
DEAR MR, L..: Yours was only one of many, many
responses echoing the.same sentiments.
CONFIDENTIAL TO ROBERT P. IN N.Y .C.: Your
cats are NOT homosexual, A true homosexual will, when
given a choice, choose a partner of his own sex, but in
the absence of his pref erence,?he will "make do" with
whatever is handy. (As some humans do.) Dr . Herman
Salk is not in error. There are no four-legged gray cats!
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get
it off your chest. "Write to ABBY, Box 69700, Los Angeles,
Calif., 90069. For a personal reply enclose stamped , addressed envelope.
.
.
.

THE LOCKHORNS

Kellogg style show
KELLOGG, Minn . (Special)St. Agnes Parish Council will
present a Spring Fling style
show and salad luncheon Saturday beginning at 1 p.m. at the
church hall.
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TO PLAY IN CITY
"Oh , la, sir,
you'll make one ashamed!" is Kate Hardcastle's (Judith Hink) reaction to a pairry
from Chiarles Marlowe in the National
Shakespeare Company's production of "She

Stoops to Conquer" slated to play at Somsen
Auditorium, WSC, Monday at 8:15 p.m. The
program is the last in the 1971-72 Tri-College
Concerts and Lectures series.

¦
'
\ S he Sto o ps to Co nquer ' to be
given by Shakespeare group

Eighteenth - Century England
and the world of the Three
Pigeons Tavern will be presented Monday evening when the
National Shakespeare Company
presents Oliver Goldsmith's
"Shi Stoops To Conquer ."
The program, last in the 197172 Tri-College Concerts and Lectures series arranged and sponsored by St. Mary 's College, the
College of St. Teresa and Winona State College, is set for
8:15 p.m. in Somsen Hall auditorium at Winona State.
An equal number of tickets
will be available to students and
employes of the three colleges.
At "Winona State, tickets will be
available at the college union
desk beginning today on a one
ticket per-person basis.
Unclaimed tickets -will be
made available to the public at
the boxoffice on the night of
the performance.
Goldsmith's comedy has retained its freshness of wit . cleverness of plot manipulation/and
sheer humanity for almost 200
years. Few are the audiences
that can resist the engaging rascality of Tony Lumpkin , the
studied archness of Kate Hardcastle, the bumbling geniality of
her parents, or the confused
gallantry of her sometimes
tongue-tied lover, Young Marlow.
Goldsmith, like most authors,
couldn't avoid the inclusion of
autobiographical material in his
work. Many incidents and characterizations in the play derive
from events in his own life. The
basic situation which provides
the motivation of the play —
Young Marlow 's mistake in assuming that the country home
of the Hardcastles is an inn —
is a parallel situation to one
in which Goldsmith was involvI ed in his youth. .
I At 16, he was returning from
I Edgeworthstown . Ireland , playing the gentleman with some
money in his pocket and riding
a hired horse . He stopper! for
the night at Ardagh to ask for
the best inn. A prankster like
Tony Lumpkin directed him to
the mansion of a Mr . Fentherstonn who, unlike Mr. Hnrdcnstlc. was aware of Goldsmith's identity at once and.
b?ing a man of humor , "went
alort» with the gag."
Like Marlow, who made a
fuss about sunper, Goldsmith
did the same thing, going even
further In ordering snccinl dishes for his breakfast. Unon learning of the deception , Goldsmith
was extremely upset and f mbarrassed. Marlow . too, feels
like: "a silly pupy. "
Other (raits of Goldsmith's
nre reflected In Marlow's behaviour . Goldsmith, poor nnH
not particularly handsome, liked
finery. Marlow too is very much
concerned with dress; he is
preoccupied with food , drink ,
nutting on airs, and high livlnp.
Pcr/iflp.<? the most specific nnd
deli ghtful of Marlow's characteristics which derlvo from
Goldsmith is liis awkwardness
in tho nresencn of fine Indies,
Tlie tongue-tied lover is cause
for mnnv n laimh ,
Mnrlow Is Hot the only char-

Chautauqua club
SPRING GROVE , Minn. (Special ) - "Realism in Art" will
bo presented by Mrs, Sanford
Morken at thc Monday meetin g
of the Chnutnuqun Cub s'nted
for ft p.m. nt the homo of Ruth
Kjome .

acter through whom we glimpse
scenes from Goldsmith's life.
Tony Lumpkin reveals Gold
smith's own love for earthly
pleasure. Goldsmith frequented
an inn at Ballymahon, Ireland ,
which, along with its rustic pa-

trons, appears to be the prototype of the Three Pigeons Tavern and Tony Lumpkin's "Companions. It is believed that
TOny's drinking song is a recreation of a folksong popular in
Ballymahon.
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grand opening prizes.

$ Vicky Vaughn Dress
Nancy Englerth
709 Grand St.

® Bobbie Brooks Dress
Mrs. Carl S uchomel
519 Westdale Ave.

© Great Six Pant Coat
Mary Wieczorek
120 E. 6th

$ Sylvania Portable Radios
Adelene Schmitt
Fountain City, Wis.
Mrs. Don Gensmer
Rollingstone , Minn.
Beverly Ritter
910 W. Mark

m Sylvania Portable TV
Mrs. M. Hoover
623 Wilson St.

. . . and thanks to everyone for
your response and partici pation
in helping to ma ke our Grand
Opening a huge success.
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Betore You Buy. .
By Margaret Dana

How about
scales in , _
supermarkets?

Y-TEEN STYLE SHOW .. . Eighty persons attended the Y-Teen Style show . presented by the ninth grade Y-Teen .Club at the
YWCA Tuesday evening. The show, "Swing
into . Spring with. Style," featured fashions
from Stevensons and H. Choate and Co.

Lincoln PTA
elects officers
Mrs. Harold Myers was elected president of the Lincoln
School PTA at the Monday evening meeting.
Other officers elected were :
Mrs. Donald Walker, vice president ; Mrs. Michael Rompa, secretary, and Mrs. Gordon Fakler, treasurer. .Installation ceremonies will be held at the April
meeting.
Sgt. Dale Schafer spoke ' to
parents regarding school safety
in the areas of pedestrian , traffic, bike and busing. A . committee to study safety practices ,
particularly . involving busing,
with representatives from each
school is currently being formed , he explained.
Sgt. James Hill discussed the
police-school liaison program.
He explained his duties as he
visits the classrooms each day
and explains to the students how
the police department functions .
MOst of his time, he pointed
out, is spent in .the junior high
school where it is felt that by
close-knit coordination of all
concerned/ a better preventative program will progress. The
communication whi ch is developed between the law enforcement agencies and the school
personnel provides information
which can be used in the guidance of the students. It is hoped
that respect for the law will be
built in the minds of the students and that the police-school
liaison program may be a major part of the answer to the
Eroblem of juvenile anti-school
ehavior.
¦

Community choir
to present concert
HOUSTON, Minn. (Special) —
A community choir with members from nine community
churches of the Houston area
will present Handel's Easter
Messiah Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
in the Ridgeway School Auditorium and at 8 p.m. in the
Houston Elementary School
Auditorium. A fellowship coffee
hour will be held following the
evening performance. The public is invited to attend.
Miss Sue Walling is the director , with Mrs. Carlton Onsgard
as the accompanist . Soloists
are : Miss Marilyn Frauenkron .
Mrs. William Webbles, Lowell
Nelson and Dennis Pettyjohn.

Models for the show are, standing from left :
Tracy Hohensel, Mrs. Tom Cotton, Pam
Buhler, Janet Strelow, Carol Hoeppner,
M!ari Olsori; Patsy Merchlewitz, Nancie Pickett. Seated is model Sheila King.7 (Daily
News photo)

Your horoscope — Jeane Dixon
For THURSDAY, March 23
Your birthday today : This is a year of sudden breaks,
many of them toward greater freedom of action, simplification of daily living. Clear off surplus material belongings
that no longer serve a real function . For many, this is a
time of relocation. Home, family and emotional relations
progress as well, are even helped by change. Today's natives have both good humor and the knack of getting right
to the point.
Aries (March 21-April 19): Tend to your home and its
public appearance today. \¥our friends and family are helpful if you let them share. Pursue romance where you're eligible. - . . . - - .
Taurus (April 20-May 20): There's a lucky break for you,
some extra result from a past good turn — if you took the
trouble then. Reconsider financial arrangements.
Gemini (May 21-June 20): Whatever you have been hiding comes into public view, particularly if you do too much
about it now. Romantic ventures are tempting. Share a joke.
Cancer (Jule 21-Jnly 22): Jt is time for discreet changes,
shifting of accounts, development of added connections. Set
aside time for advice on health care.
Leo ( July 23-Aug. 22): That urge for escape, diversion
in far places may be the most healthy reaction after all, indulge it if you can . Make sure of where you are, before taking off.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): An overlong wait can become a
sudden move as unexpected temptations arise, strangers appear. Plan thoroughly for trips or changes.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You can farm out portions of
the general round of activities and get back added results,
•
benefits of extra contacts, fresh outlets.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov, 21)r It's a day of decision. Leave
the past behind; go on with future plans , sharing with those
you care about,
Sagittarius (N OT. 22-Dec. 21): Give a presentation and go
directly to the point. You can have almost anything within
reason now . Bring home a welcome surprise to your loved
ones.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) : Bridge gaps, forgive and
forget past differences. New plans are in order, have no
hesitation in scrapping outdated ideas.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Seek medical, legal or other
technical advice today — with a firm resolve to apply it fully.
One thing at a time is enough.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) : Tension relaxes and you have
a more level eye for financial moves. Call in all those concerned, sell your program so there's no confusion later .

PTA postponed

Cookbook on sale

GALESVILLE, Wis. - The
regular spring meeting of the
Gale - Ettrick - Trempealeau
High School PTA has been postponed until April lfl.
¦

BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis.
(Special) — Members of tbe
Trout Run United Methodist
Church have compiled a cookbook of their favorite recipes.
The cookbook is on sale at Black
River Falls business firms and
from Mrs. Bruce Odeen , Black
River Falls.

S.G. potluck
SPRING GROVE , Minn. (Special ) — Sunday School teachers
at Faith Lutheran Church of
Black Hammer will hold a potluck dinner Sunday at noon at
the church.
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Choir four
Joyce Sollerg, Lanesboro,
Minn., and Phillip Anderson,
Lewiston, Minn., members of
the concert choir at Waldorf
College, Forest City, Iowa, will
participate in the choir 's 17-day
tour to the West Coast. Twentyone concerts are scheduled in
nine states with the home concert to be presented April 9 at
the Civic Auditorium, Forest
City.
¦-. .
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TRADEHOME
Puis you right in style

Civic league

ELGIN, Minn. (Special) —
The Civic Improvement League
which met Monday evening discussed plans for its annual
fashion show to be held April 29
dinner and meetings were Mr. at
Windcrest Golf Club , Plainand Mrs. Glenn Dornfeld , St.
Louis Park, JWinn . Dornfeld is view. Wes Prescher , Civil Dethe state Legion commander. fense director , mspoke.
Mrs. Beckman said that the
children and youth month programs will be sponsored by the
Legion and auxiliary for youth
LEWISTON, Minn. — The Imeducation . She urged local par- manuel Lutheran Ladies Aid of
ticipation,
Lewiston will sponsor a mother
During the auxiliary business and daughter Lenten tea Saturmeeting, donations were ap- day at 2 p.m. at the school
proved for Camp Courage and auditorium.
Home Delivered Meals.

Lenten tea
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LA CRESCENT, Minn. ( Special) — Nine Brownie Troops
of the RLverland Council, Neighborhood Three, met Saturday
at the La Crescent Elementary
School. The international program , which was begun with
an Olympic parade, featured
songs and dances from nine
countries as well as group singing. Pennies for the World
Friendship Fund were collected.
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| KNIT PANTS - - - «, $7.47 j
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Girl scout meeting

It's crafted of strong
but supple o i f h i d o
loa-thor , and has a full
lon«gth zipper to make
get-ting it on and off
a cinch.

$ & GRASS ... Check Our Low Prices |
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Council for
gifted to be
formed in city

Stephen Olmsted, president of
the Minnesota Council for the
Gifted, will attend a meeting at
the Goodview school Thursday
at 8 p.m. ' ;" ' ¦¦
The purpose of the meeting
is; to form a local chapter of
Book inclusion
the council.
To
attend
opera
day
The
meeting
is
sponsored
by
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How To Kold
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AUSTIN, Tex. (AP) - Two
ect
for
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A: I think you may be
men saw money Wowing in the
referring to the Consumer child.
Securely
wind and grabbed up $80—in $1,
Do false teeth embarrass you by
Guides being trained by
$5 and $20 bills. Then they coming
loose
when
you
eat, lauen,
the San Francisco Better Rummage sale
called police.
or talk? A dentureadhesive can help.
Business Bureau to staff
Police traced the money and FASTEETH* gives dentures a longfirmer, steadier hold. Makes eattheir Consumer Care OfA rummage sale will be held credit card receipts to a serv- er,
ing more enjoyable. For more security
fices set up in neighbor- Saturday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. ice station. A motorist had and
comfort, use FASTEETH Denhoods around the city. at the Pleasant Valley Commun- driven off with the money and tore Adhesive Powder. Denture*
*
These are usually civic- ity Center, formerly the Pleas- cards on top of the car. He got that fit are essential to health. Set
your dentist regularly.
:
minded women who com- ant Valley School.
it back.
plete a special training
course prepared by the
BBB and go out to provide
help where it is needed.
Other cities such as Denver, Colorado, have a
somewhat similar program
Sponsored by their local
BBB, it provides a Consumer Caremobile which
takes information , gives
help, and is a source for
registering complaints, to
different parts of the city.
(Margaret D a n a welcomes questions and comments on buying. They
should be addressed to Mrs.
Margaret Dana , care of the
Winona Daily News , Winoiia , Minn.)
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LARGE SELECTION

Q: A few weeks back
I was solicited by phond
by a salesman representing an organization
of handicapped persons
who earned a livelihood selling decorative
wrapping paper. Thty
cost $3,98 for 10 sheets
of different designs.
But the other day while
shopping in a department store I came
across the exact same
wrapping paper selling
to help handicapped people this seems to me too
for only 90 cents. Even
great a difference in
price.
A: Allowing first for the
possibility that the department store sale might
have been the usual after-

Q: I read m your column that there is such
a thing as low calorie
margarine. I thought all
types of fat had about
the same c a l o r i e s .
Please explain.
A: There! are basic differences in calories for different fats, though not large
differences. One cup of butter has 1,625 calories, lard
has 1,985, vegetable fats , 1,770. Margarine maj>\ have
different totals, depending
on the combination of fats
used. Also, a "whipped"'
margarine will contain fewer calories per cup because
the volume will be extended
by air whipped into it. This
is sometimes the low-calorie
type margarine.

and area residents. The public is invited to
PATRONS FOR DINNER THEATRE ..,
any of the four performances. The 6 p.m.
Dr. and Mrs. John Hick, S94 Grand St., paevent, both evenings, will feature dinner and
trons for the "Jesus Christ Superstar " dintheatre arid the 9:30 shows will feature cofner theatre slated for Saturday and Sunday
fee and dessert. Tickets and reservations are
at the College of Saint Teresa , talk over
plans with Sister Johnita Klinger, co-chair- :' available by calling Miss Eileen Whalen, cochairman of arrangements, at CST. (Daily
man of the event which is being presented by
the Friars Dinner Theatre, Minneapolis, More
News photo )
than 125 patron tickets were sent to local
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Q. Recently I ordered
some items by mail,
and when they came
thdy were an entirely
different quality from
what had been discribed, although they looked
alike. Is this legal?
A: The Federal Trade
Commission has ruled that
it is illegal for a seller to
substitute" a variety, make,
or quality of goods in place
of those believed by the purchaser to be what he
bought, as described or pictured.

Sta te Legion auxiliary
head visits local unit

Mrs. Robert Beckman told local American Legion auxiliary
members of the children and
youth month to be observed in
April with special emphasis on
drug abuse and venereal diseases when she visited the local
auxiliary Tuesday evening — to
V) help celebrate the 53rd birthday
ot the American Legion . A joint
dinner for post and auxiliary
members was held prior to individual meetings .
Among special guests at the

g aj( leVCO PloZO

Q. I would like to ask
you to urge bur supermarkets to put the
scales back in their
stores where customers
can see and use them (o
check weights of products , they buy. In
¦ most markets there is
no scale to 'be see^i except behind counters or
in the meat department
behind closed doors.
Why not put at least
one scale where a custom* could weigh that
package '¦' of meat she
"wonders" about , or the
fruit or vegetable package that seems small?
It would end a lot of
that "doubt" we customers have.
A; There should bd no
disagreement at all with
your suggestion. Customers
have a right to check the
weight of what they buy,
but there is no . law requiring a scale to be made"
available. However, to make
this work correctly and
usefully, consumers would
have to learn some facts.
For instance, meat scales
are adjusted to allow for
packaging and when you
see a wrapped meat product being weighted, you
need to understand that the
packaging is not weighed
with the meat. Urge ybur
supermarket manager to
make a scale available for
customers, and see what
happens.

Christmas pried cut, which
can be very large for seasonal stocks of this type
_ the fact is that some
unethical direct-to-the-home
distributors take advantage
of handicapped people to
use them dishonestly.
In the same way young
people are sometimes persuaded to sell magazine
subscriptions or other goods
and services at exorbitant
prices, or with inferior quality, to "help pay their way
through college."
The Attorney General ol
the . state of Washington,
for example, says this has
become a racket — bad for
the young people, and bad
for consumers. There should
be some requirement to
license such salespeople , or
register them, for the" sake
of the public.

DEPARTMENT PRESIDENT VISITS
CITY . . . Mrs, Robert Beckman , Lake City,
Minn., department president of tho American
Legion Auxiliary, wns tho guest speaker Tucsdny niRht when tho American Legion celebrated Its 53rd birthday . A joint dinner of
pout nnd auxiliary members was held prior

to individual meetings. From left , Mrs. Glenn
Dornfeld , wife of the state Legion commander; Mrs , Beckman , Mrs. Robert Babler , local auxiliary president , nnd Mr.s. Bernard
Konipp, secretary of the local auxiliary unit ,
(Daily News photo)
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52 EAST LEVEE PLAZA

Also Stoics in Ausflr» nnd Rochester

Owners pull off

NFL triple play

Super Bowl to Houston's Rice Jan, 14, 1973—Super Bowl at
Stadium for the city's first op- Los Angeles (Coliseum)
portunity at hosting pro , foot- Jan, 20-21-23, 1973—Pro Bowl
at Dallas (Texas Stadium)
ball's premier spectacle.
Jan. 13, 1974—Super Bowl at
It made Houston only the Houston (Rice Stadium).
fourth city ever to be awarded Jan. 19-20-21, 1974-rPro Bowl
a Super Bowl game—Los Ange- at AFC site to be selected.
las having hosted the first and
The three dates for the pro
Miami and New Orleans the bowls cover the game being
last five post-season extrava- played either Saturday or Sunganzas. Miami and New Or- day, or possibly Monday as an
leans both made presentations extension of the popular Monat the meeting.
the . Dallas game to go to the
In order to accommodate Los publishers' charities.
Angeles as the Super Bowl site, In announcing the shift of the
tlie owners shifted , the site of Fro Bowl out of Los Angeles,
the Pro Bowl game , which has Commissioner Pete Rozelle
been a fixture in that city since said the owners had reached
1£51, to DaUa s, Tex., stadium agreement with the Xos Angefor 1973 and an AFC city in les newspapers that have spon1874. The AFC site was not sored the Pro Bowl to have a
picked. ;
share of the gate receipts from
That makes the Super Bowl- the Dallas game to go the pubPro Bowl schedule for the next lishers' charities.
two years look like this at a In making their presentation
giance:
before the NFL owners, the Los
Angeles delegation : avoided reference to the first Super Bowl
game , which was a distinct disTourney sta rts today
appointment to the KFL ownership when some 30,000 seats
turned up empty.
The owners went back to
work today at the committee
level with attention being focused on the competition committee studying the balance between offense and defense.
There is concern that the balance has shifted in fairor of defense, reflected by a drop in
touchdown production.
A number of rule; changes
have been proposed tfiat would
aid the defense and the com¦ MINNEAPOLIS, Minn . (AP) defending Class A champion, pt tition committee will begin
offering its recommendations to
¦
— Once-beaten Duluth East and meets Littlefork-Big Falls, 22-3, the owners beginning Thursday.
Minneapolis North carried the in the first-round finale.
At that time, the ownership
The Class A and AA chamcofavorite roles into today's pions meet in a playoff Monday of the Los Angeles Rams may
change bands.
opening round of Class AA play night.
Williams Barnes, tie club's
iri the 1972 Minnesota High
High
School basketball
School Basketball tournament. coaches will also decide the president, has confirmed a bid
.
from Carlos Romer , a landNorth, behind standout Kevin
Smith, took a 22-1 record into fate of the enlarged 16-team scape architect with Large real
the 1:05 p.m . tourney opener at tournament with two divisions estate holdings in the Los AngeWilliams Arena against Austin. and a playoff . The format is in les and San Diego area , and reThe Packers, 18-4, were runner- the second year of a two-year ported the purchase price
would be $20 million.
up to Mankato in the tough experiment.
southern Minnesota Big Nine
Conference.
Mankato
was
eliminated in.the regional.
Duluth East and 6-foot-8
Mark Lindahl make their debut
at 9 p.m. against Mounds View ,
194. East, 22-1, lost only to
Edina during the regular season, and Edina dropped by ^he
wayside in the regional.
The second afternoon game
Winona State will have
Harding High School in St.
matched Brainerd, 18-5, against
Paul, qualified to compete
North St. Paul , 16-7, runnerup three swimmers entered in
to Duluth Central in Class AA the 16th aiuiual National
in botii the 200 and 400Association of Intercollegiyard individual medley
play a year ago.
events this season as well as
Two Twin Cities schools, ate Athletics swimming
the 1,650-yard freestyle. But
Bloomington Lincoln , 20-3, and 2nd diving championships
White Bear Lake, 17-6, meet in scheduled to get under way
he has elected to enter only
the first evening game at 7:05 Thursday at Southwest State . the two IM races.
p.m.
College in Marshall, Minn.
The burly senior set new
Lincoln has come out of the
strong Lake Conference which
has produced the state champion in six of the past 12 years.
Lincoln dealt Fridley Grace,
state independent prep champion, its only loss of tho season
and has rallied to win 10 games
in the final 90 seconds this season .
The "winners advance into the
Class AA semifinals Friday
afternoon , with the title and
Rudel
Braaten
Plcha
third-place games set for Saturrecords in winning the 200
day night .
The trio of Warrior tankand 40O IM events in the
The Class A teams take over ers thnt will be involved in
Northern
Intercollegiate
Thursday, with St. James , 25-0, the competition includes
Conference meet held in the"
facing St. Paul Murray, 21-4, in seniors Roger Braaten and
Memorl-al Hall pool March
the first afternoon game. Dark- Brian Rudel and freshman
3-4. Braaten's time of 2:08.3
horse Red Wing, 14-10, meets Dan Picha . They will be
Proctor , 19-5, in the second accompanied by first-year
in the 2O0 has him rated sevgame.
enth on an NAIA scale , and
coach Mickey Olson, and
Olson feels he will need at
Renville , 24-1, with only n 55- this will be Braaten 's fourth
least a 2:07 to reach the fi50 loss to St , James marring its straight appearance in the
record , battles Howard Lake, NAIA meet.
nals.
25-0, at 7:05 p.m. Melrose, 18-5,
Braaten 's winning time in
Braaten , a graduate of
By MIKE RATHET
HONOLULU (AP) — National Football League owners have
pulled off an unprecedented
triple play that establishes Los
Angeles and Houston as the
host cities for the next two Super Bowls and re-routes , the
Pro Bowl game from Los Angeles to alternating American and
National Conference sites.
The unprecedented actionsetting up successive Super
Bowl sites—came Tuesday on a
compromise proposed by Bud
lAdams, the owner of the Houston Oilers, after the 26 club
owners appeared deadlocked
over- whether to award the 1973
Super Bowl game to Los Angeles or Houston.
The compromise covered
both ; It returned .the Super
Bowl to the Los Angeles Coliseum at the end of the 1972 season for the , first time since Super Bowl I and gave the 1974

Minneapolis North,
Duluth East tabbed
MSHSL favorites
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HAPPINESS IS A WINNING BAIX TEAM . .. Niagara University cheerleader Peggy McAllister , of Wayland, N.Y,, is ecstatic, and shares it, as
the Niagara basketball team upse-t Princeton in the National Invitation

l Jim Beam Sports Quiz
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I EH What basketball player hoI<Ia the
" record for the greatest numfcer of
rebounds in a single game?
I B9 Just , the firoatcst boskethnU player
of nil time, that's who. Wilt "Tho Stilt"
I Chamberlain. Ho made a whopping 65
In one game. He also set records for moat
points in one game (100), moat field
I¦
goals (36) nnd moat free thrown (28).

I
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Door slammed on

By KEN RAPPOPORT

NEW YORK (AP) — St.
John's played the first half for
the Rev. Henry Honsberger and
the second half for Mel Davis.
The double dedication was
disastrous - for Oral Roberts'
basketball team Tuesday night.
"I know it sounds corny, but
we played the game for those
guys, " said St* John's Coach
Frank Mulzoff after: his New
York favorites slammed the
high-scoring Titans 94-78 in the
quarter-finals , of the 35th National Invitation Tournament.
The Redmen made it into
Thursday night's semifinals at
Madison Square Garden on an
emotional high after Niagara
upset Princeton 65-60.
Mulzoff said the contest was
at first dedicated to Rev. Honsberger, who was very sick in a
New York hospital.

Jim Beam
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the conference meet in the
400-yard IM was 4:37.8
which would have been good
for seventh place in last
year's NAIA. meet. He has
entered in same two events
in his three previous trips
1o the nationals, but his best
effort to date was a 13th in
the 400 IM last spring.
Rudel earned the" right to
compete in the NAIA meet
by finishing second in the
200-yard butterfly in the
INIC meet with a time of
2:08.1. He is a . 1968 graduate of St. Paul Park High
School.
Picha, who improved conitinuously in his first season as a collegiate diver ,
will be entered in the one
and three-meter d i v i n g
events in the nationals. His
top eifort in the one-meter
event so far was good for
217.85 points while the Winona High graduate has
compiled as many as 258
points in three-meter competition.
Picha wound up third be(Continued on next page)
Warriors

Suspend Hextall
for three games
MONTREAL (AP)-National
Hockey League President Clarence S. Campbell today announced he has suspended players Dennis Hextall of the Minnesota North Stars and Wayne
Cashmnn of the Boston Bruins
for three games each . The
suspension s are for a stickswinginf. incident involving the
two in Sunday 's 7-3 Iteton victory over Minnesota.
Hcxtnll was available to play
for Minnesota in Tuesday
night' s game against Vancouver wan hy Minnesota 4-2
but he did not. Therefore Iletnll will have to sit out two
more grimes ,
Since i!»e North Starn hnve
second pluco in tho West Division sewn up, Hcxtall'a suspension will have no effect on the
tenm's Manding,
Boston , however , stilJ could
lose ils (irst place standing in
f c East division l 0 Now York
or Montrcnl--iiml the lass: of one
of (ts top scorers for three

Tournament quarter-finals in New York' s Madison Square . Garden Tuesday
night. Niagara won 65-60 and , along with St. John's, which beat Oral Roberts
94-78, advances to Thursday night's semi-finals. (AP Photofax)

St. John s, Niagara fo NIT semi-finals

Three Warrl ors enter
NAIA swim meet
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Davis, the team s top player,
started strongly but suffered a
pulled tendon ih his right , knee
deep in the first half and had to
be carried from the game on a
stretcher .
It was then that the team decided to dedicate the second
half to their fallen star.
"It was one of Mel's best
games until that point," said
Mulzoff . "I've never seen him
jump higher in a game."
The
powerhouse forward
scored 12 points and had 12
rebounds in just about 14 minutes. His last bucket was a
crashing lay-in that gave St.
John's a commanding 37-23 advantage.
Davis spilled to the floor, his
face snarled in pain. He was
taken to a hospital, where it
was revealed that he would be
a "doubtful" starter for the

semifinal match against Niagara. ; '" .
The two Vincentian schools
will play the nightcap of Thursday's doubleheader after Jacksonville meets Maryland in the
opener.
"If Davis doesn't play Thursday, it'll be like hell on earth
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The Redmen seized a schoolfor us," said Mulzoff.
But even without their star, record 77 rebounds while Oral
The Redmen did okay Tuesday Roberts only managed 53.
night. They established a stub- In the first game, a switch in
born defense right away and defensive tactics , paid off for
held the nation's highest-scor- Niagara;
ing team to a mere 29 points in
N o r m a l l y a man-to-man
the first half. The Titans' final pressing team, the Purple
total was 28 points under their Eagles went into a zone press
average.
for 40 minutes.
The Redmen had a scare in Smaller Niagara pulled off tie.
the second half when their 46-29 upset on sheer guts. They took
halftime lead was trimmed to a 30-28 lead at the . half- - and
only six, 65-59, as high-powered Marshall Wingate took care ol
Richie Fuqua led a rally.
the point-making, guard AI WilFuqua scored 18 of his game- liams the defense and Ed
high 30 points in , the second Street the rebounding therehalf , but it wasn't enough.
after.
Greg Cleuss, Bill Schaeffer Princeton fought back behind
and Ed Searcy controlled the hot-handed Brian Taylor, wlo
tempo oE the game for the Red- scored 15 of his 21 points in tla
men by controlling the back- second half. The rally fell
boards. The trio wound up with short/ however, when Niagara's
43 rebounds between them. quick players forced Princeton
into costly mistakes.
Cleuss had 21.

Wooden pref ers not to
play against ex-aide

By JACK STEVENSON
national collegiate title at the takes the low post, we'll mafce
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Los Angeles Sports .Arena Sat- changes and he does go to tie
UCLA Coadh John Wooden urday afternoon.
low post a lot."
\
would prefer not playing a Crum, 34, acknowledes gthat Louisville's Crum naturally .
team coached by one of his ex- he uses much of the Wooden was asked how he expected to
players or one of his ex-assist- method in his debut as a head stop UCLA's 6-foot 11 sophants, but even though you com- coach. He also admits the two omore All-American Bill Walbine the two,
ton. All he could say was,
¦ the Bruins will be (had differences of opinion.
out to w n.
"We did have differences in "Nothing is impossible. If you
They meet Louisville Thurs- some respects," he told the do stop him , you've done a
day night witih the winner play- Southern California Basketball great job."
ing for the NCAA title which Writers in a telephone inter- Smith's 1968 North Carolina
UCLA has captured the past view Tuesday. "But the things team lost to UCLA in the NCAA
j five campaigns.
Kareem Jabbar
he does in the majority of cases finals and he said this year's
Denny Crum , three years an are right."
version could be" just as good as
assistant to Wooden and a Wooden , Crum , Dean Smith that team. However , it will fee
Bruin player for two, assumed of North Carolina and Hugh different.
the coaching job at Louisville Durham of Florida State were "We must use a passing ofthis season,
in agreement on one aspect of fense and take shots when a
"... I'd prefer not to play this tournament—they will stick man is open," he said, explainteams coached by my very with the offenses and defenses ing the club doesn 't have the
close friends or ex-players. It's which have brought them this big man for center and must
just
like playing against a rela- far.
generally rely on a three-for)
NEW YORK (AP - Kareem
," Wooden mused. "I Guard Jim Price has been ward offense.
Jabbar of the Milwaukee Bucks tive
has been named Most Valuable coached against my brother the star for Louisville and "I know North Carolina ls
Player in the National Basket- when we both were with high Wooden was asked what he well coached with great talent
planned to counteract him .
that is unselfish ," Durham asball Association for the 1971-72 schools."
Winners
of
the
UCLA-Louis"I'm not just certain ," lie re- serted. "They pass the ball off
season.
It was the Milwaukee cen- ville and North Carolina-Flori- plied. "We'll have Henry Bibby so unselfishly that they get tho
ter 's second award in three da State" games meet for tihe guard him on the outside. If he good shots."
professional years. As Lew Alcindor , he won the honor last
year as he led the Bucks to the
NBA championsihip. Tlie Bucks
already have clinched tho Midwest Division this season .
The 7-foot-2 former UCLA
Hfe ^tffek m A \ M m \
Al!-Am<>riean received 81 firstM J m W j i mF*"" «Bl
place votes, 52 seconds and 20
thirds in the balloting of NBA
players .
Jerry West of Los Angeles
finished second in the voting
for the third straight year '. Wilt
Chamberlain of Los Angeles
was third , John Ilavllcck of
Boston fourth and Spencer Haywood of Seattle fifth.
Jabbar received 581 total
points to West's 393 nnd Chamberlain 's 2M.
Only the now-rctircd Bill Russell of Boston and Chamberlain
have won the MVP .award more
tihan twice. Russell received lt
five times and Chamberlain
Quantities Limited
four.
Jabbar presently leads the
NBA with a 34.9 points per
game average. Ho Ss second in
field «goal percentage with .573
and third in rebounding with
g.amc
16.7 rebounds per
¦

Jabbar named
Most Valuable

gnrncs could be a factor .
Campbell's statement said
lliat films of tho incidents
showed Cashman twice slashing
nt Hextall's legs with his stick,
hextall retaliating with n stick
blade thrust that glanced off
Cashman 's throat , and Cashman later swinging a "two
handed overhead blow " that
struck Hcxtnll on tho shoulder.
The statement by tho NHL
president said that referee Bill
Friday said lie did not see cither- of the serious actions by
the players-wliich were termed
"deliberate Injury or attempts
to injure an opponent"-or a
mn tch penalty would hove been DeLano wins
nss-cssed on the snot.
badminton crown
/U tlie time Hextall Rot live
minutes in tlio penally box and David DeLano, s;»n of Mr.
Cashmnn four minutes. Camp- and Mrs. D. J. DeLano of Wibell's statement snid those pen- nonn , teamed with Nile Frnwalties were quite inadequate for ley of St. Paul lo give Hnrawhat he termed "the '' very linc University tho title In tho
sirious nnd dangerous fouls Mi nnesota Intercolleg iate Athwliich they cocuinillcd , which letic Conference badminton doucou3d have produced serious bles championships hold Saturand even fatal Injuries. ' '
day nt Macalester College.
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At Phillips 66, It's Performance That Counts
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Marveen Cieminski led an assault on the alleys at Hal-Rod
Lanes Tuesday night that saw
a total of 16 women bowlers
surpass the 500 mark.. . ..
Mrs . Cieminski turned in a
582 series for Poet's Tavern in
the Ladies City League at HalRod, and Poot's wound up with
the top team series of 2,709.
Betty Beranek lad the high
single game with a 215, and
Pozanc Trucking combined for
a team game of 961.
Following Mrs. Cieminski in
the 500 department were
Yvonne Carpenter with a 576,
Betty Englerth with 563, Irene
Gostomski with .540, Ruth Lilla with 527, Helen Englerth with
522, Marianne O'Brien with 522,
Irene Pozanc with 521, Judy
Fitzgerald with' 518, Tot's Holubar with 517, Pat Lejk with 509,
Evelyn Frie with 508, Pat Ellinghuysen with 507, Esther
Bescup with 507, Phyllis Thurley with 506, and Wendy Pozanc
with 503.
HAL-ROD'S: 4-City — Jerry
Bublitz hit 232 and finished with
a 615, Norb Thrune came in
with 619, Bob Kosidowski hiad
an errorless 595, the Palm Garden reached 1,045, and Bur
meister Oil compiled 2,969.
Twi-Lite — Carolyn Kalrnes
rolled an errorless 229 game
and wound up with a two-game

Koch youth
champion in
racquetball
NIGHT VISITORS . . . These three flying squirrels are
part of a family of five spending the winter in West Burns
Valley. These, secretive, night-time visitors have been availing themselves of the hospitality found in the backyard of
the Gene Comoro home . The five squirrels , three youngsters
and a pair of adults, have become quite tame, allowing
Comero the opportunity for a close photograph. ( Gene
Comero photo)

;"E|^liii ' ihe Outdoors
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By Butch Horn '
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Tom Koch captured the title
io the Winona YMCA Youth
Racquetball Tournament held
recently at the YMCA.
Koch heeded three games to
dispose of Dan Blasko in the
championship. Be won the
opener 21-9, dropped a 21-17 in
the second tilt, and then came
on strong to-win the final game
by a margin of 21-7. Koch
knocked off Nick Perrella aid
Bill Blaisdell en loute to the finals.' ' :
Blasko defeated Jamie Henderson and Mitch Brink to reach
tlie finals. In the battle for third
place, Brink took the measure
of Blaisdell.

Softball group
to meet Sunday

The first of its kind
TEACHERS AND YOUTH group leaders in Winona County have at their disposal a new, unique directory compiled
by the members of the Winona County Association of Professional Conservationists.
The association consists of teachers and professional
resource people who have volunteered their time and efforts
to further the understanding — and hopefully the wise use—
of the area's natural resources.
The directory, the only one of its kind in
the country, is designed to make available to
local teachers and youth leaders some of the
extensive knowledge avai lable in this area.
Among the topics of interest in the directory are organic gardening, law enforcement,
firearms safely, bird banding, natural history
as well as all phases of the environment, ecology, air and water resources, soi ls, wildlife,
forestry, parks and recreation.
The directory lists nearly 40 professional educators and
conservation people willing to share their knowledge and
time as well as a host of special areas where lectures and
field trips can be held.
The directory, a complete listing of all subjects these
men are qualified to discuss, will be available to all Winona
County 's schools and youth leaders.
One thing the directory wasn't designed to be was a
list of speakers for an afternoon 's entertainment . "The idea
is to provide some added insight to a learning experience,
not just an hour of entertainment ," says Dr. William Green,
biologist for the Department of Interior 's Bureau of Sport
Fisheries and Wildlife and one of the heads of the Winona
County Association of Professional Conservationists .

Keep dogs at home . . .

A second meeting of the Winona Softball Association fastpitch league coordinators has
been scheduled for Sunday night
at 6:30 at the West-End Recreation Center .
Representatives from a total
of 12 teams were on hand for
last Sunday's meeting, and association officials urge anyone
else interested in participating
in the two leagues this season
to attend. There is room for additional players on nearly all
team rosters.
A discussion will be held to
select the dates for this year's
Winona Invitational Tournament, and tentative league
schedules will be arranged.

Nedoba to coach
Cotter I'm ksmen
Cotter High's golf team will
be under the direction of a new
coach this spring, He is Roger
Nedoba and wili replace Bill
Olson.
Nedoba is new to the coaching Tanks but is a veteran on
the links. He was a member
Of trie St. Mary 's College golf
team for four years and is currently a member of tthe Winona
Country Club, where he has
served on tho golf committee
and been in charge of the junior golf team.
Nedoba will have three established letter winners from
last year's Cotter squad in Paul
Leaf and Jim and Joe Carroll
to build the team around.

series of 383, and the Truants
copped team honors with 567
and 1,052.
WESTGATE : National - Bill
Richter continued his torrid
pace with scores of 235 and 651
for Coca Cola, and Frames By
Louise swept team scoring with
totals of 978 and 2,915.
American — Rich Bambenek
put together games of 202, 238,
and 202 for an erroless 642 series. Bob Hogenson followed with
a 631 set, Pete Polus and Ed
Holm each hit 225, Jon Kosidowski and Chuck Lammers
were next with 224's, and Lee
Bisek managed a 216. Gibson's
worked for 1,014, and the Westgate Bowl fivesorae totaled 2,916.
Wenonah" — Pat Cada tipped
196, Irene Herman came in with
486, the Happy Chef reached
882, and Kramer Plumbing recorded 2,523,
Hiawatha — Louie Boehmke
carded a 224 7 Roger Johnson
spilled a 611, Hart Farm Service combined for 1,008, and
the First National Bank of Rushford finished up with 2,840.
ATHLETIC CLUB: Winona
Classic — Max Kulas registered
a 213, Bob Banicki wound up
with 610, and Bunke's APCO
compiled scores of 1,010 and
2,896.

Wlnon * Dally Miwt EL
Winona, Minnesota *»H
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(Continued from page 4b)
hind two outstanding veteran divers from Bemidji
State in the three-meter
event in the conference
meet.
Simon Fraser College of
Vancouver, B.C., the only
Canadian school to compete
in the NAIA meet, has been
tabbed as the pre-meet favorite to succeed Eastern
Michigan University as the
national champion. Simon
Fraser finished second last
year, and Eastern Michigan has since gone to NCAA
college division status.
Bemidji, Macalester College and W e s t Liberty
(W. Va.) College have been
listed as outside threats to
capture the team title. Bemidji has qualified swimmers in 17 different events
this season, with senior
Marc Hamren rated No. 1
in the breaststroke races.
A total of 81 teams will
be represented in the competition which will consist of
three sessions Thursday and
two each on Friday and
Saturday. The host school,
Southwest, is not eligible to
compete this season because
it has not been in operation
for four ydars.

' NBA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
ATLANTIC DIVISION
¦W. - '.L. Pet. OB
c-Boston .......... 53 U .Ml
Now York ........ 'tt 52 JW *'/*
Philadelphia ...... JO « .MD .»
Buffalo ¦:¦ :.... -.: ..¦ .¦ 11 » .Ml M .4
CENTRAL DIVISION
C-Balllmoro .:...., 37 Al .tit
Atlanta .
...... 33 tt .tit V/*
Cincinnati
.38 50 .357 »
Cleveland .;. ...... 23 54 .382 13
WESTERN C0NFERENC6
MIDWEST DIVISION
W. L. Pet. OB

t\ 19 Jtt

c-Mllwauk«B

Chicago
.....55 25 ,'6M t
Phoenix ........... 48 12 .600 13
Detroit .... ...... IS 53 .311 15
PACIFIC DIVISION
e-Loj Angelas .... tl ll J4>
Golden State ...... « 30 .610 It
Seattle
47 33 Sti IM
Houston ,
31 47 M7 33V*
Portland
......... 18 « .311 50
c-Cllnchcd division title.
TUESDAY'S RESULTS
Buffalo . 114, Baltimore 1(0.
Detroit 120, Cincinnati 117.
Atlanta 119, Philadelphia lit.
Los Angeles 107, Chicago 104.
Milwaukee,
lli Houston »«.
Phoenix ltt, Portland 118.
TODAY'S OAMES
Philadelphia at Boston,
Buffalo at New York.
Detroit at Cincinnati.
Houston at Atlanta.
Golden State at Baltimore.
Los Angeles at Cleveland.
ABA
EAST DIVISION
W. L. PCt. CB
c-Kentucky
.... tl It .71$
Virginia ...........
43 35 .951 1»
New York ........ t i n .133 30V4
Florldians
33 45 .423 29
Carolina ...........
33 48 .400 31
Pittsburgh
....... 34 54 .308 38
WEST DIVISION
C-Utah
57 13 .713
Indiana
44 34 .5(4 13
Dallas
31 41 ,481 Wh
Denver
33 47 .405 Wh
Memphis
24 53 .til JO'A
c-Clinchcd division title.
TUESDAY'S RESULTS
Indiana lit, Pittsburgh IK.
Dallas 107, Florldians to.
Kentucky IW, Memphis tt.
Utah 132, Denver 130.
TODAY'S GAMES
Pittsburgh at Kentucky.
Virginia at Indiana.
Carolina af New York.
Denver at Dallas.
THURSDAY'S OAM.ES
Pittsburgh at Florldlam,
Memphis it Utah. '
TUESDAY'S
COLIBOH BASKETBALL
National invitational Tournament
Quarter-Finals
Niagara tt, Princeton 40.
St. John's. N.Y. 54, Oral Roberts 71.

.. ..

Hockey

NHL
EAST DIVISION
W L T PU. GF OA
Boston
51 10 10 112 304 174
Now Y»rk
48 13 .IT 107 JM' 170
Montreal
44 13 13 101 260 183
Toronto
30 2t 13 7» Ht lt3
Detroit
...31 31 t » J41 343
Buffalo
14 42 17 45 let 215
Vancouver
.. 18 47 7 41 187 27t
WEST DIVISION
c-Chlcago
41 17 11 17 230 153
Minnesota
35 37 10 IS 194 177
2} 34 11 (1 193 230
St. Loult
California
21 34 18 io 204 3(5
Philadelphia .. 23 34 12 59 180 321
Pltttburuh ,... « 17 11 St 1»7 140
Los ' Armeies
11 47 8 44 IM 185
c-Cllnchcd division title.
TUESDAY'S RESULTS
Mlnneiota 4, California 2.
Detroit 7, Vancouver 5.
TODAY'S OAMES
Buffalo at Pittsburgh.
Toronto at Montreal.
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gt
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EXHIBITION BASEBALL
AMERICAN LEAGUE
W. L. PCt.
Minnesota
12 4 .730
Cleveland ...............
7 5 .583
Detroit
. 7 7 J33
Baltimora
5 5 .500
Boston
» » .MO
'
5 4 .455
Oakland ..
Texas
7 10 .412
Kansas City.
.
.
.
.
.
4 4 ,4M
Chicago
.
,
.
7 11 .181
New York
1 IT JJ»
California
4 7 .144

......

3

NATIONAL LEAGUE

............

i

» .IW

* *

v '* : ¦-¦ : ;
First Period: 1, California, Ferguson
14 (Carleton) 3:17; 2, Minnesota, Burns
t CParlse, Gibbs) 7:16; 3, Minnesota,
Burns ' 10 (Gibbs, Goldsworthy) 15:31.
Penalties—McKechnle, Cal, minor, 10mlnute misconduct, 11:07.
Second Period: 4. Minnesota, O'Brien
1 (Hampson) 14:07; 3, Minnesota, Nanne
10 <Prentlce, Hampson) 1>:11. Penalties
- Stewart, Cal, 8:42; Reid, Min, 19:11;
Mohns, Min, rnlnor-ma]or , 20:00; Ferguson,- Cal, malor, 10:00.
TWrd period: i, California,' Schayr
(Carleton,PIndcr) 4:31. penalties—Johnston, Cat, *%i1, maion O'Brien, Min,
major, 4:S9; Smith, Cal, game-misconduct, 4:59; Reid,- ' Min, 15:30.
Shots on goal by:
CALIFORNIA ....
. 4 12 13—28
MINNESOTA
12 12 t-30
Galios: California, Mcloche; Minnesota, Gilbert.
A—15,453.

Dennis O'Brien and L«n
Nanne registered Minnesota 's
two second period goals. Paul
Schmyr finished off the scoring
with a goal for the Seals early
in the final period.
A major factor in the Seals*
defeat was consistent goaltending by Gilles Gilbert , who won
his first game in the Minnesota
nets this year.
"We had him cold turkey a
couple of times," said ; Stasiuk,
"and then he gets . a pad on the
shot at the last second."
The North Stars leave today
for a three-game road trip that
will take them to Buffalo
Thursday, Pittsburgh Saturday
and New York Sunday.
' ;* ' .
.

.

Braves to sponso r
Atlanta soccer team
ATLANTA (AP) — The Atlanta Braves baseball club has
decided to sponsor the Atlanta
Chiefs of the North American
soccer league for the 1972 season.. ¦
The Braves had announced
earlier they were considering
withdrawing their support from
the chiefs.

..
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SPECIFICATION

BLACK OXFORDS
FINE QUALITY LEATHER UPPERS

S .467

Los Angeles ............
4 1 .467
Pittsburgh ....... ;. ..,..11 t Ml
San Francisco ..........
7 4 .431
San Diego
5 3 .625
.
. ;.
.
.
.
t 4 .400
New York .
.,
. . * 4 .SOD
Philadelphia
.
4 5 .545
Atlanta . ... .. .. .
Chicago .
.
.
.
.
;
.
.
.
.
.
,
.
.
.
.
.
7 4 .538
;
.
.
.
.
5 5 .500
Houston
Cincinnati
J 7 ,JW
St. LoUlsi. ,
.-. 3 I,271
TUESDAY'S RESULTS
Pittsburgh 5, St. Loula 3.
Minnesota 4, Boston 2.
New York (A) 7, Chicago (A) 1.
Philadelphia 2, Cincinnati 1.
Kansas City t, Texas 7.
Houston 2, Los Angeles 2, tie, darkness
San Diego 4,Cleveland 3.
Chicago <N) 3, Milwaukee 3.
Tokyo ,
I Sin Francisco I, tit, It Inn
Wos, travel.
Oakland 4, California 0.
New York (N) 4, Baltimore 2.
Atlanta 4, Montreal I
.
TODAY'S GAMES
Montreal vs. Atlanta.
Los Angelas vs. Cincinnati. St. Louis vs. Philadelphia.
Boston vs. Houston,
Baltimora vs. Pittsburgh.
New York (A) vs. New York (N).
New York (N) "B" vs. Detroit.
Chicago (Al vt. Minnesota.
Kansas City vs. Texas.
Cleveland vt. Chlctgo IN).
San Franclico vs. Milwaukee.
Oakland vs. California.
THURSDAY'S OAMES
Montreal vs. Houston.
Los Angeles vs. Pittsburgh.
Naw York (N) vs, Philadelphia.
Texas vs. Atlanta.
Kansas City vs. Atlanta.
Baltimore vs. St. Louis.
New York (A) vs. Boston.
Minnesota vs. Detroit.
Chicago (N) vs. Cleveland.
Oakland vs. San Diego.
California vt. Milwaukee.
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Meeting p lanned for
Tri-State association

The Tri-State Hunting Dog Association will be meeting in
the Spanish room, St. Mary's
Hall, on the St. Mary's College
campus at 7:30 p.m. Thursday
to discuss plans for an April 9
field trial and to introduce new
or prospective members to the
club's activities.
President Tom Flynn tabbed
the night's get-together as a
chance for dog owners to meet
with club members and find out
more about the association and
Its activities, urging both members and prospective members
to attend.

NOW MORE than over , (here 's n need for landowners
to keep tabs on their dogs. With tho fluctuations in temperature putting a crust on what snow is left , tho area 's deer
herd Is too often at the mercy of a pack of family pets.
Compounding the trouble is the fact that does are nearing termination of pregnancy and just can't outrun a pack
of clogs . Even on good footing their stamina isn't what it
would be later in the year .
Wardens and wildlife officials are asking landowners to
cooperate by keeping track of their dogs and not letting them
ronm free during late afternoons and at night. Thi s pica
goes for for all dogs. Even the most docile pet can turn
killer nnd , if they get the chance , wardens can legally kill
any dog chasing ' or harassing wildlife.
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Spring along Wisconsin trails
THE SPRING ISSUE of Wisconsin Trails magazine appears this month to usher in ono of tho most welcome seasons of tho year with a series of lighthenited stories and
sparkling photos.
It's said that in the spring a young man's
fancy turns to love and that theme is the promise for another of the Brush Hollow Tales,
featuring the romance of St. Elmo and Elfrieda.
Outdoor writer Bill Stokos, hoted for his
wit, has othor Ideas about tho turning of a man's
fancy. In "If tho fish is Trout," ho claims that a
man's fancy turns to fishing in the spring and
that if the quarry be trout, a man will leave his
wife and even his hunting dog to seek a brookie
or a brown.
On u more serious note , tlie spring issue includes an
article on early painters that , with pencils , paints and
charcoal , recorded the dramatic history and beaut y of tho
Upper Mississippi River valley.

The Winona area Jaycees
will sponsor their third annual
City Junior Bowling Tournament Saturday at the Westgate
Bowl, i .i
The tourney will be open for
all boys and girls from Winona
from ages 8-16. Registration
will open at 1 p.m. Saturday
and the competition is scheduled to get under way at 1:30.

Louis in the West. Pittsburgh
and Philadelphia each have 58
points.
But California has played two
more games than Philadelphia
and one more than St. Louis
and Pittsburgh in the four-team
race for the remaining two
West Division playoff spots.
Minnesota already has clinched
second , while Chicago has cornered first place.
Burns, 36, scored his goals
back-to-back in the first period ,
erasing a 1-0 California lead
mounted on an early marker by
Norm Ferguson.

, & FRI. fumy ™, . MIL. IM1"!
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Baseball

Montreal

Jaycees ju nior
pin tourney set

|Hm|sTORn

California at St. Louis.
Datrolt at Los Angeles.
THURSDAY'S GAMES
New York at Boston.
Minnesota at Buffalo.
Chicago at Philadelphia.

Mllwauke*

OT. PAUL W>- Charlie Burns
scored his 100th and 301st National Hockey League goals to
lead the Minnesota North Stars
to a 4-2 victory over California
Tuesday night.
The Minnesota victory dealt a
blow to the Seals' bid for a
Western Division berth in the
Stanley Cup playoffs.
"It's going to be tough ," admitted Seals Coadh Vic Stasiuk.
"We're simply going to have to
win at St. Louis ( tonight) and
Saturday at Philadelphia. We
haven't won a game in either
rink all season."
The Seals, with 60 points, are
one point behind third place St.

IfJj^BBHiiK

Scoreboard
Basketball
¦

Burns 101st goal
sparks Stars 4-2

COMFORT PLUS WEAR!

^VHH5&f7jM^^^
7 10 12

WSC WOMEN GYMNASTS . . . Tho Winona State Intercollegiate Gymnastics team
placed third out of nine schools competing in
lho state meet held at Mankato State Feb.
20 behind nntionully-rnij kcd Gustavus Adolphus and Munknto. Members of the sqund
were (left to right) : Diane Schultz , Vtiye
Phermetton , Ruth Baldwin , Cathy Boctcher,

Linda Swenson, Peggy SaUer , Pat Schmidt,
Barb Nelson, Diana Freeman , Kathy Meyer ,
and Cindy Quinn , Tho team was coached hy
Lavon Ficreck. Missing from photo were Carla Smith , Debbie Harkness , Sandy Zinc , and
manngcrs Terry Judd and Carol Bnrrone.
(Photo courtesy of Winona State)
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1st District
VFW plans
Loyalty dinner

Pin standings
PIN DROP
Westgata
W. L.
Stwrtvnan Tap
14 ' . »
1) 10
Chccr 'i Barber Shop
Wunderllch msuranc* . . . . H'i Hli
II 15
KAOE
: . . . . . . .. . . . . .
Ray'v Trading Pott
T« 1*
Laka Center Industries . . . . 13 10
Hal Leonard
1114 JO" *
Oasis .
.. . « 25
KECLERETTE LADIES
Westgate
W. L.
Golden Drand Foods .. .. .. 1
I
Downtown Shell . . ; . . . . .. .. I 1
1
1
Sicbrecht's
Bauer Electric
1
1
,..... , 1
1
Olson's
Hardt's Music
1. 1
1
Winona Truck Leasing . . 1
Town « Country St. Bank
1
1
ACTION
Wojtgale
w . I.
30
I
Bay State Blacks
Plumbing Barn
.... li ll
Bay State Boxers .. . . . . . . . H 11
'. .. '... '
is
13
Watkins
13
15
Merchants Bank
Lodje No. 1030
1J
ti
11 1*
Bay State Reds '.. '
. —
» 30
Bri cklayers
POWDER PUFF
Hal-Rod
W. L.
32
»
Wincrafl
-.-..
-ll
»
Watkins Products
It
13
.. .;
Book Nook .
, . . . . U is
Winona Agency
17
llRustic Inn
.
Country Kitchen
. . . . . . . . IS',4 ll'i
.
1
5
15
Indian Creek Resort
14
U
Randall)
SI. clairs .
. . . . . . . .. .. 13 ' ll
Kramer Plumbing . . . . ; . .. . I.l'i lUS
First National Bank ¦ .. ' . 11 It
Horner Home Improvement I 14
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
Athletic Club
W.
L.
Weaver a. Sons . . . .
14
4 .
7
Home Fvrnlture
. . . . . . . 11
..
»
t
Merchants Nat'l. Bank .
.
1
Polty Meadows ' ; . . . . . . . . . . . t
',. ' 7 11
Question Marks ... , . '
Unknowns
4
14
A. C. LADIES
Athletic Club
W. L.
lantern Calo
H ll
Winona Knltttrs .,.
14
II
.15
13
Wndna Agency ..-A
Hof Fish Shop -.cf i.,..,... 13 14
KoeMer Aulo Body ' . . . . . . . . 11
H

winona Oil :... . .:. .

¦;.- .;. :. Il

CLASSIC

H

Westgata
Points
Hot Fislt Shop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 118

Wlno House

. ...:...,......

Jones & Krocger
The Aquarium . . . . ';
Rollingstone Lumber
Ruppert Brocery
Westgate Bowl ' . -.
Poranc Trucking

WA

185W
..' . .IBO'A
.. ........ imi
'.. ' 173!s
157
lS5\i

EAGLES

Hal-Rod
Points
People's Exchange
lSVj
Warner & Swasty Crane .. . . . . 15
Winona Insurance
14
Badger Foundry . . . . . ; . . . .
I3'A
Eagles Club . . .....,;,
)3
Rocee's Plna .:
... .. 13
' :' . 13
West End Greenrouse
Warner & Swasey Shop ........ 12
Standard Lumber
It
Warner ft Swasey 190ft
»
Manlcafo Bar ' . . ¦'. / .
.; t
A. B lttner Oil
............ I
LEGIOM
Hal-Rod
W
L
Teamsters .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 52
5»
Fenske Body Shop
.... 51
30
Winona Plumbing ........ 42W 38',i
East Side Bar . . . . . . . . . . . . 42
n
Mutual Service
42
3*
Bauer Electric ............ 41
41
Legion Club
40Vi *0Vi
Oasis Bar
40
41
Hal-Rod Lanes . . . . . . . . . . . . It
41
Williams Annex
37
44
Lake Center Industries ,... 13
41
. . . . i s - st
Lans's Bar

FATHER t, SON
W. L.
Westgate
M'A H'/i
Van Hool - Ban Hoof
1«
. . . .. .. 37
Smllh • Smith
¦
Larson - Hont _ • . . . . . . . 34' •, .1B14
19
Skeels • Schuppenhaucr .. .. 26
10
Landt - Cls»k
35
¦
.
.
.
.
.
.
l
l
V
-.
.
Blake - Blake ..
14
31
Graham • Graham . . . .
.14
31
Werner • Werner
GUYS * DOLLS
Westgata
W.
L.
35
11
Lubinski - Walby :. .-.,..
11
Douglas ¦ Neltzkt
34
14
Helm • Smith . . . .. . . . . . . . 22
Sommar • Frlaseti
19!-i 1*'.i
.¦¦
10
11
Chuchna • Uidwlttka ..
Pashcn - Wieciortk . . . . . 17\-i mi
Hogenson - Peplinski
. . . 15
31
Morrison ¦ Borzyskowskl .. 15
Jl
Glowacwikl • Modfeskl
15
Jl
Nelson - Thompson .. .
» V
KINGS t, QUEENS
Westgate
W.
L.
Puddlers .
3»V i lO'.i
Hopefuls . ,
IS JO
Road Runners
.... 38
30
; ..
R. J. 's . .'¦
UVn .IV*
U
35
A's ft K's
....,
Jet Sets
JJ' ^j Wk
Sliver Tops
32
34
Pipers
.
30
J8
Spark Plugs
It
J»
Alley Cats
: IHi 2»!i
WESTGATE JUNIOR
¦
Westgate
L.
. , ' - . ' ' W.
Good Guyi
30',»» IV,i
Young Blood*
2f
15
Aces
38 • M
V\<z W .
Pin Dusters
17th Revolution . . . . . . . . . . . . 31
33
Midnight Raiders
17'^ 36Vi
Pin Flyers
,. 14>j Jf'i
Bowling Bugs
8
34
HIGH SCHOOL BOYS
Hal-Rod
W.
L.
17lh Revolution
. . : . ; .. ... 10 . 2 ..
Louie's Swcef Shop
t
i
¦
300 Club
...
. . . . . . . . . . . I ' »• ¦ ¦
Fast Bailers ..:
......... *
i
Losers
. 3
7
Dlldo . .
3
f'
HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS
.
Hal-Rod
W.
L.
3
Mini Munchers
.7
,3
Zanl Zonkers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . e

Zoppers

... . . ; : . .

5

A

Stripers
;...;... 4.
Unknowns ' ..'
3
Dieters . . . . .
3
ALLEY GATERS

Wei tgate
Fenske Body Shop . . . . . . . .

5 ';
«
7

¦

.

W.
35

I.
n

14
Regis Beauty Shop
. . . 22
Economy Plumbing . . . .
lt'i IM
UVj W i
The Oasis .
. .:
Belli! Dlnq A Lings
»'4 W
14
30
Curley's Floor Shop
21
Westgate Liquors . . . . . . . . . " IS
Holiday. Inn .
, . , . . -. »V4 32',i ;
COMMUNITY
Westgate
Point s
Westgate ETAONI SHRDLU CMFW
Valley Press .
.,..
11
1st National Bank
711V
Happy Choi
61
Benson's Feed Mill .;..,....... «
BJumentrltt's Croc
ifh
Gibson's
54',J
Frickson 's
54

Tempo

;.

Tochnigraph
Winona Rodeo

,50

, . . . : . . . . . . ...,
. :
CITY
Hal-Rod
W.
A. D. Bootery
13
Park Plaza . . . . . : . . . . . . . . : 12
Sunshine Bar & Cafe . . . . . Tl
Holiday Inn .
. . . . . . . . . 10
Golden Brand Foods ...... 9
Cheer's Barber Shop . . . . . 9
Jaaslad Hardware . . . . . . . . 8
Country Kitchen
8
Williams Hotel
7
Oasis Bar
Cafe
7
*
Pepsi-Cola ... . . . . .. ........ 7
KWNO
7

4S',V
3i
L
5
4
7
8
t
f

WABASHA, Minn. - A testimonial dinner for the 1st District commander and president
was scheduled at a Loyalty
meeting of the 1st District Veterans of Foreign Wars at the
Burkhardt-Roemer Post 4086
clubrooms here.
It will be held Saturday at 7
p.m . at St. Felix auditorium.
Master of ceremonies will be
Sam Jacobson , Kenyon , department senior vice commander.
The dinner will be open to the
public.
Honored guests vali be 1st
District commander Elden Schlosser, and 1st District auxiliary
president Neoma Schlesscr, -who
were present at the March 15
meeting here . Also present was
a delegation of six persons from
the VFW post in Northfield ,
Minn, . where Loyalty Days will
be held in 1973.
A special games party has
been scheduled April 9 at 8 p.m.
at St. Felix auditorium to help
defray expenses for the Loyalty
program.
Preparations are being made
for the Loyalty program book ;
anyone desiring to advertise in
it is to contact Lucille Wempner,
or the VFW Post 4086 after 4p.m.
.. .
Next Loyalty meeting will be
held April 5 at 8 p.m. in tbe
post home; here.
'
¦ ¦:¦ '¦
:

'
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Muskrat seeking home
in jail kicked out
#

SALT LAKE CITY (AP ) An unwanted guest- has been escorted from the Salt Lake
County jail.
Officer Dennis Meservy said
h" took custody of a muskrat
discovered recently wandering
in the jail. It apparently had
fallen through a grate opening
near one of the building 's entry
ramps;
Meservy said he took the animal into a nearby canyon and
let it loose.
'
B' ' '

Eggs

ID
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u
ll
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CHICAGO WHOLESALE
EGO MARKET
Grade A large white . . . ; . . . . . . . . M
Grade A medium white
3D

MARK TRAIL

1 p.m. New York
stock prices

Profit-taking
chips away at
stock prices

Grain

Livestock

Froedtert Malt Corporation

Hours 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Submit sample before loadino
• - . Barley , purchased , af prices tublect to
change.

Bay State Milling Co.

By Parker and Hart

No. I
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. I
No. 2
No. 3
No.- 4
No. 1
No. 2

DENNIS THE MENACE
r

-

¦

—

" '

'

—

~——— '

Elevator A Oraln PrKaa
northern sprlno wheat , ..
northern jprlng wheal ...
northern spring wheat ,..\
northern sprlno wheat ,..
'
hard wlnfer wheat ,
'
hard winter wheat
hard winter wheat
hard winter wheat
rye
rye

....

1.52
1.50
1.46
1.42
1 52
1.50
1.44
1.42
1.02
1.00

(Pub. Data Wednesday, March 23, \m)
ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
FOR ONE
lt?J AUTOMOBILE
Sealed proposals marked "Automobile
Bid" will ba received at the otlico of
tHe City Clerk of Winona, Minnesota ,
until 7:30 P.M. on Monday, April 3,
1972, for the furnishing the Clly of winona wilh one \m Automobile for use
In the Polka Department , In accordance with the specifications prepared
by the Purchases Aoenf of Winona,
Minnesota.
Specifications and proposal forms may
be obtained af Ihe Purchasing Anenf's
office, Clly Hali; Winona, Minnesota. All
bids must bo submitted on lha proposal
forms furnished.
A certified check or bidder 's bond
shall accompany each bid In Ihe amount
equal to al least (Ive percent (5%) of
the bid, made payable to tho City of
Winona, which shall be (orlelled to thc
Cily in the event the successful bidder
falls to enter Into a contract w||h the
Clly.
The Clly reserves the rlfiht lo reject
any and all bids and to walvo Informalities.
Dated at Wlnone, Mlnneiolai, March
20. 1972.
John S. Carter
City Clerk

By Bud Blake

GRIN AND BEAR IT

¦'¦¦ ^'

(First Pub. Wednesday, March 22, i m )
NOTICE OF PUBLIC WEARING
ON THE PROPOSED SEWERAGE
FACILITIES FOR THE
VILLAGE OF STOCKTON
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN , lhat a
public hearlno will be held In thi elementary school bulldlno In Stockton,
Minnesota on April 7, 1971 at 7130 P.M,
Tho purpose of ttie meotlnfl Is to consider the proposed Seworaoo facilities
tor the Vlllofle of Stockton.
Information about the proposals are on
fllo in the Vlllooo Clerk's olilce.
Dated this 2<lh day of February, Wl.
(Seal)
ALVIN BURFEIND
Village Clerk
<F=lrsl Pub. Wednesday, March », 1973)
Stole of Minnesota ) ss.
County of Wlnone
> In Probafe Court

*No. U,5M

"I'd ignore Jhose credibility gap accusations, Senator!
. . . As vour opponent sayi, it's ICJJ frightening than
the whole truth!"

EASTER

SSSMSP- - . ; '

Winona markets

TIGER

14

PIANO TECHNICIAN-local references
upon request. Reasonable rates. Write
P.O. Box 441, Winona. Tel. 507-282-1134.
Bill OUeen.

Allied Ch 29 Honeywl 138%
Allis Chal 13% Inland Stl 345/8
CARBIDE SAW orlndlng and . retlpplng
Chain, circular, hand jaws sharpened.
Amerada 44% I B Mach 379%
Ducklings
Frisco's Saw Service, iSi W. 4th. Tel.
NOTICE
Am Brnd 44V4 Intl Harv 28%
452-4753. .
.
This newspaper will be responsible for
Am Can 33% InU Paper 34%
Bunnies
only one Incorrect Insertion of any
.fast dependAm Mtr
6% Jns & L
classified advertisement published In TAX PREPARATION 16*4
able work, reasonable.- Contact Mary
the Want Ads section. Check your ed
AT&T
43% Jostens
31%
and
Ann Wobig, Tel. 452-3482.
and call 4S2-3321 If a correction must
Anconda 18% Kencott
ba made.
27^4
SNOWD LOWER, power morwer and other
Chicks
Arch Dn 33% Kraft
43%
NEW YORK (AP ) - Profitsmall engine repairs. Howard Larson,
ADS UNCALLED FQR —
old Minnesota CHy Road. Tel. 454-1482.
Armco SI .21% Kresge SS 113 taking continued to chip away BLIND
B-3, t, IJ, "31,: 3S, 36, 39. 40.
.' . . Now In Stock
Armour
—- Loew's
54V4 at stock market prices today
WHY PAY more? 8 lbs. dry cleaning,
S2.50. Vie press If you request. Norse
Avco Gp 187/s Marcor
27s/4 but losses were modest comCard of Thanks
Village, 601 Huff.
Beth Stl
32% Minn MM 146^ pared with Tuesday's. Trading
Boeing
21% Minn P. L 21V* was moderate.
KRONEBUSCH21
heartfelt tJianks are exienaed fo Plumbing, Roofing
Boise Cas 17% Mobil . Oil SlVi
The noon Dow Jones average Our
all who aided by eels of kindness end
¦Brunswk 48% Mn Chm
54
of 30 industrials was off 2.11 at sympathy during the Illness and death GET YOUR money's worthl Rosslte
Brl North 45% Mont Dak 32 931.89. Declines on the New of our beloved Father and . Grand- solves link drainage problems quickly
* «"opWINONA ,
We are srateful for the memorand easily. '<Never-turn* to cement In
Camp Sp 30% N Am R 33^ York Stock Exchange led ad- father.
ial jilts, floral offerings and tood from ' your plumbing.
relatives, friends and nelohbors. A speCatpillar 52y8 N N Gas 43W vances by a narrow margin.
Frank O'Laughlln
cial thanks to the St. Nicholas Society;
Pet Center
Ch MSPP -— No St Pw 27%
Analysts said the profit-tak- Fathers Harold Gavin end Peltr ColePLUMBING t, HEATING
159
E.
3rd — Downtown
Chrysler 32% Nw Air
Tel. 452-4340
45
ing was a carryover from Tues- man; Msgr. Davy; St. Elizabeth Hos- 741 E. ill)
and staff; Dr. B. J. Bouquet and
Cities Svc 39% Nw Banc 41% day, when the Dow average . pital
"
Dr. Timm; the staff at tho Wabasha
ROTO ROOTER Horses, Cattle, .Stock7
Com Ed
36% Penney
73VS closed off more than 7 points Nursing Home and the units who served ELECTRIC
43
for clogged sewers ano drains
:
the
lunch. ¦ Your kindness will ni\rer be
ComSat
60 Pepsi
75%i and declines on the Big Board forgotten;
•
,
. .,
CALL
SYL
KUKOWSKL
daya,
SOWS
to
start
farrowing
In
10
Con Ed
25% Pips Dge 40% outnumbered advances 4 to 1.
The Peter Kronebusch Family
Tel. 452-W09 or 452-4434 i-year guarantee
second litter. Bob Hartert, Minnesota
Cont Can 30% Phillips
City. Tel. 089-2463. . . .
2WA
The only groups of stocks to NELDNER—
' .
Cont Oil 27% Polaroid 115% advance were airlines and I wlsh to thank all my friends, tielshPLUMBiNG BARN FOUR bred black Poland China sows,
end relatives for cards and -visits.
Cntl Data 57% BGA .
154 High Forest
Tel. 454-4244
due In May; also 1 purebred Duroe
40% building materials. Mail-order 4or«
Special thanks -fo Dr. Fenske, nurses
boar. Harvey Kurtzweg, Cochrane, Wi».
Dart Ind 53% Rey Stl
24^ ar.d retail were lower. All other .and personnel at Community Memorial Jerry's Roofing & Repair
Tel. 608-248-2893. '
Hospital for ttxlr prompt and courDeere
60 Rey Ind
71%i groups were mixed.
Guaranteed Professional
teous service. Special thanks to Pastor
CHESTER WHITE and Hampshire boars,
Dow Cm 84% Sears R ill
Insured. Shingling—Metal Edge.
Observers linked the strength . - Fisher . for his visits and prayers.
excellent quality.
serviceable aae,
Heat Tapes
du Pont 166% Shell Oil ; 46%, in airline issues to a published
'
Carl Neldner .
, ...
¦'¦
Beyer Bros., utlca. Tel. Lewiston 4822.
— Snow Removal —
East Kod 115% Sp Rand
36% analysis predicting that traffic
FREE ESTIMATES
ENTIRE HERD of Holstein milk cowi
In Memoriam
Firestone 24% St Brands 46% for the carriers would surge to
Jerry Thatcher
for sale. You may buy choice or the
Rt. 3, Winona
entire herd. Also 12 yearllnj Holstein
Ford Mtr 73% St Oil Cal 57% record levels this year .
'
Tel. .442-1.474
IW
LOVING memory of Wayne L.
open helferi, Tel. Arcadia, WlJ. 323¦
Gen Elec 63% St Oil Ind 63%
Worthrup
on
his
birthday.
Mar. 22nd.
3996. ¦ ' . ¦ • . ¦ ' '
Gulf OH , which topped the
The Family , :
Gen Food 29% St Oil NJ 72% Big Board' s most-active list- in
Female—Jobs of Interest—26 SIX SPRINGING Holstein helferi and
Gen Mills 47% Swift
34% the past two sessions, was off
and halt bred Arabian year4 FULL-TIME or part-time applications purebred
Gen Mtr 83% Texaco
ling , colts. Tef. Wabasha J65-3ill or
31% Vt at 25% and again at the head Lost and Found
565-3589.
now being taken for summer employGen Tel
30% Texas Ins 130% of the list.
ment. Apply. Lakevlew Drive-Inn or 413
FREE FOUND ADS
Gillette
41% Union Oil 30%
PUREBRED
YORKSHIRE and Chester
¦
¦'
E.
Belleview.
AS A PUBLIC SERVICE to our readers,
•
White fall boars now available. Merlin
Goodrich 26% Un Pac
free found ads will be published when
58%
Wis. Tel. 672-5711.
Johnson/
Durand,
SECRETARY-RECEPTIONIST-for
Rob.
a person finding an article calls the
Goodyear 30% U S Steel 32%
ertson ft Wohletz Law Olflces. Office
Winona Dally 8. , Sunday News ClassiPUREBRED
YORKSHIRE
and Hamp.
and bookkeeping experience required.
Greyhnd 19% Wesg El
fied Dept. 452-3321 . An 18-word notice
46%
shire serviceable boars: Roger Owen,
Tel. 454-<<S4I for Interview.
MINNEAPOLIS
(AP)
Minn.
will be published free for 2 days In
,
GiilfOil 25% Weyrftsr
672-5717.
49%
Durand, Wis. Tel.
an effort to bring finder and loser
PART-TIME MAID— Please apply in perHomestk 24% Wlworth
M. —Wheat recei pts Tuesday 203; tooether.
son, Walkins United Methodist Home, REGISTERED POLLED Hereford bulla,
year ago 240; Spring wheat cash
2, calved Apr. 29, 1970 and June 17,
175 E. Wabasha.
female cat. In Madison
trading basis unchanged to up FOUND—gray
1970. Lewis H. Schoening & Sons, Tel.
Silo area. Tel. 454-4160.
'
''
FAMILY OR single woman to keep house . tei.- 452-6380.
one cent; prices unchanged to .
L—-_—;—:—.
*
farming
bachelor.
Family
welfor
FOUND—hunting dog, on Stockton hill.
Vs higher.
BUYING ALL TYPES of horses, paylnfl
come.- Tel , Plainview 534-3359.
Black with brown markings on head
top prices. Tel. St. . Charles 932-4557. .
No. 1 dark northern 11-17 pro- and legs, Tel. 454-1241. .,
SOUTH ST. PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) CLEANING WOMAN wanted one daya
tein
1.51-1.85.
PRODUCERS!
30,000 satisfied
(USDA) _ Cattle 3,500; calves 500;
week for steady employment. Write HOG
MAN'S BROWN wallet lost at AK Psl
users' can't be wrong with Sanl-Gro'i
slaughter steers and heifers slow ; slaughTest weight premiums: one Kegger Frl. night. Would appreciate E-42 Daily News.
successfu l free stall farrowing safe*
ter steers 25 to extremes JO lower;
return of all credentials: P.O. Box 430,
slaughter heifers 25-50 lower; cows rath- cent each pound 58 to 61 lbs ;
and pens. Write or call for free literaFULL-TlfAE WAlTRESS-Apply Garden
St. Mary's College.
er slow, weak ,- bulls steady; vealers one cent discount each % lb unture and plans. Donald Rupprecfif,
Gate
Resfaurantf
114
Plaza
E.
NO
¦
¦
strong, extremes 1.00 higher, " ¦
Lewiston, Minn., 55952, Tel. 3765.
phone calls.
Chocle 950-1250 Ib slaughter steers der 58 lbs.
Personals
7 REGISTERED NURSES-lrhmedlate em- WANTED: horses of all kinds. Also used
33.75-35.C0; mostly average choice 1077
Protein prices:
and 1237 lbs 35.00; . mixed high good and
saddles and bridles, Tel. 452-7040. ;
ployment available In U.S. Air Force
REMEMBER FRAWK'S Candy Bowl at
choice 33.25-34.00; mostly average choice 11 per cent 1.51-1.53;
hospitals around the world. Ages 21
MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK? It Is
660-1025 ' Ib slaughter heifers 33.50; choice 12, 1.55;
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
to 39, single, no dependents, U S. citifull again with free Easter candy,
850-1000. lbs 32.50-33.50; utility and comzenship required. Starting salary $8254 A REAL GOOD auction market (or your
13, 1.57;
and while the supply . lasts you are
livestock- Dairy cattle on hand all
mercial slaughter cows 55.00-27.00; cutter
per:year or higher depending on experwelcorhe to stop Iri and have some
22.50-26.00; utility and commercial slaugh- 14, 1.59;
week.
Livestock bought every day.
ience. Base of assignment guaranteed.
ter bulls ¦28.00-32.00; cutter 25,00-28.00;
Trucks available. Sale, Thurs., 1 p.m.
''on the house ". Bring the kids, they
Tet. Rochester 507-282-3303 collect. ' ¦ ".
will love It and you will, all "have a
choice vealers 49.00-55.00; prime ' up jo 15, 1.67-1.69
Tel. Lewiston 26(7 cr Winona 452-7814.
W.00; flood 43.00-50.05.
happy day".
16, 1.80:
COOK—6 nights, closed Sun. 4 p.m.-la.m.
Consignment •
Hogs 4,000; barrows and fllIts opened
Supper club. Write giving age, exper17,
1.84-1.85.
DROPPED IN at the WILLIAMS HOTEL
50-75 higher ; 1-2 1M-240 lbs -24.00-24.35;
ience. P.O. Box 205, La Crosse, Wis.
Horse
& Tack Sale
1-3 190-240 lbs 23.75-24.00; 2-4.240-260 lbs
No. 1 hard Montana winter lately? You probably, haven't heard ~~~T~
~~
Sunday, Mar. 26, 12 Noon
23.25-23.75; 2-4 260-280 lbs 22.75-23.50; 2-4
. about the complimentary hors d'6-euvWAITRESS
1.52-1.70.
BIG
VALLEY
RANCH
280-300 lbs 22.25-22.75; sows steady to
res now being served between 4:30
Must be 21
strong;. 1-3 300-600 . lbs 20.50-21.75; boars
Winona, Minn.
.
Minn-S.D. No. 1 hard winter and 6:30 In the Safari Lounge. It's the
Steve's
Lounst
.
steady. .
place to go In downtown Winona.
Sheep 700; trading, on all classes stea- 1.52-1.70.
dy; general demand good; choice and
No. 1 hard amber durum , BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and tnloy Male—Jobs of Interest— 27
prime 90-110 lb wooled slaughter lambs
NOTICE*
the . comforts of automatic personal
29.50-30,50; choice and prime 90-110 Ib 1.68-1.73 ; discounts , amber 2-5;
care. Keep-full service. Burner sershorn lambs No. . l, 2 and 3 pelts '. 31.00- durum 5-10.
vice, repair end tune-up extended to RELIABLE clean cut man to work partHOLY WEEK
time In customer's home. Some me32.00; utility and good slaughter ewes
oil customers only: JOSWICK FUEL
Corn No. 2 yellow 1.13%- our
chanical ability. Day work, Tel. 4524.50-6.50; choice and fancy 60-85 lb feed& OIL CO., 901 E. 8th. Tel. 45J.3402.
OUR LIVESTOCK SALE
2048. ' . . '
er lambs 29,50-30.50; 85-100 lbs 27.5O-29.50. 1.15%
DO YOU ENVY people who seehv to efWILL BE
Oats No.
¦ 2 extra heavy white fortlessly produce yeast rolls and sim- AUTOMOTIVE PARTS counter man
By Ed Dodd
wanted.
Must
have
interest
In
cars
and
65. ' . ' ; ¦ ' .. . •
ilar treats for Easter feasts? Have you
want to service automotive trade. Con-

Barley, cars 149, year ago
179; Larker 1.01-1.22; Blue Malting 1.01-1.14; Dickson 1.01-1.16;
Feed 90-1.00.
Rye No. 1 and 2 1.01-1.05.
Flax No. 1-2 2.74 nom .
Soybeans No. 1 yellow 3.27%.'
¦

THE WIZARD OF ID

Want Ads
Start Here

Businett Services

'UiPMB TWIZOW «STUFF AROUND ...
iN f

HlKeA«m iD U)OK //^ /

In Re Estate Of
Orphla Knopp, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Pellllon for
Probata cl will, UmltlnD Time ta Pile
Claims and for Hearing Thereon.
John W. Romlno having (lied a petition
for the probale nt Ihe Will of said
decedent and for the appointment of John
W. Romlno as executor, which Will 1$ on
file in this Courl and open to Inspection;
IT IS ORDERED , Thai Ilia hearing
thereof be had on April t , 1972, at 11
o'clock A.M., before this Courl In Ihe
probate court room In Iho courl houje
In Winona , Minnesota, end lhal objections
to the allowance of said will. If any, be
tiled before said time of hearing) that
Ihe time wllhin which creditors of said
decedent may file their claims be limited lo s ixty days f rom Iho dale hereof,
and that tho claim* so filed be henrd on
May 11, 1972 , ot IO;30 o'clock A.IA., before this Courl In the probale courl room
In tho courl house In Winona, Minnesota,
and that notice hereol bo given by publication ot this order In llm Winona
Dolly News and by moiled notice as
provided by law.
Dated March 6, 1972.
S. A. Sawyer
Probale Judge
(Probate Court Seal)
John W. Romlne
Allorney for Petllloner
SOU Oxford Avenue
Mlnnenoolls, Minnesot a 5S4.11

been a failure at raised baking? with
tact Doerer's Genuine Paris, 1104 W .
3 locally, available Items, unbleached
flour, fresh yeast and a candy ther- . 5th St., Winona. .
mometer plus, my Instructions, anyone
can ' bake "successfully. . Send 25c fo MAINTENANCE mechanic, arc welder
experience necessary, apply In person
Yeast, Box 873/ Winona, with your
Fiberlte Corp.
name and address, for complete details
' and S free recipes.
WATCHMAN for nights, holidays and
weekend work. Applications from elderINCOME TAX filing date weeks away,
ly or retired persons Invited, full or
prompt reasonable service plus small
parttlme work. Apply In person Fiberlte
business bookkeeping. Tel. Mrs. Leon1
Corporation.
ard Kukowskl 452-5322 except Fridays.

WE D., MAR. 29

'

(No Sale Good Friday)

Regular Sale
' ¦ '- Fri,, Mar. 24

Sale Starts at 12 O'clock

LANESBORO SALES
COMMISSION

THINK SPRING! Enclosed porches are MARRIED AWN wanted on farm for general farmwork . No milking. Separate
like an extra cheery room. Leo Prochomodern house. Herb WlebKe, Mabel,
Tel. Collect 467-2192
wlfz. Building Contractor. Tel. 451-7841.'
Minn. Tel- 493-5451.
HAVING A DRINKING problem? For
FRANCHISE
available.
experienced, CONFIDENTIAL eld to COOKWARE
Poultry, Eggs, Supplies 44
Experience In selling necessary. We
help men and women stop drinking
ship and finance. Write Regal Ware,
Tel. 454-4410, ALCOHOLICS ANONYP. O. Box: 474, Rochester, Minn. 55901. THE CAPON Outlook Is good. We need
MOUS, for yourself or a relative.
growers. Order XL-9 Males and W-52
cHcki. We have tho complete prooram, Coponlreri, Service & MarAufo Service, Repairing LO
kets. Chicks available weekly,
We
Opportunity lor man with
have Bobcocks B-300 layers, di>v o: .
DON'T GAMBLE wJth your ' life) .Have
initiative
and
mature
judgstarted and ready to . lay.
started
TAGGART TIRE SERVICE specialists
Broad-breasted Ma les Available now.
ment, to represent the Murebuild your brakes. Price S34.95 most
Winona Chick Hat chery, Box 283, Wicars. Tel. 452-2772.
tual Service Insurance Comnona, Minn. 55987. Tel. 454-5070.
(Pub. Date Wednesday, March 22, 1972)
STAT EMENT OF PURPOSE AND
EFFECT OF PROPOSED ORDINANCE
NOTICE: An ordinance has been Introduced for passage beiore tho Clly
Council, Winona, Minnesota , the purpose
and effect of which will be to establish
a lou r ton load limit on the old highway
bridge running from Island 72 In the
Mississippi River to Agaghmlng Park.
Dated March 20, 1972.
John S. Carter
Clly Clerk
(First Pub. Wednesday, March 8, 1972 )
State of Minnesota ) ss.
County of Winona
) In Probale Court
No, 17,419
In Ro Estate Of
Gustav R. Vcrgln, Decedent,
Ord-or for Hearing on Final Account
and Petition for Distribution.
The representative o| the above named
estate having filed hla final account and
pellllon for settlement and allowance
thereof and for distribution lo the persons thereunto entitled;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof bo had on April 4, 1972 , ot
11 ;00 o'clock A.M., before Ihls Courl
In the probate court room In the courl
house In Winona, Minnesota, nnd llial
police hereof be given by publication af
this order In Tho Wlnonn Dnlly News and
by moiled notice as provided by law,
Dated March 6, 1972.
• 5, A. Sawyer
Probnlo Judgi
(Probate Court Seal)
Harolot J. Libera
Allorney for Petitioner
(First

Pub, Wednesday, March 15, IW )

Stale ol Minnesota , ss.
Counly of Wlnonn
) In Probate Courl
No. 17,40 0
In Ra Estate 01
Barbara Priybyls.kl, Decedent:
Order for Hearing on Final Accounl
• nd Pellllon for Distribution.
Tho representative of tho above named
estate having filed his final accounl and
pellllon for settlement and allowance
thereof and for distribution to the inr tons tfiercunto entllletfj
It Is Ordered, That tha hearing thereof
be had on April 11, 1972, nl 11:00 o'clock
A.M., before thla Court In tho probjio
courl room In the courl house In Inn
Clly of Wlnopa, Minnesota, and lhat notice hereof be olven by publication of
this order In the Winona Dally News
and by mailed notice as provided by
law .
Doled March 13, 197!.
S, A, Sawyer
Probale Judge
(Probate Court Seal)
Goldberg & Toroorson
Altorne-ya lor Pottlllnner
(First Pub, Wednesday, March B, 19/2|
Stole of Minnesota ) 1.1.
Counly et Wlnonn
) I n Probnlo Courl
No. 17,3-74
In Re Ella fa Of
Viola Whoolor, Docedent.
Order for Hearing on Final Accounl
and Petition (or Distribution.
Tho representative ol Iho above nnnwl
estate liavlno filed Ils final account end
petition lor settlement and allowance
thereof ond for distribution lo Iho pep
sons Hereunt o entitled)
IT IS ORDERED , Thnt Ihe heorlno
thereof be lind on April 4Hi, 1972, at
10:45 o'clock A.M., before this Courl
In the probate court room In the courl
home Ir Wlnonn, Minnesota , and thai
notice bereol bo olvon tiy publication of
this order In the Winona Dally Nnws end
by moiled notice ns provided by law.
Dnled March nth , 1972.
S. A. Snwyrr
Probata Judge
(Probj»l» Court Seal)
Darby a, Drawer, chnrlcrert
Attorneys tor Pollllonor

panies. Write or call for
appointment to give qualifications .

If you are selected , you will
receive thorough training in
all classes of fire, life , auto
and general casualty .
Attractive financing
arrangement , including a very
liberal company pension ,
group insurance and other
security benefits.

Burdell Smith
Rushford , Minn .
Help—Male or Fomalo

Wanted—Livestock •

28

CARETAKER — MANAGER
54 unll apartment complex In Winona for families of moderate In.
come. Send .brief resume of exper.
Icnco and qualifications to Wels
Management
Co., P.O. Box 319,
Rochester, Minn. 55901,
"An Et\uat Opportunity Employer '*

Situations Wanted—Fein. 29
DAYTIME BABYSITTING wonted. References. Tol, Kay 452-1636'.
WILL flAI)YS |T In my homo, for children any 000, Good references , good
record. Contact Eva at 452.5323 or 927
E, 7th.
EXPERIENCED NURSE aide would like
private duty. Write E-43 Dolly- Nows .

37

DAR WANTED—tluy or lease, rural or
clly, PI0010 wrlla . all detail* to C-41
Dally Nows.
NEW TRAILER courl tor sale, lots all
rented, clly aewcr system , Ideal loc a
Hon. Ownor will finance. Write E-4C
Dally Nows.
DRIVE-IN , A & W, Inside sonllno, blocktop lot, conopy, ono acre ol land. PopuInr spot ol Centervllle , Wl on 3 slate
highways, Just 11 miles from Wlnonn .
May bo purchased wllh or without new
mobile homo, Hcnlllt forces anlo. Ed
Rue, broker, THORP SALES CORPORATION, 253 1 Main St., Ln Crosse, Wis,
Tel. 600-781-3157, '

Hay, Grain, Feed
FIRST CROP HAY]
Ebert, Tel. 454-597L

~~™7ART-TIME

Dogs, Poti, Supplie*

50
500

bales,

Ed

GOOD QUALITY hay, 1st or 2nd crop,
LeRoy M. Johnson, Peterson . Tel.
Rushford 044-7865.
bu!

Tel.

Wilson

HAV—about 1,000 bales second cutting
alfalfa hromo mixed. Herbert Pfoltlor ,
Winona (3 miles E. of Wilson).
HAY—10 mllos S, of Winona on Hwy. 43,
BEEF and dairy hJ\y. Tol.
6M-27O0.

Rolllngstona

HAY—first crop, Mildred Groth, Ridge,
way. Tel. Dakota 643-6455 ,
DEEP AND DAIRY citllo hoy for sale,
delivered , Eurjone Lehnerlj , Kelloga,
Minn. Tel. 507-534-3763
4,000 DALES of first nnd second cut
hay, excellent quality lor cows mllklno.
AU hay put up, condlllmicd nnd without
rain. Tcl, Arcadia, V»ls. 323-3996.
flAV FOR SALE, Onten Enacl , Fountain Clly. Tol. 607-/756.

Seeds, Nursery Stock

53

WISCONSIN certified send oals, Holden
ond Forker; also certified hydrld seed
corn, early and Inlo mnlurllles . Mllea
Carhart, fit. 2, Galesville . Tel, 600-

502-rm.

TIMOTHY SEED

1971 homegrown , no percent
germination , 15c lb,

PAUL J . KIEFFER
Altimi , Minn.

Articles for Sain

NEEDUFs

57

For All Mnkcj
of Record f'lilyon

Hardt's Music Store

PICKWICK INN, Pickwick, Minn., lor
•ale hy owner , 2-bedroom apartment
upstairs, Tel, 4J3-2J5B.

EARN up lo *l,000 (nnd more) per
mnnlli nt wholesale distributor, *3,.MC
required for Inventory, etc. Wm. A.
Cook , 414 W. Brown Doer Rd., Mllwaukco, Wis, 53317. Tel, (4|4) 351-1100 ,

46

HO LSTEIN bull calves wanted. 3-4 daya
old. Norbert Greden, Altura, Minn.
Tcl, 7701.

HEAVY OATS-66C
4H-1274.

ORGANIST WANTED tor Fallh Lutheran
Church. Tel, 452-4089.

Business Opportunities

DE KALB 20 week pullets, vaccinated
against Bronchitis, Newcastle, Pox and
Marcks. Order now. SPELTZ CHICK
HATCHERY, Rollingstone, Minn, Tel.
6B9-23U.

tl A-l IB PHra E,

ANTIQUE

'

AND newer furniture stripping. Fr<-e
eMlrflMos, plck-un nnd delivery. Dealers welcome, lol, 4S4-5B3 7 ,

~"
M ATL
D A I L Y NEWS
SUBSCRIPTIONS

42

May Bo Paid at

PART COLI.m pups, « monlhs old, Tel.
Arcadia m-TsW.

TED MAIER DRUGS

FEMALE GERMAN Shepherd pups, WO
each. Tel, 4527711.

1

No Telephone Orders
Will 13o Taken

fcrticles for Sale

57 Farm Implements

70 Houses for Rent

Musical Merchandise

95 Houses for Salo

IF carpet beauty doesn't shew, clean It
rlgtrt and watch It glow. Use Blue
Lustra. Rent electric shampooer $1.
Rob* Bros. Store.

SCHWARTZ heavy duly manure loader, GIBSON J50 eccoustlc guitar and hard- MOBILE HOME—12x60, has 10x10 entry
way. Partially furnished. Available Imfit 3510, 3030 or 4020 John Deer* tractop case, excellent condition. Tel.
mediately. In St. Charles area. Tel. St.
lor, hydraulic bucket . Kenneth Ryan,
452-2661 after t p.m.
Charles 932-3891.
Arcadia, . wis.
RENT MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS from
IPRA.Y TEXTURING of ceilings and
HARDT'S. Pianos, violins, clarinets, AVAILABLE APR. I—new large 2-bedNEW Kewanee 12' wheel mounted mulchwalls. Crooks t> Associates, Tel. 454room at 573 E. 4th. Laundry area; famtrumpets, etc: Rental payments apply
er wllh new 95U 8P tires. Sale price
'
¦
'
'
•
.
5382;.
ily desired. Tel. 454-1059.
HARDT'S
toward
purchase
price.
$1450.
Kalrnes
Implement,
Altura,
¦
114
Levee
Plaza
E.
STORE,
MUSIC
- . '
Minn. Tel. 6741. ,.
USED MELROB B obcats. Tel. Lewiston
AVAILABLE MAY 1—St. Charles area.
5701 .
bedrooms and bath up. Living room,
Sewing Machines
73 2dining
room, kitchen, fcedroom, VS bath
M.L1J CHALMERS 500 4-row corn plantVACUUM cleaner, will tell
KIRBY
first floor. Full basement with new
er, dry fertilizer, Insecticide, disc opennow
cheap. Tel. 452-1818.
furnace. No children. 1 car garage.
ers. Good condition. Tel. Lewiston 5788. ALL MODEL Vikings- are on sale
during Spring
Clearance. WINONA
'$» month. Unfurnished, ly, miles S.E.
SEWING CO., 915 W. 5th.
BE SURE TO take advantage of our 16th
of Whitewater State Park office, near
FREE MASONRY estimates. Houses,
Annual G.E. Trainload Sale. Biry that , sheds,
Intersect roads 108 and 39. Te|. St.
barns. Brick veneer; fireplaces,
G.E. appliance now at tremendous sav.
77 Charles 932-3598.
bled: work , concrete floors, McNamer's Typewriter^
lugs. B & B ELECTRIC, 153 E. 3rd.
Construction, Tel. Winona 454-5794,
TYPEWRITERS and adding machines
"
Houston . 894J977.
96
SPRING CLEAN-UP SALE
for rent or sale. Low rates. Try us Wanted to Rent
Used lawn mowers and snowblowers.
for all your office supplies, desks,
Special on new Jacobsen Mowers,
MINNEAPOLIS MOLINE 4-14" plow,
files or office chairs. LUND OFFICE THREE-BEDROOM house wanted by rePOWER MAINTENANCE 4. SUPPLY CO.
good condition. Tel. St. Charles 932-3478.
SUPPLY CO., 128 E. 3rd. T«l. 452sponsible family. Tel. 452-2850 before 5
2nd & Johnson
Tel. 452-2571
5222.
and ask for Walt or Stewartville 533WANTED: Ford 8N-9N and Ferguson
¦«
M.
BOLENS LAWN & GARDEN
tractors, any condition Including "lunkVacuum Cleners
78
10" Rider; 32" Lawn Keeper; 775 hydro
ers"; also Ford plows end cultivators.
tractor with mower; 1256 tractor? hydro
Tel. 454-2657 after.7 p.m.
98
ALL VACUUM cleaner hoses with your Farms, Land for Sale
with mower, 1 rotary tillers; dump
' old ends, U. Bags for all type macart. Used John Deere 110 tractor with
SCHMIDT'S SALES 8. SERVICE
chines. Tel. 452-181B. 304 Mankato.
mower; 22" Bolens walking mower.
LARGE SELECTION of farms from 12
So. of 1-90 at Wilson;
F. A. KRAUSE CO. "Breeiy Acres",
to 1800 acres within 35 miles of WiTel. 454-561J
Hwy. 1441 E. Tel. 452-5155.
Wanted to Buy
81 nona. Many hobby (arms. Twalten
Realty, Houston, Minn. Tel. 656-3500!
FITZGERALD SURG6
GOLF CARTS tor sale. E-Z-GO electric
alter hours, 896-3101.
•' ¦ ' " , USED LEFTHAND door refrigerator. Tel.
Sales & Serv ice
golf carts, excellent condition. See or
Tel Lewiston 6201
454-5867.
call Earl's Sales 8. Service Inc., RushBY OWNER. Large country home end
lord, Minn. Tel . Oltlce 844-7781 or
buildings, 24 acres, open creek, next to
Dalr-Koot Bulk Tanks
OLD AND MODERN guns, war relics,
' Home 844-9496.
highway. Fenced playyard. Good lor
Sales—Servke
. lust about anything. Cash paid. I will
hobby . farm or retirement Tel. CochEd's Refrigeration & Dairy Supplies
pick up. E. Kukowskl, l«6 W. 9th.
RUMMAGE SALE Mon thru Sat. Washer,
rane; 426-3331 for appointment.
555 E. 4th
Tel. 452-5532
Tel. 452-53S3.
bsfc»y furniture, dressers, clolhing of
¦¦ all sizes, many miscellaneous Items.
IF
YOU ARE In the market for a farm
BAND radio wanted, Johnson
: . . ' . U66 W. Broadway.
Building Materials
61 CITIZENS
or home, or ara planning to sell real
111. Jack ¦Hill, La Crescent. Tel. 895¦
¦
¦
estate of any type contact NORTH'4781. . : BLACK WALNUT bed; quaint old Easter
ERN INVESTMENT COMPANY , Real
cards; phonograph records, 25c while DOORS—DOORS—DOORS- 1000 lo choose
Estate Broker, Independence , Wis., or
WM.
MILLER
SCRAP
IRON
METAL
the-y last. MARY TWYCE Antiques &
*
from, Jl on up. Also kitchen cupEldon W. Berg, Reel Estate Salesman,
CO. pays highest prices for scrap Iron,
Books, WO W.r 5th.
boards, $20 on up. Tel. 452-5908.
Arcadia, Wis. Tel. 323-7350.
metals and raw fur.
Closed Saturdays '
RECORD PLAYER by Fisher, beautiful
Tel. 452-2067
FARMS — FARMS — FARMS
Furn., Rugs, Linoleum
64 222 W. 2nd
tone, recently
cleaned, lubricated,
~~~ 320 ACRES, choice location 15 miles
new tubes and needle; stereo lacks,
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
south
of Eau Claire. Rich valley land
20>c21x1O" mahogany : veneer cabinet, TWIN SIZE Hollywood bed, complete
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
largely tillable and . suited . for row
wllh headboard, - mattress and spring
removable legs, all speeds, Garrard
raw furs ; and wool .
crops. Ultra-modern farm home has 4
automatic
changer.
Top condition.
frame, $55. BURKE'S FURNITURE
bedrooms, 2 baths, loaded with cabSerious music lovers will appreciate.
MART, 3rd & Franklin. Open Mon. and
inets, etc. 100' dairy barn, 4'x6' stalls,
Price negotiable. Tel. 454-1970.
Frl. evenings. Park beh ind the; store.
INCORPORATED
2 large cement stave silos with feed
450 W. 3rd
Tel. 452-5847
bunk.One Harvester silo. Large quonDOORS—DOORS-DOORS. 1000 to choose STOCK REDUCTION SALE — 2-plcte
set machine shed. Dr. owner says sell
suites, sofa bed and matching chair .
from, $1 on up. Also kitchen cup. lt now. $80,000.
Rooms
With
Meals
85
Now $109.95. BORZYSKOWSKI FURNIboards, $20 on up. Tel. 452-5908. . .
TURE, 302 Mankato Ave.
TWO
SLEEPING rooms, room and 230 ACRES, exceptional location. Nearly
MOVING, must sell bedroom set, living
all tillable deep level black soil, ver ,
. board, available April 1st. Working
room furniture and gum. Tel. 454-4089. Good Things to Eat
fertile. Large Grade-A dairy unit with
65 girls preferred. Tel. 454-5838.
stalls for 98 cows. .Pipeline milker unit,
STUDIO COACHi 2 bedsj 2 tables, one
two large Harvester silos, one cement
86 silo, automatic feed bunks. Four-bedporcelain - topped; occasional chair; THIS WEEK'S Special, fresh caught bull- Rooms Without Meals
heads, pan fried. Hillside Fish House.
chest of drawers; 9'x9' rug. 412 E.
room modern farm home. Severa l other
Blh. - . ' ¦
NICE ROOMS for school or working men. . buildings: Death In family forces sale.
RUSSET POTATOES, IOO lbs., $2.99, 20
106;OI10.
Terms galore.
Color TV , kitchen, lounge. Everything
lbs., 69; homegrown rutabages, 6c lb.;
FRIDAY NIGHT SPECIAL - Hotpoint
furnished. $10 jper week. Tel. 454-3323.
apples; onions. Winona Potato Market ,
garbage disposal. Reg. $49.95, Friday
STRU/rt AREA—Well located 150 acres,
night only, }15. GAIL'S APPLIANCE,
good soil, 4-bedroom farm home has
ROOMS FOR RENT for working man or
215 E. 3rd.
;
furnace and bath, good dairy barn has
students. Inquire 252 Franklin. Tel.
:
¦
28 stanchions, 2 cement stave silos.
.
.
454-1008. .
.
OBLONG dining room table and 4 chairs,
$24,000.
walnut, $10. Tel. 452-9260 alter 8 p.m.
Apartments,Flats
90
MIDWEST REALYTY CO.
YOU SAVED and slaved for wall to wall
Osseo, Wis.
carpet. Keep If new with Blue Lustre.
Robert Bockus, Realtor
TWO-BEDROOM
apartment,
carpeted,
Rent electric shampooer St. H. Choate
Office
Tel. 715-697-3659
$125. Tel. 452-1575 after 5:30- .
& Co. *
iM wUri 'rni^vilnnr
' . . Selden Russell, Branch Office Mgr.
EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT
available
Augusta, Wis. Tel. 286-2841
OMAN CAR starting unit; Pepsi Cola manow, second floor. Suitable for single
chine. Overland Mobil, Tel. Lanesboro
adult. $95. Tel. 452-9287 . for appoint'
; 447-3774. '. . . :
.
ment.
Houses for Sals
99

Sam We isman & Sons

They're Delicious

'.

TV ANTENNA bays, pipe, towers, wire,
rotors and stand-offs . FRANK LILLA
t, SONS, 761 E. Sth.

6 pc. dining xoom set, round
table with 3 leaves, 72"
hutch, 4 chairs.¦; '. - ¦/ ¦
Walter Lawrenz, Hwy. 61
Minnesota City, Minn.

fl

~
*flL

Musical Merchandise

70

RECORD PLAYER by Fisher, beautiful
tone, recently cleaned, lubricated, new
tubes and needle;
stereo
lacks,
20x21 x10" mahogany veneer cabinet,
removable legs, all speeds, Garrard
automatic changer. Top condition. Serious
moslc lovers will
appreciate.
Prlc* negotiable. Tel. 454-1970.
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McDQNALD'S
WANTED-wooden B-flat clarinet; also
microphone and stand. Tel. Rollingstone
689-2614.

HAND CARVED

\

-FROM-

BASEMENT SALE-Mar. 24-25lh, 9:303, 439 Clark's Lane. Infant to adult
clothing, misc. Items..
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GALESVILLE- Wis. 2-bedroom downstairs
apartment ; laundromat, rec room, extra bedroom Individual storage space
. in. basement. Carports. Available first
week of Apr. Tel. 534-6676.
ONE OR TWO bedrooms, all
brand .new, Tel. 454-1639.

utilities,

AVA ILABLE AflAY 1—3-bedrcom basement apartment In Rollingstone. $110
-water, garbage paid. Tel.
month. Heat,
¦
689-2831. . • . - . ..

BY TRANSFERRED owner, 2-bedroom
ranch ln Johnstone addition. Larga living room with dining area, family room
with fireplace, utility room. Gas heat.
Large patio wilh screened area. Fenced backyard. JAM twenties. Shown by
appointment only. 1290 Parkview. Tel.
454-1548.
NEW HOMES ready for occupancy, 2-5
bedrooms. Financing available. $21,500
on up. Wilmer Larson Construction,
Tel. 452-6533.
OPEN HOUSE at McNally Townhouses.
See 2-bedroonn Lark and 3-bedroom
Information
further
Aberdeen. For
Tel. 454-1059. .

RUSHFORD—Large 3-bedroom first floor
apartment, available Apr. 8. $135. Tel.
•452-9287 for appolnfrrient. •
UPSTAIRS 2-bedroom apartment, W. central location. Inside entrance, central
air conditioning. Complete carpeting.
Stove, refrigerator, drapes, heat and
water furnished. No single students.
$150. Available Apr. 1. For appointment
Tel. 452-2012 between 5 and 8.
NOW RENTING new 1-bedroom* and efficiency apartments. Heat end water
furnished. Air conditioning, laundry
and recreation roon) ' facilities. Furnished or unfurnished. ValirVie* Apartments, (Winona's newest). South of
Community Hospital. TeL *Z-9490.

Sugar Loaf Apartments

DELUXE 1 or 2 bedroom apartments,
fully carpeted, air conditioned, Includes
heat, water and gas. No single students. 358 E. Sarnla. Tel, 452-4834 '

Apartments, Furnished

91

ONE ROOM with bath and kitchenette.
Ground floor, private entrance. Central
location. 1 person only. Price $75.
Tel. 454-3034.
ONE BEDROOM furnished apartment.
Private entrance and bath. Married
couple or elderly person preferred .
Tel. 454-3342.
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Big Disc Harrow Special
1—Krause Model 902 Flex Wing Disc Harrow , 18' with extension spools, 20", 9 gauge blades, with floatation tires ,
with Flex Wing cylinders and tractor lift cylinder.

%sr NOW $2995

t—Used Kewanee 12'3"

9

gauge IS" blades, disc

harrow , good as new. New
price $1270.
Priced at
$865

1-New Kewanee 0' disc with
18" ll gauge blades . Reg.
price $1013.
Now
$895

,_ XT
1

v

onn o s

S ~ 20" °~

Se

M
A
on ' •10
i! gauge
S
!
blade
and1 20
rear . Priced $1457.

Now

$1259

1-New Kewanee 200 Series
12'2" - 18" blades , same
, as above size Was $1403.
$1195
Now

FINE off-campus housing lor girls being
rented now for summer and fall. L loyd
Deilke, Tcl. -152-4649.
TWO BEDROOMS, $150. Everything Included. Married couple or 2 working
girls. 1 year lease. Tel. 452-1967.
LOVELY 1 bedroom
End. Tel. 454-1707.

ONE ROOM plus efficiency kitchen and
dinette, complete bath, large closets.
Employed adults only. 321 Washington
St., Apt 4
STUDENT APARTMENTS now available.
JIM ROB0 REALTY , Tel. 454-5870, 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon. through Frl.

"NEW"

13'2" - 18" blades. Was

$1179

1—Kewanee Model 200 disc,
j a's" w j th 8 and 10 gauge
blades, 20". Was $1475.
$1295
N OW
1-Krause Model 400 13'4"

diEC With 9 W*C 18"

blades. Was $1365
.
*.
]g5
$1
*
"
l~Kewanee Model 900 If.'
disc, 8 and 9 gauge 20"
blades. 77/B " spacing . Was
$2089.
$1865
Now
N

Comp letely Furnished
Beautifully Decorated

1-Bcr '.om Apartments
Many luxurious features.

KEY APARTMENTS

1752 W. 6th

Tcl. 454-4909

Business Places for Ront 92
OFFICES FOR RENT on Ihe Plara.
Stlrncmnn-Sclover Co,, Tcl. 452-4347.
OFFICE SPAC E with phono answering
service available, In Professional Building. JIM ROOD R E AL T Y . Tel. 454511/0, 0 a.m. lo J p.m. Mon. through
Frl.
WAREHOUSE SPACE-up lo 50,000 sq
ft. Parking, hoat and loading dock
Tel. 454-4942.
WAREHOUSE SPACE lor rent, 1,000 «1
11, wllh overhead door, hoot. 1552 W
Broadway, Tcl. Mon. 453-7434.

BIG SPRING

NOW THE B G KEWANEE
DISC PLOW MODEL 810

THING !

12' size 24" Cut Awny Plowing Blades, 10" splicing, J,i"

tliick blades. Weight over 5000 lbs. Reg. price $3159.

NOW $2695

LOERC H IMPLEMENT
Houston , Minn.
Tel, Houston 896-3382
Tel. Stockton 689-2123

". • - y

On The Saver
YOU'LL find this 4-bedroom
home with Ml view of the
Mississippi. Has loads of
possibilities. Priced to sell,
$16,000.
TO *THIS 4-bedroom home,
family size kitchen, panelled
living room, new furnace,
new water heater, 2-car garage.
$17,000
PUTS you in a cozy 2-bedroom house that' s only 3
years old. Sliding glass
doors onto deck, finished
basement.

Trifles Make Perfection
AM) perfection is no trifle.
Everything is just the way
you would want it in tnis
Swiss Chalet on a beautiful
wooded lot overlooking the
river. Large living room
and dining room , an "everything " kitchen , carpeted ceramic bath , heated two-car
garage.
Solid Comfort
IN THIS attractive threebedroom home. Carpeted
living room with raised
hearth fireplace , ceramic
baths and a big family
room.

Let Yourself Glow
IN this glamorous four-bedroom , two-bath home. Carpeted1 living room and dining room , deluxe kitchen ,
large family room with fireplace.
Tel. 452-5351
AFTER HOURS CALL:
452-2118
Laura Fisk
452-5139
Jan Allen
Myles Petersen ., . 452-4009
452-4934
Pat Magin

\ \ ) h / // $

Northern Investment Co
Real Estate Brokers, Independence, Wis. Tel. 985-S191.
Or Eldon W. Berg, Real
Estate Salesman, Arcadia,
Wis. Tel. 323-7350.

NEW LISTING

J

K$m
m^

OFFER GOOD ONLY 'TIL MARCH 25, 1072

I

J

We Now Have Expanded Service
Facilities For Your Convenience

—YOUR .TACORSEN SERVICE SPECIALISTS -

POWER MAINTENANCE
& SUPPLY CO.

2nd & Johnson

KAWASAKI—1970 500 Mach
. cycle. Tel. 454-4437.

Tel. 452-2571 1

NEAR ST. TERESA-4 or 5
spacious older
bedroom
home, 2 full baths, TV room ,
dining room, living room ,
garage. Middlc-tecns .
CALI, US ANYTIME
for more information on
these nn<l other homes,
farms and commercial proptery.
Office hours : « a.m. to 6
p.m. 6 days n week, Noon
to 6 on Sundays.
GENE KARASCH , REALTOR
C01 Main Street
Office 454-4100
Aflor hours call:
Marge Miller
451-4224
454-510!)
Mnv Bloim
Rod Hansen
454-41112
Doug Heilmnn .... 452-313R
Charles Evans .... 005-2003
Mike Gilchrist
452-4734
454-5KO!)
Gene Knraseh
454-570G
Ivan Siem
Lots for Sale

IOO

INVESTORS , contractors, builders or l"»l
plain hnmeilfo owners: AcreAQB rlnlil
In the clly limits wllh sower and wnlnr
In. Ilnnullliil lilllslde properly Im nicely
secluded nren, Cnll now (or nppolnlniorll lo sen llili Innd nnd III a «'»' Potential. Tol . Jerry Dlnlsiliill <S<- -.1M1 nr
4i7-t,m. TOWN «¦ COUNTUY ft KAU
ESTATE. MLS-211 .

III

motor-

SCHWINN FASTBACK i-speed. 1953 Gil.
. more Ave. after 4.
HONDA. — 1971 Mini Trail 70. Like new,
Adult driven only 250 miles. Asking
$250. See at 462 Sioux St. or Tel.
452-6277. . .
MINI BIKE—4 h.p., 1971 Scat Back, excellent, condition. Tel. 454-5498. 266 E.
10th.
It's time to beat the rush I
Bring In your motorcycle for ¦
. . . spring tune-up.
ROBB MOTORS, INC.
34th and Hwy. 61, next to Penneys.
An affiliate of Robb Bros, Store Inc.
and JMm Robb Really.

Farms '— Homes — Businesses
Wo Need Listings! "
BILL CORNFORTH, REALTORS, MLS
La Crescent, Minn. Tel. 895-21 04

ENJOY THE quiet dignity of
this 5 bedroom, Split-foyer
home, exclusive neighborhood, carpeted dining room,
living room , family room,
2 baths, carpeted kitchen
featuring double oven with
Eotisserie, disposal . Attached garage .
COUNTRY CHARM -3 bedroom home on % acre in
Sugar Loaf area , convenient
kitchen , dining area with
hillside view, 2 car attached
garage.
NEW ON WINCREST-Spacious, carpeted living room
overlooks city, conven ient
kitchen with stove and dishwasher , step down family
room , 3 bedrooms with ample storage , partitioned
basement with plenty of
room for recreation room
and family room. 2-car attached gara ge.
GRACIOUS LIVING -Quiet
West Central neighborhood ,
split foyer upper level has
3 bedrooms , kitchen , living
room, partitioned lower level has unlimited possibilities
for expansion.
ALMOST NEW - story and
one half , features 3 bedrooms and bath up, carpeted
kitchen , dining room , lining
room , also 1 bedroom and
bath 1st floor , large lot,
attached garage.

NEW JACOBSEN 4-Blade
ROTARY MOWER

I

HONDA 305 Scrambler, excellent condition, Tel. Peterson 875-5521 after 5.

FOUR-BEDROOM home, 5 years -old , * .
acres of land, 2-car garage. Been
dreaming ol a little place In the country? Here It fsl Call Jim Mohan 4M2367 or TOWN t, COUNTRY REAL
ESTATE, . 454- 3741.

Two Apartment Or
Large Family Home
Located in City of Arcadia,
Wis. Features include a
kitchen with cupboards, living room, dining room, bedroom and full bath downstairs. Half b ath and 5
rooms upstairs. Priced right
for immediate . sale. &ood
investment for income property. Contact

107

FAST SERVICE on all custom parts,
tires, batteries, sprockets, chains and
other motorcycle parts; also CZ and
Jawa Motorcycles for "72 on hand. Garvin Heights Cycle Sales and Servlco,
, Tel. 452-6234.

109

ing, power steering-brakes;
Tel. 452-1507.

Winona Dally News "79.

vinyl top.

.

BUICK — 1967 Skylark . 2-door hardtop,
power steering, vlnyl roof , small V-B,
automatic transmission, bucket seats.
Excellent condition. Sell reasonable.
Tel. 452-2806.
PONTIAC - 1967 4-door hardlop, vinyl
roof, tilt steering, regular gas, excellent condition. Original owner. Reasonable. 108S Marian. Tel. 452-7465. .
CHEVROLET, 1965 Impala, 4-speed. 1971
International 1600 truck with box and
inquire
MERendgate.
hydraulic
CHANTS NATIONAL BANK.

1963 CHEVROLET
' ¦: . ¦ . . . . ¦ ¦¦ : Impala

Sales, Parts & Service
WINONA FIRE & POWER EQUIP. CO.
.- Tel. 452-5055
. 54-56 E. 2nd

4 door Rardtop. V-8 engine,
Autom a ft i c transmission,
Power steering, radio.

Trucks,Tract's,Trailers 108
FORD—1968 VJ ton pickup with : camper
topper, V-8, automatic, power brakes,
like new tires,, radio. Priced to sell.
FensKe Auto Sales, 460 E. 2nd.

.$395

FORD—1963 F-100 V-8, 4-speed transmission, Wide box. Tel . 689-2807,
INTER NATIONAL-1964 , In good shape,
heavy
duty
4„spced,
posltractlon,
throughout. Tel. Mon. 452-7434.

IH TRACTOR—1962, heavy duty single
axle, V-8 engine, 10.00x20 tires, fifth
wheel, runs good, Winona Delivery 8.
Transfer Co., 404 W. 4th. Tel. 452-3112.

IHTRODUGED
/sAARCH 18th

WHY ,BUY A r
2-Wheel drive Pickup
When you can have a
JEEP 4-WHEEL DRIVE
For a little more

PINTO
WAGONS

YOU CAN BUY THIS
TRUCK (Stock #902) Serial
No. J2F242WA00554
for as low as

STOCK
NO ONE SELLS
MOIRE
WAGONS
.
Than
TOUSLEY

$3295

TOtf S&IT £0BB
MERCURY

"Your Country Style Dealer "
MIRACLE MALL
Open Mon .-Wed.-Fri. Evenings

....

BANK FINANCING
AVAILABLE

KEN'S SALES &
SERVICE

FOR YOUR AUCTION, use the Boyum
System. BERTRAM BOYUM, Auctioneer, Rushlord. 4 Tel. 864-9381.'

Minnesota Land &
Auction Service

Everett J. Kohner
¦
Winoris, Tel. 452-7814
jl m Papenfuss, Dakota Tel. 453-2971
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER—City and state licensed
and bonded. Rt. J, Winona. Tel. 4524980.
MAR. 23-Thurs. 11:30 a.m. At I 94 Inter.
change and Hv/y, 10, Osseo.VJIs. Voids
Inc., owner; Zeck 8. Heike, auctloneersi
Northern Inv. Co., clerk.
WAR.; 24-Frl. I p.m. 7 miles S. of Eau
Claire on Hwy. 93. Lyle A. Bien, owner; Heike 8, Zeck, auctioneers; Gateway Credit lnc.» clerk. . .:
MAR. .24-Frl. 10:30 a.m. In Clly of Arcadlo. Wis. . Eckel Impl. Co., owners;
Alvln Kohner , auctioneer;
Northern
¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦¦
, lnv- . Co.. clerk. . " ' .

MAR. 25—Sat . 12:30 p.m. 1 rhlle N. of
Taylor, Wis. -to Hwy. .95, . thefl V* mile
E. Harley I, Letson. owner; Alvin
Kohner, auctioneer;
Inv. Co..
¦ ¦ ¦ : Northern
¦ ¦
• ' ' ¦ ' ¦/ . ¦ . ' . . - " '
clerk. ¦'
.
"
¦ MAR. 25— Sat. t p.m. In Petersoo Hdwe.
Store Bldg.; Peterson, Minn. Nrs. Hazel
Haslerud, owner; Bert Boyum, auc«
tioneer; Boyum Agency, clerk.
MAR. 25-Sot. 11:30 a.m. .2 miles N. of .
Independence. Wis. on Hwy. 93. Paul
Reck Estate; Olson Bros.) auctioneers/
Northern Inv., Co., clerk.
MAR. 25—Sat . 12 .noon. 2'/j miles W. of .
West Salem. Arlan Schomburg, owner;
Alvin Milter, auctioneer; Norihern Inv.
Co., clerk,
MAR. 27-MprV.. 1 . p.m. 7 mile!. N.E. of
Canton, Minn, blney "Pat" Lawston,
owner; Knudsen & Erlcksorfi auctioneers; Thorp Sales Corp,, clerk.
MAR. 27—Mon. 10 a.m. 6 miles N. of
Independence, Wis. on Hwy. 93 to Co.
Trunk E af Elk Creek, then 4 miles E.
Arthur Kulig, owner; Alvln Kohner,
auctioneer; Northern Inv . Co., clerk.
MAR. 28-Tues. 10:30 . a.m.. Juve, Ine.
Implement Co., S.W. Decorah, Iowa.
Erickson, Knudsen, Halverson, auction,
eers; Decorart State Bank, clerk,
MAR. 28—Tues. 10 a.m. 6 miles E. of
Rochester , Mtnn. on Hwy. 14, then 2'A.
miles N. on Olmstead Co. Rd. No. 102.
Elmer Fuchs & Sons, owners; Monlgomory 8. Olson, auctioneer!; Thorp
Sales Corp., clerk.

NORTHERN INVESTMENT Co| §§&

.—COUPON
—j
i Bring along this coupon !
j fox a FREE RADIO.
\
....

7 "In '

•

•COMPLETE
Includes freight and dealer
preparation . . , AND look
at -what you get! !
£ 5000 GVW-120" wheelbase
-tx 855 x 15 filackwall Suburbanite tires
¦fr Big 258 6 cylinder engine
¦ir 3-Speed full Synchrotransmission on the floor
£ 7 ft. Townside box
•fr Cigar lighter
ir Hub caps
¦
JV Hear Bumper
ir Lockout Hubs
¦fr Beautiful Butterscotch
color

......

FREDDY FRICKSON
¦ y
':
Auctioneer :¦:
Will handle all . sires and kinds 'of
auctions.
Tel. Dakota i643-6143

MAR. 25—Sat . n a.m. S. of Rushford
on Hwy. 43 to Bratsberg, thefl: 4 miles
W. Roy M. Johnson, owner! Boyunri
& Frlckson, auctioneers; Northern Inv .¦
' - . . • ' ..
Co.. clerk.

JEEP PICKUP—1950, good runner, transmission overhauled. Tel. Plainview 53425B6 after 6 p.m.

*

: TOWN & COUNTRY
MOBILE HOMES

43 & Sugar Loaf
Tel. 454-5287
Also Starcraft Campers, the Ho. l
CHEVELLE — 1970 Malibu, 350 engine,
camper In America. 25 cemperi
power slterlDB ' 30,000 miles, excellent
to diocsa trem.
.condition. 1542 Heights Blvd. otter 5
¦
weekdays. . . ' - .
WE WILL take anything In tra.ds on •
moblla home.
Fleetwood
PLY MOUTH—H964 Belvedere 2-door hard; Rilzcralf
top, V-8, automatic, power steering,
¦
Liberty
wllh low ' mules- Tcl. Pele after 6:00,
Check our Spring Discount prices. .
452-9986 .
TRI-S TATE MOBILE HOM ES
3930 6th .St., . Winona ' . Tel. 454-3741. '
OLDSMOBILE—1966 "98" 4-door Luxury
Sedan. 56,000 actual miles. All power
Including air. $1095. 543 W.. ith.
' '¦
Auction Sales
. >¦

RUPP
Compact Cycles

Move Eight In

FOR YOUR OLD MOWER ON A

12'8" cut , 7 gauge 22" blades, floatation tires, O'/H " spacings ,
weighs over 2 tons. List prico $2,195.

NOW $1995

wSdo^
T REALTOR

Cir.W.lNC.

SEE THIS BIG
OFFSET
DISC HARROW
KRAUSE

C LOERCH

Wesl

MALE ROOMMATE - vafl«y country
home, spectacular location . Share rent.
Furnished. Commuting distance. Tel.
454-2507.

1-Kewanee Model 200 disc,
$1377.
Now

apartment,

eoi

120 (ENTER

Motorcycles, Bicycles

QUALITY BUILT modular homes low as
$13,500. Many extras. Financing and
construction assistanse available, Continental Homes* Tel. 454-1885; evenings,
452-1645.

RENTING Is for the birds, owning Is
. for you; FIDELITY SAVINGS 4 LOAN,
172 Main. Tel. 452-5202.

j*
^

102 Used Cars

Winona,Minnesota '»
THREE-BEOROOM on Main St; In Coch- NEED 2, 3, 4 bedroom homes fo sell. BUICK, 1964 LeSabre 4-door hardtop,
rane. Carpeted living room and dinWill pay cash for some. Have people
V-8, automatic power s teering, power WEDNESDAY ,MARCH 22, 1972
ing room. La/ge lot. New furnace,
walling. Hank Olson, 900 E. 7th . Tcl .
brakes , radio, etc. Body and. Interior In
central air conditioning, attached gar452-2017.
excellent condition. Cheaple , S495. 1964 Mobile Homes,Trailers
111
age, large storage shed. Louis Schuth,
Chevrolet. 4-dcx>r, 6 cylinder, auiomallc
Cochrane 54622. Tel. 248-2602.
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY - 5 to 100
transmission, completely rebuilt , good
acres, with or withou t home. Tel. Jim
BY
OWNER—10
x
SS moblla hornet Inrubber . $3?5, Fenske Auto Sales, 460
eludes stove, relrlgerMor; fully carpet.
HANDYMAN'S SPECIAL—priced to sell
Mohan, TOWN 8. COUNTRY REAL
E. 2nd.
• ESTATE 454-2367. ,
now. Tel.' 452-7314.
ed. Skirted. 8x1 0 porch. Tal. Hwlston
¦
362). . . : . . '
BY OWNER—3-bedroom older home. Spa- DULUTH FAMILY desires large now MERCURY-I962, 6, st ick, 4-door. Tel.
cious kitchen, fining, living room and
home on largo lot, from private party.
DRIFTWOOD TRAVEL Trailer, 1969,
452-2718. 419 E. Broadway.
.den. 'lib balhs . New carpeting throughsleeps 6, sas-^ltctrle refrigerator, ttatn.
Write
1826 Kenwood Ave., Duluth,
out. Newly redecorated. New fu rnace. . Minn.
IMS steel sink, shower/ follef, wash
PONTIAC—1969 Catollnn 4-door sedan,
Full basement and double garage. On
basin. It's tha cleanest used trailer
dark green, factory air, automatic.
¦you 'll find. Paul Sander, 1522 VV. How50x150' lot. : Va block from Madison Cabins—Resort Property
103 Like new. Te l. Rollingstone 689-2259,
School. Nice neighborhood. Under 124,ard . Tel. 452-7)94 alter 5:30 end week000. TeL 452-3426 for appointment.
ends.
MISSISSIPPI RIVER lots on river and DODGE—1964, good condition. S400. Tel,
wooded lots with good river access.
452-5074 alter S.
LEAVING TOWN . 3-bedroom home, lorge
MOBILE HOWIE—10x55, In good condition
Terms. Ben Kreolsky, Tel. Wabasha
lof, walkout basement. 1279 E. WinWith new furnace, new water h«afer.
565-4430 or William Kreolsky, PlainReasonable. Tel. Peterson 875-5141. Sam
crest Drive. Mid-twenties. Tel. 452-5978.
MUSTANG _ 1965 hardtop. Runs good,
view 334-2624.
McKinley.
needs
body
work.
Tel.
454-5617.
SPACIOUS 4-bedroom, 214 bath, 6-yearGREEN TERRACE Mobile Homes by
old home with central air. Completely Accessories, Tiresy Parts 104
Chlckasha. Meelt all national building
carpeted. 2'A-car garage. On acra lot,
MERCURY—1940, runs flood, good tires.
codes. See and compare. Tel. 454-1317
with creek. Looks are deceiving, see TRUCKLOAD TIRE Saile. Sears finest
$75. Also 1-ton Chevrolet truck for
tor appointment,
Inside to. appreciate the llvablllty, Tel.
non-be lted tire. Set ot 4, as low as
ports, $75. Tel. 507-767-4991.
454-1109.
$50.84. Free mounting during March.
VEGA—1971 2-door sedan, 4-speed, radio, LARGE SELECTION Schult, Liberty,
Sears, Winona.
Marshfield and Academy. Tw in Bluf*
NEW 3-bedroom home. Ideal location,
good rubber, 17,000 actual miles. Very
Nelson, Wis. Tel. 715-673T«).
middle 20's.
452-5668.
aind very reasonable. Tel. ¦ Homes,¦ Inc.,
Boats, Motors,Etc.
106 economical
4748. .-. ' ¦ ' .
Fountain City 687-3963.
NEW 3-BEDROOM homes on Bluffvlew
MOBILE HOME TOWING-ICC license. .
Circle, with double attached garages. WINONA COMMUNITY Chest, Tel. 452.
Minn., Wis. Da le Bublitz, Tel. 452-S4I8.
Also duplex. Reasonably priced. Tel.
4624, Is accepting bids on a 28' Chris- CADILLAC-1964 4-door hardtop. In beau' tilul condition throughout, air . condiOrval Hilke. 452-4127.
craft, 130 h.p. Chrysler Marina Intioning, new tires. See at 521 W. Sarnla.
Many homes to choose from: at
board, Includes 4-wheel trailer and
Tel. 454-2165.
COULEE MOBILE HOME 8A.LE5
MUST SELL this 14-room house, remodboat house. Boat may be seen on
Hwy.
14-61 E. Winona Tel. «VS2-427«
eled, wllh finished basement. Could be
Center St. between Front & 2nd. .
duplex or comfortable single -family
FOR D—1966 Fairlane, air conditioned.
and
LARGEST
VAR1 4TION and selection erf
home. Take a look at lt today
MERC, 60 h.p.; 14' fiberglass Larson; 1
Tel . 452-3672 alter 5:30.
new and used mobile homes In S.E.
make us an offer. MLS 595. Tel. Ed
tanks and extras,¦ Tel. 452-5172 after 4
¦
Minn.
Bolt 454-3587 or TOWN & COUNTRY
or 454-4500.
• '
CUTLASS "S"—1970 2-door hardtop, exREAL ESTATE, 454-3741.
cellent condUlon , factory elr condition-

TRY A

TROPICAL FISH Sale. Spring Is here !
Brighten up your aquarium with new
and different tropical fish. Pat pellowski, 209 W. 5th.
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ARLAN SCHOMBURG AUCTION

Located : Vh miles West of West Salem or 9Vi miles East
|
|
|l of La Crosse on U.S. 16, and lA mile North off U.S. 16
M on Moos Road.

If

I

Saturday t March 25

<

YOUNG HERD. A.LL COWS PREGNANCY EXAMINED.

Lunch by Clair-Net Lunch Wagon
I Time: 12:00 Noon
|
| 46 Head of Cattle: 14 Holstein cows, 6 springers . 4
[I fresh and open , 4 milking good and rebred; 1 Holsteln|* Charolais cow , iresh and open; 2 Guernsey cows, fresh
\ and open; 3 Holstein heifers , bred; 4 Holstein heifers , io
Used Cars
109
to 12 months ; 2 Guernsey heifers , 10 to 12 months; 4
* Holstein'heifer calves , 4 to 8 weeks; 3 Holstein bul l calves ,
13 Holstein-Angus crossbred <il.eers , wt .
1968 CHEVELLE j 4600toto 13750weeks;
lbs., a very nice lot of sleers . A GOOD HONEST
Your "All-American " Denier
Breezy Acres Tcl. 452-92:)!
Open Mon . & Fri. Nights 'til 9

Malibu

2 door Hardtop. V-f! engine ,
vinyl roof , power Peering,
Autom a t i c tranmission ,
radio.

$1195

1968 PONTIAC

(1 piisscnger Station Wagon.
Ixicnl one owner , driven only
,1!),7ll.r> miles , lias rndio , power steering, power brakes,
automatic drive, solid tnn
finish , priced
AT ON7/Y

$1995

NYSTROM'S
Cndillac-Toyotn-Pontinc
105 W. 2nd
Tel , 452--10JIO
Open Mon. & Fri. KvenincH

Fe«d ' and Grain: 400 bu . ear corn; 1600 bu , shelled
corn , dried and clean; 1100 bales 1st cut and 400 bales
| 2nd cut hny; 200 bales straw.
<\
2 Tractors and Equipment : Allis Chalmers "WC"
¦; tractor and cultivator ; John Deere "B" tractor , good
; condition; J.D. 3-1G" mounted plow ; M-F 3-16", 3 point
, i plow ; McD . 2-16" plow ; J.D , KBA wheel disc; drnR atP taeliment for disc; cab to fit J.D. tractor ; J.D . #8 mower.
|j
Olher Farm Machinery. Brillion 10 ft. mulcher; M-F
h ground! drivo spreader; Schultz 135 bu. 2 wheel spreader ,
|i on rubber; New Idea 4 bar side delivery rake; J .D . #2
hay conditioner ; New Holland 66 hay bnler; John Deere
|
|
|
|M-T lKi y baler with bale kicker; Limdell sialic chopper;
ono row pull type corn picker ; Fox short hopf\i-j Dearborn
per blower; rubber tired wagon ; 2 wheel trailer with rack.
jj
Dairy Equipment : 2 Surge senitiloss milker units;
1
| Surge RV milker pump and ri H .P. motor; Kupfcr 300
gallon bulk cooler; Teler 52 gallon hot water heater; Itnth
\l 2 comp. slninlcss steel rinse t ank ; stainless slee l strainer ;
it 2 heavy duty tote cans,
Miscellaneous Equi pment: 20 Jamesway steel stan(j
y chions; 14 drinktiiR cups; cow trainers; neck chains; tank
|j heater ; 10x12 biiiUling; somti barbed wire; steel posts;
L 12 ft. (teed bunk on skids; some lumber; pile iron ; l>nvid
| Bradley garden tractor wilh attachments; small tools
f.j and equipment.
;<

ij
Household Goods: Chrome dinette lnhle and 4 clulrs;
|| Maytag wringer washer; metal caliinct ; boys ' and pjirls'
U bicycles ; riding Inwn mower; 1070 Polaris snowmobllo, 24

|] H .P., 15«A " track.
|j
jj
i<

Terms : Northe rn On The Spot Credit .
Alvin "Wimpy " Miller , Andioiieer
Marvin Miller , Repr., Northern Investment Co., Cleric

¦

By Roy C«n»

BUZZ SAWYER

DIC K TRACY

By Chester Gould
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STEVE CANYON

APARTMENT 3-G

REX MORGAN, M. D.

MARlY WORTH

NAN CY

.»

"-

By Chick Young

Lf'L ABNER
REDEYE

—

By Mort Walker

BEETLE BAILEY

BLONDIE

»-» ¦

By Al Capp

By Gordon Bess

By Milton Canniff

By Alex Kotaky

By Dal Curtis

By Saunders and Ernst

By Ernio Bushmiller

BARNEY GOOGLE and SNUFFY SMITH

By Fred Laswell
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CARPET
DISCOUNT
SALE!

SALE ENDS SAT. MAR. 25, 5 P.M. 100'S
AND 100'S CAME!THEY SHOPPED!THEY
BOUGHT! IF YOU NEED CARPET, THIS
IS THE WEEK TO BUY! THE PRICES, THE
QUALITIES, THE SELECTIONS ARE FANTASTIC! WE ARE OPEN MON. & FRI.
NITES TILL 9 P.M.

SAVE 40% NOW !

HERE IS THE WAIT IT WORKS:
-__~_
J—~~~~^
~
All 5.99 Carpet
Now $3.59 Sq. Yd. |
#^ I

All 6,99 Carpet
All 7.99 Carpet
All 8.99 Carpet

All 9.99 Carpet
All 10.99 Carpet

—-—

Now. $4.19 Sq. Yd. 1 ^L |^ rf
f «7\
Now $4.79 Sq. Yd. |
/ «M M i l l
flC ] fi f fc\
Now $5.39 Sq. Yd. 1%#'» IVM f v 31VVv\
Now $5.99 Sq. Yd, *
Now. $6.49 Sq. Yd.

"THE CARPE T PLACE"

' *

